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Introduction
John Stone was born in England, in the county of Kent, at the very
end of the fourteenth century. As a young man he joined the Benedictine
Cathedral Priory of Christ Church, Canterbury, where he lived as a monk
for about sixty years. In 1467, during his fiftieth year as a monk, Stone
tells us that he began the compilation of a book “composed as a result of
his great work,” of which a fifteenth-century copy has survived as Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, MS 417.1 In 1902, John Stone’s book was
described in Inventories of Christchurch, Canterbury as “an extremely curious and interesting memorandum book of most miscellaneous character
[which] ought to be printed in full.”2 No sooner said than done. That
year, W. G. Searle published a Latin edition of the manuscript entitled
The Chronicle of John Stone: Monk of Christchurch Canterbury, 1415–1471,3
and since that time, Searle’s text has given historians access to this fascinating primary source. However, Latin is a language no longer widely
understood, and it is the purpose of this small book to offer to the reader
numerous representative selections from the original manuscript, translated into English for the first time.
So what is a “chronicle”? There can be no fixed definition of the
term. In England in the Middle Ages, there was a tradition of historical
writing, the origins of which could be traced back to Bede’s Ecclesiastical
1. Cambridge Corpus Christi College MS 417, folio 1.
2. J. Wickham Legg and W. H. St. John Hope, eds., Inventories of Christchurch, Canterbury: with Historical and Topographical Introductions and Illustrative
Documents (Westminster: Archibald Constable & Co., 1902), p. 116.
3. W. G. Searle, ed., Chronicle of John Stone: Monk of Christchurch Canterbury,
1415–1471 (Cambridge: Antiquarian Society, 1902).
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History of the English People in the eighth century and to the ninth-century
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Copies of these works were acquired by a number
of monasteries and were used as sources and models for the writing of
later chronicles and histories. Such chronicles were widely influential,
and by the thirteenth century the tradition of chronicle writing was well
established, especially in Benedictine monasteries. Monks had the learning and skills required both to study chronicles and to write them. The
chronicler Eadmer, a monk of Christ Church Priory (ca. 1096–1128),
stated that it was “a great thing to commit to the memory of letters the
events of our times for the use of students of the future.” Gervase, another
chronicler monk of Christ Church (ca. 1163–1210), wrote that “the historian proceeds diffusely and elegantly, whereas the chronicler proceeds
simply, gradually and briefly.” Gervase distinguished between memorable
events—memorabilia—and those worth remembering—memoranda—
and declared that only the latter were really worthy of record.4
Chronicles varied considerably with respect to their content, purpose,
and length. A monastic chronicle such as that of John Stone was intended
to provide information for the guidance of a monastic house. It was not an
interpretation of the past by a historian but, rather, a selective and uncritical record of a dated series of events, in more or less chronological order,
compiled from various sources. It was often added to annually, and for
this reason might be the work of more than one person, often anonymous.
One anonymous writer of the thirteenth century advised the compiler of
a chronicle to include a place in the book on which to record the deaths
of illustrious men. The requirement laid on a monastic community by its
founders and benefactors to pray for the souls of the dead, often in perpetuity, gave the monks reason to record the past and the present in order
that it should be remembered in the future. Benedictine monks had a great
awareness of the past and respect for tradition and stability. Indeed, the
establishment of tradition and precedent gave them a basis on which to
fashion the future. “As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be.”
There was certainly a tradition of chronicle writing at Christ Church,
and a number of shorter chronicles written by monks there in the thirteenth and fourteenth century have survived in manuscript form. By the
4. Eadmeri Historia Novorum in Anglia, ed. M. Rule, Rolls Series 81 (1884),
p. 1; The Historical Works of Gervase of Canterbury, ed. W. Stubbs, Rolls Series 73
(1861–91), pp. 88–89.
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late fourteenth century, the near monopoly of monastic chronicle writing was giving way to chronicles written by secular clerks and finally
by laymen. The most popular chronicle was undoubtedly that known as
the Brut—a history of Britain from the earliest (mythical) times of Trojan Brutus, probably composed first in the late thirteenth century by an
anonymous compiler. This chronicle still survives in some 230 manuscripts and was the first historical work to be printed, by Caxton, in 1480.
Ralph Higden’s Polychronicon, another popular chronicle of the fourteenth century, which recounted the history of the world from the Creation to 1340, was also copied countless times during the later fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, sometimes updated by continuators. Increasingly,
the use of the vernacular, rather than Latin, became popular, not least
because historical writing ceased to be the preserve of monasteries but
rather that of secular clerks.5 By the fifteenth century, the writing of
more traditional monastic chronicles at Christ Church Canterbury, as
elsewhere, had virtually ceased.
John Stone makes no attempt to set his narrative against the grand
sweep of history from ancient legend or the Creation to the present, as
numerous traditional chronicles, such as the Brut or the Polychronicon,
had done. Neither is Stone’s work a history of Christ Church from its
earliest days. Stone’s manuscript is a modest compilation, focusing principally on the internal life of his own monastic community: obituaries of
monks, the celebration of the liturgy, processions, feast days and events,
and even the weather. Stone makes frequent reference in his record to
what was customary. Similarly, he takes note of unusual things, things
not seen or done before—most memorably, perhaps, the December 1466
arrival at Christ Church Priory of the Lord Patriarch of Antioch, who
brought with him to present to the king and queen “four dromedaries
and two camels. And this had never before been seen in England.”
Stone’s work gives the reader a unique insight into institutional life
in an English Benedictine monastery in the fifteenth century. In addition,
he records a considerable number of the visits made to Christ Church
Priory by some of the most powerful and influential men and women
of the day. Canterbury Cathedral was an important center for national
5. Chris Given-Wilson, Chronicles: The Writing of History in Medieval England (London: Hambledon, 2004), p. 1.
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and international political activity, and the stream of visitors that passed
through a large and prestigious monastery such as Christ Church would
have provided an excellent source of information concerning national
and local events. It is clear from his account that John Stone, far from
being cut off from news of the outside world, was well aware of events,
both local and foreign, which were taking place beyond the monastic
enclosure, and that domestic discord, particularly during the Wars of the
Roses, influenced the views and loyalties of the monastic community.
However, it is not within the scope of this work to investigate in great
depth the relationship of the monastic community of Christ Church
Priory with the world beyond its walls.
The introductory section of this book is intended to provide the
reader with a background to the cultural and historical conditions under
which John Stone’s manuscript was written, paying particular attention
to his own experience and to those aspects of monastic life on which his
book is most illuminating. Suggestions are made as to why the manuscript
might have been written, and in particular what it might reveal to us about
the customs, traditions, interests, and loyalties of a monk of the Cathedral
Priory of Christ Church in the fifteenth century.
The Manuscript: Its Purpose and Value
The book of John Stone is written on paper, in octavo size.6 Most of the
manuscript is written in a fairly neat, legible hand, though not in Stone’s
own. It would appear to be a fifteenth-century copy. Several changes of
hand may be detected, and it is clear from the sense of the text that the
scribe omitted some passages. Sadly, it is not possible to determine when
or why such omissions occurred. A number of words and letters have been
decorated with regular flashes of red, particularly before a change of hand
occurs at folio 75. These and other embellishments give the manuscript a
certain visual sense of importance, though the relatively careless deletion
of errors in the text suggests that the manuscript was intended primarily
not for public display but, rather, as a work of reference.
6. Size of book or page made by folding a sheet three times to form a quire of
eight leaves. Chronicles were usually written on parchment. Paper was cheaper but
less durable and tended to be used only for documents of ephemeral importance.
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There is no evidence to suggest that this surviving manuscript was
added to annually. Possibly it was compiled from a collection of personal
or priory records or, alternatively, copied from a completed original text.
The latter seems most likely since, for the most part, the text reads coherently and fluently. The style is not flamboyant, and the Latin is imperfect.
It would seem that the intention of the exercise was to convey information, record precedent (of liturgical observance, for example), and make
the text available for use. That the author was John Stone is suggested
by the wording of the preface, in which Stone describes himself as the
compiler of “these chronicles.” There are also references to him in the
text. However, later additions or omissions cannot be ruled out.
The earliest entries consist of a list of obituaries, or death notices,
which record and commemorate individual Christ Church monks between 1415 and 1434. These obituaries were of great significance to the
monastic community, whose regular commemoration of the dead made
them a very real presence in everyday life. These obituaries appear in large
numbers throughout the text.7 Two lists of gifts and expenses are also
set out, one of which appears to be a model for the other. These lists are
followed by a short and highly selective review of historical events. Stone
appears to choose with care what he records, but sometimes the reason for his choice is obscure. This short miscellaneous historical review,
referring to political events between the years 1411 and 1431 (the year
of the coronation of King Henry VI), must have had significance for
him. Closer attention to the text might suggest that the items recorded
here constitute a brief and partisan catalogue of Lancastrian succession
and allegiance, revealing, perhaps, where Stone’s loyalty lay (and probably
also that of the priory).8
7. For an analysis of all those monks listed in the obituaries—names, dates of
death, years served, and funerary rites, see appendix, table 2. For further discussion
of these obituaries, see Meriel Connor, “Fifteenth-Century Monastic Obituaries:
The Evidence of Christ Church Priory, Canterbury,” in Memory and Commemoration in Medieval England, Proceedings of the 2008 Harlaxton Symposium, ed.
Caroline Barron and Clive Burgess (Donington: Shaun Tyas, forthcoming).
8. For a more comprehensive examination concerning the political loyalties
of Christ Church Priory, see Meriel Connor, “The Political Allegiances of Christ
Church Priory 1400–1472: The Evidence of John Stone’s Chronicle,” Archaeologia Cantiana 127 (2007), 383–406.
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The second part of the manuscript begins with the consecration of
Thomas Bourchier as bishop of Winchester in 1435. In 1455, Bourchier
was to become archbishop of Canterbury, and he was archbishop when
Stone began the compilation of his manuscript, continuing in office until
1486, that is, after Stone’s death in ca. 1480. From the year 1435, the
manuscript takes on its characteristic form, namely a miscellaneous listing, in more or less chronological order, of obits, rituals, visits, and local
and national events. Understandably, the closer in time to the start of
the manuscript’s compilation (1467), the greater the detail and variety of
subject matter included.
Stone makes reference to some of his own written sources, such as
the priors’ registers (priory records in which entries were made of miscellaneous items to be noted for future reference) and the martyrology
(a register of the names of the dead to be read out daily in Chapter
and remembered by the community in prayer). Much that he recorded
came from personal observation. He noted certain exceptional events;
for example, in March 1469 he described at some length the humiliation
of a “notorious heretic.” In this era, the ceremony associated with the
abjuration of heresy was marked by a dramatic public display in church
at which the penitent recited and denounced his crime. For more serious cases of heresy, solemn penance could be ordered to take place in
a cathedral, usually on an important feast day. On such occasions the
cathedral would be expected to be full. In the presence of the archbishop,
the contrite penitent would be paraded before a large assembly in his
underclothes and breeches, bearing a bundle of wood on his back. Stone
notes that on this occasion, two Christ Church monks, both graduates in
theology, preached sermons that roundly and publicly condemned heresy.
The sermons were at the very heart of the proceedings, and Stone’s reference in his book to these and other sermons he heard indicate his respect
for the learning of the preachers concerned. The incident clearly made a
profound impression on him, and the gravity with which he regarded it
gives an indication of the community’s vigilance in the defense of religious orthodoxy.
	Beyond the walls of the priory, much of what was happening in the
1460s was disturbing, even threatening. News of the strife of civil war
and unrest came to the priory through accounts of battle and with the
arrival in and departure from Canterbury of kings, magnates, and rebels.
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Other information filtered into the cloister through various channels,
including statements made in Chapter, personal communications with
monks whose occupations took them beyond the monastery walls, and
conversations that took place, or were overheard, among members of
the community and the many visitors of all social levels coming within
the priory precincts. Information concerning current events, such as the
battles of the Wars of the Roses, may have come from newsletters—for
example Stone’s report of the battle of Northampton in July 1460 (a
resounding Yorkist victory), where the manuscript account is (uniquely)
written in English. The outcome of a battle, with lists of casualties and
other details, was often distributed in written bills, and newsletters might
have been a source of more reliable information when rumors were rife.
Momentous news was conveyed by special messenger, as in July 1465,
when a monk was sent from the north of England to Canterbury to
inform Edward IV of the capture of Henry VI, and the news was given
out in public.
In such troubled times it is not unlikely that John Stone, a senior
monk with a meticulous eye for detail, was asked to make a compilation
of his memories for the benefit of the community. The monks of Christ
Church were well acquainted with the idea of jubilee as a stimulus to literary creativity. In Stone’s fiftieth year of service, his jubilee year, he had
reached a vantage point from which to view the past while considering
the future. His manuscript is that of a monk with a conservative turn of
mind, the product of his culture, education, training, and experience. His
record reflects his deep respect for custom, tradition, and precedent, as
well as his unquestioned belief in God’s intervention in the ordering of
human affairs and the power of supernatural forces.
The liturgical cycle of the Christian year was an all-pervasive force
in the life and culture of a Benedictine monastery. The calendar of seasons and saints’ days, festivals and fast-days, determined the liturgy, the
ritual, the altar furnishings, the vestments, even the meals served in the
refectory and dining halls. Christian history was remembered and celebrated cyclically in the course of each liturgical year. The paintings on
walls and in windows echoed the liturgical themes of the seasons. New
monks joined the community and senior monks died, and their names
were added to those of the martyrs and saints, as were the names of others, religious and lay, benefactors and those in confraternity with Christ
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Church Priory, from all levels of society. Annual remembrance and reenactments of the past strengthened social, religious, and national bonds.
At the same time, the recording of current practice allows for the gradual
and almost imperceptible adaptation of the status quo in the creation of
new tradition. Stone’s text was probably intended, at least in part, as a
resource for use within the monastery, and the fact that this manuscript is
a copy may suggest that it was indeed being used in this way. His concern
for the proper celebration of feast days, and his attention to any departure
from normal routine, demonstrates how practice could be adapted to
take account of important or unusual events. Stone’s record would have
provided useful information, for example, concerning the appointment
and enthronement of archbishops, the election of priors, the reception
and profession of novices, the conferment of holy orders, the procedures
to be followed on the death of a brother, the forms and orders of the liturgy, and the wearing of vestments. Stone observes the reception of visitors and their participation in the liturgy or in processions, noting what
part they played, where they stood in the choir, and what responses were
used. He records the preaching of sermons on many occasions, often supplying the preacher’s name and his chosen text.
Stone’s work has been called “the most engagingly vivid piece of
historical writing to survive from any fifteenth-century monastery.”9
While true, the narrative is a distraction. For those for whom the record
was intended, the importance of Stone’s memoir must have been that
it validated and dignified the past, established precedent, and created a
framework of reference for the future. It is not only what took place that
was important but also how it was remembered. As another monastic
recorder expressed it: “I have been led to commend to memory, according
to my ability, what is written above, so that our posterity should learn and
know how to behave.”10
Prayer and the divine office are at the core of Benedictine life, and
to pray for the dead is to believe that death is not a final barrier and that
9. Barrie Dobson, “The Monks of Canterbury in the Later Middle Ages,
1220–1540,” in A History of Canterbury Cathedral, ed. Patrick Collinson, Nigel
Ramsay, and Margaret Sparks (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 112.
10. Printed in Memorials of St. Edmunds Abbey, ed. Thomas Arnold, 3 vols.,
Rolls Series 96 (1890–96), vol. 3, p. 188.
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prayer can influence the future for both the living and the dead. Seen in
these terms, the monastic community’s commemoration of the dead was
a creative exercise. The act of remembering was quite familiar to a monk
whose faith depended on an event that took place in the past (the death
and resurrection of Jesus Christ) but was remembered liturgically in the
present, in anticipation of future salvation. It was every monk’s hope that
“by persevering in [Christ’s] teaching in the monastery until death, we
shall share by patience in the sufferings of Christ, that we may deserve to
be partakers also of his kingdom” (Prologue of the Rule of St. Benedict).11
	Notice of Stone’s own death is to be found in a manuscript listing
obits of Christ Church monks that survives in Canterbury Cathedral
Archive (compiled in 1487), but only his name and his position as a
stationarius, or “pensioner” monk resident in the infirmary, is recorded.12
No more extensive obituary survives. Stone’s manuscript begins with the
words in memoriam rei futuram (for the future record of things). While
this wording is a literary convention, it is nevertheless significant, for it
embodies a concept that combines remembrance with anticipation and
a way of looking at time that was developed (in the context of death) in
the early Church by St. Augustine of Hippo: “in the passage of time we
try to find the present moment, but without success, because the future
changes into the past without interval.”13
The Life of John Stone
John Stone refers in his book to a fire that occurred on 4 May 1464,
in which the parish church of Stone, on the Isle of Oxney, was burnt,
together with the rectory, the vicarage, and two houses belonging to the
church. Stone’s reference to this fire, and his naming of two residents,
suggests his familiarity with the place, and it is likely that he once had
lived in Stone-in-Oxney. During the period in which he lived, many
monks of Christ Church took their last names from their birthplace, and
11. Justin McCann, The Rule of St. Benedict (1952; reprint, London: Sheed
and Ward, 1976), p. 4.
12. Canterbury Cathedral Archives DCc Literary Manuscript D 12, folio 26.
13. St. Augustine, Concerning the City of God against the Pagans, ed. and trans.
Henry Bettenson (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin, 1984), p. 520.
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analysis of place names recorded in association with the names of the
monks of Christ Church indicates that more than half came from Kent.
The church of St. Mary still stands, substantially reconstructed following the fire, and a nearby timber-framed house is of a similar fifteenthcentury date.
	Novices entered Benedictine monastic communities in small groups
of recruits who stayed together through the ceremonies of clothing,
profession, and ordination. During the fifteenth century, recruits were
admitted at roughly two-year intervals. John Stone “took the habit” in
1418, with three others: John Grove, Thomas Ashford, and John Aleyn.14
Though the preparation of novices was similar in most Benedictine
houses, allowance was made for local variation. At Christ Church, new
recruits were under the supervision of a senior monk, known as the magister ordinis, who seems to have been selected to serve as personal and
spiritual adviser and mentor to the group. The position was distinct from
that of novice master, who was responsible for the novices’ education
and training. Stone records the death of his own magister ordinis, Robert
Smarden, in 1441, and he recounts how he was himself chosen to act
as magister ordinis to a group of five novices on the feast of St. Lucy
1457—around the anniversary of his own entry to Christ Church in his
“fortieth year as a monk.”
“Taking the habit” normally refers to the ceremony of “clothing,”
the ritual receiving of monastic dress, which follows the tonsure, or rite
of shaving the crown of the head. These ceremonies took place on formal
entry to the monastery as an outward sign of an inner conversion (Rule
chapter 58). Despite the solemnity of the occasion, the event was also a
time for rejoicing, and the novice master at Christ Church was charged
with giving the novices a small sum of money in celebration.
14. John Stone joined Christ Church Priory as a novice on 13 December
1417. Following his customary probationary year Stone “took the habit” in 1418,
making his monastic vows a short time after. He began to compile his chronicle
in 1467, on the fiftieth anniversary of his entry into the religious life, as he tells
us in his preface. The first obit in the chronicle in 1415 refers to a monk named
William Stone, who was possibly a relation or a man from John Stone’s own village. This may explain why Stone chose 1415 as his starting point. The chronicle
finishes in 1472. John Stone died ca.1480.
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The numbers of monks in Benedictine houses in England remained
fairly stable throughout the fifteenth century. Christ Church Priory
appears to have reached its greatest number of monks for the late medieval period in 1411, when there were ninety-two. Although the numbers
fluctuated a little, by 1511 there were still eighty-seven monks resident.
On 21 March 1534, the same year as the passing of the acts of parliament
establishing the royal supremacy in the Church in England, eight novices were professed as monks, and seventy-four monks were still in residence at the suppression of the monastery in 1540. It is clear that when
Stone took the habit at Christ Church shortly before Christmas 1418,
he was joining a large and thriving monastic community. The occasion of
his clothing would have been a memorable one. Liturgically, the season
of Advent was the penitential season of preparation before Christmas.
Christmas itself was a vibrant festival. Not only was it the time to celebrate the birth of Christ but also, at Christ Church in particular, it was
the season when, on 29 December 1170, Archbishop Thomas Becket
(canonized in 1173) had been assassinated in Canterbury Cathedral. For
the monastic community, therefore, the season was one of particular significance, when the feast of the birth of Christ and the martyrdom of
St. Thomas were inextricably linked. Liturgically, these feasts were celebrated with solemnity: masses, ritual, numerous candles, processions,
and the wearing of rich vestments. In the refectory, two major festivals
ensured a season of conviviality. For the feast of St. Thomas, the keepers of his shrine were charged with providing confectionery and wine in
abundance. The priory records reveal that a celebratory meal was served,
enhanced by gifts of rabbits, fish, poultry, and game donated by local
magnates to the prior, and entertainers were provided to enliven the festivities. It was at this season of color and light that John Stone entered
the monastic community at Christ Church, and his subsequent love of
the order and ceremony of conventual life is apparent in his writing.
The formal ceremony of clothing was followed by a probationary
period leading up to profession, when a monk took his solemn vows.
Benedictine statutes officially demanded that this period should last
one year, but the requirement was seldom enforced in the late medieval
period. Though study had always been an integral part of Benedictine
life, by the fifteenth century even greater value was placed on the education of novice monks, and training became increasingly rigorous in order
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to equip them with the knowledge and skill they needed to fulfil their
responsibilities. St. Benedict had recommended that the Rule “be read
aloud often in the community, so that no brother may excuse himself
on the ground of ignorance” (Rule chapter 66), and study of the Rule
was at the heart of the novices’ curriculum. Various digests and commentaries on the text of the Rule were available to help recruits in their
studies, some of which were written in English. The novice monk became
familiar with the liturgical calendar and the Psalter and was expected
to acquire a thorough understanding of the divine office and to participate in it fully. He received training in community life and was given a
good working knowledge of both the history and customs of the monastery and the official statutes and canons relating to the monastic life.
A papal bull of 1336 required, among many other things, that novices
should be well grounded in the “primitive sciences” of Latin grammar,
logic, and philosophy. Before profession at Christ Church, novices had
to undertake a viva voce examination in the presence of a number of
senior monks. In his manuscript, John Stone refers to such examinations
on four occasions. It is probable that he was present as one of the senior
monks officiating and, as third prior in 1460, he was certainly present,
substituting in for the sub-prior in his absence.
The next rite of passage for the novice monk was the monastic profession, which required the novice to make three solemn vows—of stability, conversatio morum or “conversion of life,” and obedience (Rule chapter
58). By the vow of stability a monk was normally committed to remaining a member of the same monastic community until death. Conversatio morum meant that on entering the monastery a monk undertook to
change his way of life in all its aspects. The making of the profession was
followed by a formal act of acceptance, whereby the monk undertook to
live a life of obedience and signed his name to his vows. Each monastery
kept lists of professions in order to preserve the names of all monks in
perpetuity.
	By the time of their profession, the small group of monks who had
been admitted together had formed a cohesive unit. A further period of
formal education and training followed, when novices as juniors continued
to be supervised for a period of time that differed in each monastery—at
Christ Church for about four or five years. By the mid-fifteenth century, Christ Church had acquired a well-stocked library and encouraged
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private study. Through reading, meditation, and prayer a monk might
be led to “the summit of perfection” (Rule chapter 73). Increasingly, the
most academically able novices were expected to prepare for university,
although the numbers of Christ Church monks in residence at one time
at the University of Oxford’s Canterbury College was never more than
a small, if growing, elite. The majority of those monks who did graduate
returned to the motherhouse, well versed in theology and canon law and
ready to serve in positions of leadership. John Stone did not receive a university education, but it is clear from his references to graduate monks that
he respected their learning and their ability. Sermons were an important
feature of monastic life, and the community valued the standard of excellence in preaching set by Christ Church graduates and by friars invited
to Christ Church as preachers or lecturers. Here, as at other Benedictine
houses, a young monk, after profession, usually progressed through the
holy orders of acolyte, subdeacon, deacon, and, finally, to ordination as a
priest.15 Ordination was a significant event and marked the completion
of a monk’s period of guardianship under the supervision of seniors. John
Stone was ordained priest, somewhat unusually, at St. Paul’s Cathedral,
London, on 20 December 1421, probably in his twenty-second year. It
was more common for Christ Church monks to be ordained within their
own cathedral.
A cathedral priory was a distinctive kind of monastery, peculiar to
England, and though the titular abbot was the bishop—in the case of
Christ Church the archbishop—in practice it was the prior who acted
as the monastery’s superior. Under the prior’s authority there were a
number of senior obedientiaries, or office holders, including the subprior, sacrist, precentor, cellarer, chamberlain, and the two penitentiaries.
Around fourteen other obedientiaries held offices of lesser rank, and it
was on the efficiency of these monks that the successful running of the
monastery depended. Following novitiate, the majority of monks might
expect in due course to be appointed to some kind of office within the
community. Offices were allocated for an indeterminate period according
to the needs of the community, the aptitude of the individual, and the
15. The duties of acolytes, subdeacons, and deacons involved assisting the
priest at the altar. An acolyte’s particular function was to carry candles in processions and rituals.
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traditions of the house. Monks not assigned to any office were known as
conventuals, or choir monks. John Stone held a number of offices during
his time as a monk. In March 1451, thirty years after his ordination, he
refers to himself as the refectorer. This minor office involved the care and
maintenance of the refectory, or dining hall, with all its furnishings and
fittings. Such a position would have provided a useful training for Stone’s
later appointment to the office of sub-sacrist in 1457. The sub-sacrist was
deputy to the sacrist, who was responsible for the maintenance of the
fabric of the church, the altars, sacred vessels, candles, vestments, bells,
organ, etc. As sub-sacrist, Stone occupied a busy and responsible position, aided by three assistant sacrists, together with a lay staff of clerks,
servants, and casual workers.
The custom of paying monks “wages” for duties and services, out of
which they were required to make certain payments, became increasingly
common in Benedictine monasteries during the later Middle Ages. In
addition, monks received clothes-money, “spice money,” and customary
presents to be used for necessities and a few comforts. They were required
to pay for such things as laundry, bread, and ale, and perhaps for the occasional more luxurious item. From any accumulated funds, it was common
for a monk to contribute gifts to the church. The items listed at the beginning of John Stone’s work probably represent personal donations he made
during his time as a monk to “various works and ornaments to the honour
of the house of God.” It is likely that he used the example of Thomas
Herne, a fellow monk at Christ Church who had held a succession of
offices and whose list of gifts follows his obituary in 1443. That this practice
of gift giving was not unusual is evidenced by the statement by Herne that
he made his gifts “just as the other brothers had done,” and the even more
lavish nature of his donations, in comparison with those of Stone, reflects,
perhaps, the larger income he received from the more senior offices he had
held. Such donations would be in line with Benedictine practice. For St.
Benedict, poverty was the denial of private ownership rather than a virtue
in itself. Nothing in the Rule forbids corporate wealth or magnificence of
church or liturgical objects. The monastic community owned everything in
common, and monks were individually accountable to the prior for items
in their possession. The efficient keeping of accounts was an important
part of monastic life, and their survival in significant quantities enables the
historian to learn much about how a medieval monastery was run.
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In 1461, Stone was appointed to the office of third prior, charged
with assisting the prior and sub-prior. The prior had his own spacious
apartments in the monastery and a large household consisting of three
chaplains and some thirty lay servants, including the butler, Thomas
Franklin, referred to by Stone in April 1443.16 Among the duties of the
prior was the reception of guests, each of whom was to be received “like
Christ” and with “fitting honour” (Rule chapter 53). Many of the guests
at Christ Church were of high social rank, and the prior’s own status
compared favorably in many ways with that of any other great landowner. His administrative and managerial responsibilities were great and
caused him often to be absent from the priory for significant periods
of time. The burden of the prior’s responsibilities at a priory of this size
meant that, even when the prior was in residence, the sub-prior often
had responsibilities concerning the spiritual welfare of the community.
Under his direction, the third and fourth priors oversaw practical matters associated with monastic discipline and welfare and stood in for the
sub-prior during his absence—as in July 1461, when Stone was responsible for the appointment of the keeper of St. Thomas’s tomb, the original burial place of the saint in the cathedral’s eastern crypt. Indeed, on
this occasion Stone probably reached the high point of his career, for he
noted that in the absence of the sub-prior and other senior officials, he
had prime responsibility for such matters.
The sub-prior had overall responsibility for the infirmary. It was the
custom at many Benedictine houses for the third prior to record the obits
of deceased monks in the martyrology. If Stone had this duty, it might
explain the presence of obit lists in his own miscellaneous record. Third
prior was the most senior office to which Stone was appointed.
The Rule required that monks were to take their place (in procession,
in Chapter, and in the choir) according to rank and seniority (not according to age but, rather, to the time of entry to the monastery), the virtue
of his life, and the decision of the abbot (Rule chapter 63). This would
explain why John Stone records in his obits the length of time a monk
had spent in the monastery. Stone himself was appointed “head of the
choir” in March 1468. This title bore no reference to his musical prowess
but meant, rather, that, having served as a member of the community for
16. Butler: the servant or official in charge of the wine cellar.
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longer than any other monk in residence, he had reached the most senior
position possible in the seating of the monastic choir—a considerable
mark of distinction for this now-elderly monk. It is likely that he kept
this position as long as he was able to attend divine office in the choir.
After fifty years of service, a monk was allowed the privilege of
a private chamber in the infirmary building. The last entry in Stone’s
manuscript is dated to 1472, and he died sometime before 1480. Only
his name appears in the priory’s obituary lists. It is unfortunate that not
even the briefest detail has survived in the obituary of this monk, who
recorded faithfully the deaths of so many of his contemporaries and
whose legacy is his manuscript, which has provided historians with so
much information about the community of Christ Church Priory in the
fifteenth century.
Liturgy and Ritual
Monastic communities were founded for the continuous celebration
of divine worship by a body of men engaged in seeking God through a
life of asceticism and prayer. The one thing that united (and unites) every
Benedictine monastery was the place reserved for liturgical celebration,
and John Stone’s chronicle provides an insight into the importance of the
liturgy in the daily life of the Christ Church community.
The ordering of monastic liturgy was regulated by four cycles, which
overlapped and interacted with one another. There was the all-important
daily cycle of the divine office and the Mass. There were two liturgical
categories of day—a festal or feast day (a special day to commemorate a
specific event, observance, or saint), and a ferial day, or non-festal weekday. On feast days the liturgy was extended in form, the most noteworthy
addition being the reading of twelve lessons at matins instead of the
usual three. The weekly cycle began with Sunday, which was ranked as
festal. The remaining days of the week were denoted ferial days, with
Monday being feria ii through to Saturday, feria vii. The annual cycle was
made up of seasons—the Temporale, consisting of moveable feast days
derived from the annual recollection of events in the life of Christ, and
the Sanctorale, the cycle of fixed feast days or saints’ days.
The pattern of the weekly observance was complex. The order of
the liturgy depended on the liturgical season, and each day was ranked
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according to the Temporale and the Sanctorale. The celebration of the
Church’s greatest festivals, such as Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost, the
feast days of the Virgin and other highly venerated saints, made a difference to the daily and weekly pattern of the liturgy. Whereas the liturgical
celebration for feria began with matins, on feast days and on Sundays it
began the previous evening with vespers (known as first vespers; second
vespers came on the feast day itself ) and ended with compline on the
feast day. The day preceding a major feast was the vigil or eve of that feast
day (like Christmas Eve). The celebration of a major festival affected the
weekly pattern of liturgical observance, as it continued throughout the
week—known as the octave of that feast. Few weeks in the year were
straightforward. The expansion of the Sanctorale in the later Middle
Ages and the observance of the octaves of important feasts resulted in
a liturgical calendar in which most days were feast days, though these
were classified in order of importance and the level of their classification
determined the nature of the ritual assigned to them. The codification of
the liturgy was complex and could be confusing. Given the complexity of
the liturgical calendar, it is no wonder that Stone records very carefully
how the liturgy should be observed in the event of the concurrence of
feast days. However, his account of the liturgy for the feast of the Translation of St. Osmund in 1465 shows that new feast days could still be
accommodated in the liturgical calendar.
The divine office, called by St. Benedict the Opus Dei or work of
God, is at the heart of monastic liturgical experience. “When the hour
strikes for the divine office, all shall drop whatever they are engaged on
the moment the signal is heard, and assemble with speed” (Rule chapter
43). This “office” was conceived as a sung corporate prayer, and St. Benedict sets out in detail in the Rule how and when the divine office is to be
said. The long hours spent in the monastic choir in prayer were seen as
the principal means of attaining union with God—the ultimate goal of
Benedictine life. The celebration of the divine office took place at intervals throughout the day according to a timetable known as the horarium
of canonical hours, inspired by the words of the psalmist “seven times
a day do I praise thee” (Psalm 119:164; Rule chapter 16). The horarium
consisted of the night office of matins followed by lauds, and the six further liturgical hours of prime, terce, sext, nones, vespers, and compline.
In the later Middle Ages, the hours of prime, terce, sext, and nones were
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the interaction of the cycles of the Temporale and
Sanctorale. From John Harper, The Forms and Orders of Western Liturgy from the
Tenth to the Eighteenth Century: A Historical Introduction and Guide for Students
and Musicians (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), p. 48. Reproduced by permission
of the publisher.

spaced throughout the morning. Dinner time varied in general between
midday and 2:30 p.m., and vespers were said in the late afternoon. After
vespers, a bell summoned the community for an evening reading in the
chapter house, known as collatio or collation. While the bell was ringing, those who wished could wash their hands and go to the refectory
to “drink to sufficiency” and take a little bread to sustain them until the
following day. The short time between collation and compline could
be spent in the cloister in summer, or in the warming room in winter.
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Compline was a short service, the last office of the monastic day. The
psalter, containing the psalms, provided the principal text for the services, with only matins containing much scriptural reading. Most of
the reading of spiritual works and the Bible was done during periods of
private prayer and study. Monastic life imposed a strict sense of time.
Both time and place were of great importance, as can be observed in
Stone’s work.
	By the fifteenth century, most Benedictine houses reckoned time by
mechanical clocks, though there was some flexibility regarding the exact
timing of each office from monastery to monastery, not least because on
occasion mechanical clocks had a tendency to break down or be unreliable. Such an occurrence could lead to chaos, as at Dorchester Abbey in
1441, when it was noted that the canonical hours were “at unaccustomed
times” and members of the community attended the offices “some sluggishly, some late and some not at all”!17 Normally, matins was at the fixed
time of midnight, a custom that was commonly adopted towards the end
of the thirteenth century. A number of monasteries adopted 7:00 a.m. as
the fixed time for rising in both winter and summer, a custom that coincided with the time generally kept by the aristocracy as the usual hour of
rising (though in the case of the aristocracy, only the most devout would
have gone to bed at 8:00 p.m., as the monks were at least encouraged to
do!). Many accretions to the canonical hours had been pruned away, giving a more discernible structure to the day, which greatly benefited monks
engaged in any kind of study. For monks with major responsibilities as
obedientiaries, attending all the offices in the monastic choir would have
been impossible. Nonetheless, the fact that Stone takes particular account
of deviations from normal liturgical practice suggests that his community
valued the regular pattern of monastic observance. And if other duties
made attendance at communal offices impracticable, it was acceptable for
a monk, with permission, to say the daily offices in private.
Stone’s work gives the reader a firsthand account of how the monastic day was being organized in practice at Christ Church Priory. Recording the passing of John Sheppey on the night of 26 December 1439,
Stone notes that his death took place during matins and that Requiem
17. Barbara Harvey, “Living and Dying: Monastic Life from Monastic
Archives” (lecture, Canterbury Cathedral Archives, 17 June 2004).
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Mass was celebrated the following morning. The commendatory prayers
for the soul and exequies were delayed until 31 December—the end of
the octave of Christmas, the liturgy that took precedence over everything
else. In the case of Robert Colbrook in August 1447, death took place “at
the seventh hour, before the hour of prime,” suggesting that prime was
at around 7:30 a.m. It would seem that dinner was normally served at
midday at Christ Church. During the season of Lent or on any fast day,
it was Benedictine practice for vespers to take place before dinner, and
in March 1439, during Lent, we learn that Henry VI arrived after High
Mass in the twelfth hour before vespers had been said. His arrival was followed by the customary procession, after which Stone comments that the
community “hurried to vespers”—before they could eat dinner. An entry
appearing for June 1467 records that there was a hailstorm “between the
fourth and fifth hours after vespers,” indicating that in normal times vespers must have taken place at around 3:30 p.m. On the occasion of Archbishop Stafford’s enthronement in September 1443, Stone notes that “all
the hours of the day were completed before his arrival”—no doubt to
finish the celebration of the divine office before the enthronement cere
monies began. Such detail provided by Stone gives us a clear insight into
how seasons and events affected the monastic day and the organization
of the ritual, and how the gauging of monastic time was influenced by
spiritual exercises, occasionally, as during the earth tremor in April 1439,
down to the length of a prayer.
The celebration of Mass was the central act of worship, and, together
with the divine office, it made up the daily round of corporate prayer.
Each day there were at least two masses, one after prime and before the
daily Chapter meeting, and High Mass, some time between Chapter and
vespers, depending on the season. There was also the daily Lady Mass in
honor of the Virgin Mary. All monks ordained as priests were obligated
to say Mass daily. In the later Middle Ages, there were also commemorative masses celebrated at the cathedral’s many altars and chantries for the
repose of the souls of departed brothers, benefactors, and others. Some of
these masses were said by the monks, others by the priests of the almonry
and the chantry chaplains who made up the large ecclesiastical establishment at Christ Church. Stone records the death of Thomas Goldwell
who died on 10 March 1439, “at about the hour of twelve, at the elevation of the body of Christ at the time of High Mass.” This was the most
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sacred moment of the Mass—a most auspicious time for Goldwell’s soul
to have left his body, and worthy of comment.
Each morning the monks assembled for Chapter, in the chapter
house, where an extract from the Rule was read and community business
was conducted. During the day there were also supplementary liturgical
observances, including the Office of the Dead and the Little Office of the
Virgin. Processions were an integral part of daily life at Christ Church,
and Stone mentions or references them frequently. They could sometimes
be occasions for great display, for thanksgiving or for supplication in time
of general distress, unfavorable weather, or epidemic. At its simplest, the
procession of the Christ Church community might leave the choir by the
north door, proceed to a given point such as the shrine of St. Thomas, and
then return to the choir. A full procession visited all the altars and perhaps
the cloister as well, sprinkling holy water in specified places in ritual cleansing. Important visitors often participated in a procession to the shrine or
in other regular processions. Stone notes the route taken by Henry VI on
8 August 1460: procession to the shrine via the nave, through the cloister
and the monks’ cemetery, and into the church—a departure from the usual
route, perhaps, and therefore worthy of comment. From time to time, the
monastic community processed through the town, providing an impressive spectacle and emphasising the importance of Christ Church to a civic
community sometimes at odds with its cathedral establishment. Rogation
days (special days of prayer and fasting in early summer when prayers were
said for the forthcoming harvest) were the occasion for such processions
on one or all of the three days before Ascension Thursday.
John Stone would have been well versed in the Rule from his training, and also familiar with Archbishop Lanfranc’s (1070–89) Constitutions and other customaries. There is no evidence from his writing that
Stone was a scholar. He cites only two books in his manuscript, and these
are not in the body of the text but in the list of gifts and expenses donated
to the community by brother Thomas Herne. One book was an antiphonal, a companion volume to the breviary containing chants for the divine
office. The other book was the Rationale Divinorum Officiorum, a costly
guide to liturgical practice. Stone’s own list of gifts makes no mention of
books. However, the character of Herne’s books may reflect Stone’s own
keen appreciation of the liturgy, and they would have been of practical
value to him, especially during his time as sub-sacrist.
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Stone comments on the observance of the liturgy, the use of music,
the conduct of processions, the wearing of vestments, the order of ritual
for the dying and the dead, the election of archbishops and priors, the
concurrence of feasts, the consecration of altars, the ordination of priests,
the blessing of the holy oils, the archbishop’s visitations, and the reception of guests. While his text is not an official manual establishing a
code of practice for the community, it would have provided much useful
information concerning the corporate life of the priory and the role of
the liturgy in the spirit of the Benedictine tradition.
Saints and Relics
From earliest times, Christ and the Virgin Mary had pride of place
in the liturgical observance at Canterbury Cathedral. The first church
built on the site was consecrated in the name of the Holy Saviour. The
raised sanctuary of the eastern apse of the pre-Conquest (1066) cathedral
was dedicated to Christ, and the western apse was an oratory in honor of
the Virgin. During the fifteenth century, the veneration of Christ became
of increasing importance generally, with mystical writers focusing on
Christ’s sufferings. Following his canonization in 1173, the veneration of
St. Thomas was of particular importance at Christ Church, and his power
to attract pilgrims remained strong throughout the fifteenth century. The
Valor Ecclesiasticus of 1535, a valuation of all church property in England,
shows the offerings at Becket’s shrine to have been more numerous than
at any other English monastic church, exceeded only by the shrine of Our
Lady of Walsingham.
Shrines devoted to the Virgin Mary attracted pilgrims increasingly
from the thirteenth century. In religious communities, Marian devotion
had long played an important role in liturgical practice, and at Christ
Church there was a daily celebration of a votive Mass to the Virgin. It
was also common practice in Benedictine monasteries for the Saturday
Mass and office to be dedicated to the Virgin. The cathedral crypt, or
undercroft, was the principal Lady Chapel of the church, in the care of
two obedientiaries, the keeper of the crypt of Our Lady of Undercroft
and the keeper of the tomb of St. Thomas, and processions were made
to the crypt regularly. In 1467, at the feast of the Epiphany (6 January),
the crypt was flooded, and Stone records that it was impossible to have
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the usual procession there. The floodwaters had not subsided by the feast
of the Purification of the Virgin (Candlemas, 2 February), but this feast
was so important to the community that they appear to have carried out
the customary services anyway. In October 1455, Richard Clerk, bishop
of Ross and suffragan to the archbishop of Canterbury, consecrated
a new Lady Chapel adjacent to the area revered as the “Martyrdom,”
where Thomas Becket was assassinated. This new chapel, dedicated to the
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary and St. Benedict, replaced one
situated at the eastern end of the north nave aisle.
In 1470, the year of the sixth jubilee of the Translation of St. Thomas,
Stone noted that Pope Paul II granted a plenary indulgence on the feast of
the Translation (7 July), the day of the birth of the Virgin (8 September)
and the feast of the Assumption of the Virgin (15 August). “In accordance
with ancient custom,” a great banquet was given by the keeper of the crypt
on that feast. The altars dedicated to the Virgin and St. Thomas were sited
in close proximity to each other, both in the northwest transept and in the
crypt. The original site of St. Thomas’s tomb was in the eastern crypt of
the cathedral, close to the altar of the Virgin. The monks had chosen this
burial place in 1170, as one of relative seclusion and safety, because of their
fear of Thomas’s enemies, including Henry II. Even after the translation
of St. Thomas’s remains to the newly constructed Trinity Chapel on 7
July 1220, the site of his original tomb was much venerated and routinely
visited by pilgrims on their way to his shrine.
St. Thomas of Canterbury’s feast days were classed among those of
the most solemn category. He, together with the Virgin, was the saint
most venerated at fifteenth-century Christ Church. There were four
places particularly associated with his cult. The usual route for pilgrims
visiting the shrine was to visit first the martyrdom, via the passage running beneath the steps rising from the nave to the monks’ choir, which
separated pilgrims from monks. The martyrdom contained an altar dedicated to the Virgin, on which was displayed the tip of the sword broken
in half by the blow administered to St. Thomas’s head at his assassination.
From the martyrdom, pilgrims passed to the original site of the tomb of
St. Thomas and the altar of the Virgin Mary in the undercroft, and then
to the Trinity chapel, where they arrived at the shrine itself, set about with
priceless treasures “in so costly a fashion . . . there is no costlier shrine in
Christendom.” Finally, their pilgrimage took them to the Corona chapel,

Figure 2. Plan of the nave and transept of Canterbury Cathedral in the fifteenth century. From Tim Tatton-Brown, “The Rebuilding of
the Nave and Western Transepts 1377–1503,” in Canterbury Cathedral Nave: Archaeology, History and Architecture, ed. Kevin Blockley,
Margaret Sparks, and Tim Tatton-Brown (Canterbury: Dean and Chapter of Canterbury Cathedral and Canterbury Archaeological
Trust, 1997), p. 129. Reproduced by permission of the Canterbury Archaeological Trust.
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close to the shrine, in the most easterly and sacred part of the cathedral,
where a reliquary contained “the perforated skull of the martyr” with its
“forehead left bare to be kissed.”18
The surviving fifteenth-century shrine customary (British Library
Manuscript 59616) provides much detail about the ritual and ceremony surrounding the cult of St. Thomas. For example, every Monday the community processed to the shrine after vespers. Tuesday at
Christ Church was a day dedicated to Thomas of Canterbury (known
as “the Martyr”) and the seven “glorious” events in his life that had
taken place on a Tuesday: the day of his birth; the day of his judgment at Northampton; the day he was driven into exile; the day in
exile on which he was told by God that the church would be “glorified
by his blood”; the day of his return from exile, 2 December 1170; the
day of his martyrdom, 29 December 1170; and finally, the day of his
translation, Tuesday 7 July, 1220. Stone’s book provides contemporary
evidence of the veneration of St. Thomas and of the celebration of the
Tuesday liturgy at Christ Church. From time to time, Stone records the
presence of distinguished prelates at the Tuesday rituals at the shrine.
In 1445, the archbishop of Rheims was at Christ Church with a French
delegation for the feast of the Translation, and on his way home he gave
a ring to the shrine. Two days later, the bishop of Nevers donated a silver gilt cross to the Martyrdom chapel. Prior Goldstone, following his
election in 1449, celebrated his first Mass at the shrine of St. Thomas
on Easter Tuesday, and likewise, on the day following his enthronement, Archbishop Kempe said Mass there on Tuesday 12 December
1452. The archbishop of Ravenna, papal legate, heard the Tuesday Mass
at the shrine on 10 December 1454, and on 16 April 1464, John, bishop
of the Isles, suffragan bishop of Canterbury, celebrated Tuesday Mass
at the shrine altar. If lay visitors were present at Christ Church, they
often participated in the Tuesday liturgy. Stone records, for example,
that Henry VI’s queen, Margaret of Anjou, attended Mass at the shrine
before her departure for London on Tuesday 20 September 1446. It
would even seem that the age of miracles was not past, for in 1467, the
year that he began to compile his chronicle, Stone’s manuscript records
18. Desiderius Erasmus, Pilgrimages to Saint Mary of Walsingham and Saint
Thomas of Canterbury, trans. J. G. Nichols, 2nd ed. (London: J. Murray, 1875), p. 47.
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a poem, “The Miracle of St. Thomas the Martyr,” with the refrain
“Thomas is resplendent with new miracles.”
Kings were frequent pilgrims to the shrine of St. Thomas in the
fifteenth century, and Henry IV chose to be buried close to it. Henry
V visited the shrine several times, notably following his victory over the
French at Agincourt in 1415. Keen to promote the cult of English saints,
he visited the shrine at the feast of St. Thomas’s martyrdom in 1415
and again in 1416 when he welcomed the German emperor, Sigismund,
to Canterbury. Stone records a dozen occasions when Henry VI visited Canterbury Cathedral, mostly for the purpose of pilgrimage. The
recorded visits of Edward IV were equally numerous, though they may
have been for reasons more of politics than piety. However, St. Thomas
was depicted in the northwest transept window of the Cathedral above
the extant image of the crowned and kneeling King Edward, who holds
a small vessel, probably intended to represent the flask containing the
coronation oils, said to have been given to St. Thomas by the Virgin Mary
and first used at the coronation of Henry IV.19 Henry VII made visits to
Canterbury, and, at his death in 1509, he willed that a silver gilt statue of
himself should be placed close to the shrine. Henry VIII made regular
New Year’s gifts to the priory and in 1520 entertained the new emperor,
Charles V, there. On some occasions, it took special effort to visit the
shrine of St. Thomas. When Edward IV’s sister, Margaret of York, left
England for her marriage to Duke Charles the Bold of Burgundy, she
chose to journey via Canterbury to board her boat at Margate, even
though a departure from London Bridge was probably more usual for
a voyage to the Low Countries. With a large retinue—which included
the king himself, her two younger brothers, and the earls of Warwick,
Shrewsbury, and Northumberland—she left London on 18 June 1468 to
make her pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Thomas, as Stone records.
The shrine of St. Thomas continued to attract pilgrims throughout
the fifteenth century, though numbers of pilgrims fluctuated. Over the
years, magnificent gifts were made to the shrine, but the priory’s need to
19. For the coronation oils, see Christopher Wilson, “The Tomb of Henry
IV and the Holy Oil of St Thomas of Canterbury,” in Medieval Architecture and
Its Intellectual Context: Studies in Honour of Peter Kidson, ed. E. C. Fernie and Paul
Crossley (London: Hambledon Press, 1990).
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provide hospitality for pilgrims and visitors of every rank also involved
the monastic community in very significant expenditure. The jubilee celebrations commemorating the Translation of St. Thomas, held every fifty
years, provided the greatest incentive to pilgrims, not least because of the
plenary indulgence offered to penitents visiting the shrine at this time.
Unfortunately, Stone does not record the jubilee of 1420, when the festivities lasted for two weeks. On the feast day itself (7 July), the cathedral
was so packed that services had to be suspended, and the sermon by an
Augustinian canon was repeated three times to allow everyone present to
hear him. Stone did record the jubilee in July 1470, describing the liturgical observance and vestments in some detail. A banquet was given at
the archbishop’s palace, and on the following day, Prior Oxney celebrated
Mass at the shrine “wearing the chasuble of St. Thomas,” an important
secondary relic. The jubilee celebrations attracted a great influx of pilgrims, benefiting both the cathedral and the citizens of Canterbury and
promoting a spirit of cooperation not always evident in the city.
Altars and relics of other saints were highly venerated, and, at Christ
Church as elsewhere, the fifteenth century saw a renewal of interest
in the cults of early English saints. A prayer used daily asked for the
pious intercession of Saints Gregory, Augustine, Dunstan, Thomas, and
Alphege, that the community might be protected from all adversities.
The altars of St. Dunstan and St. Alphege were on either side of the
high altar in the monks’ choir. St. Alphege, an eleventh-century martyred
archbishop of Canterbury, was highly venerated at Christ Church, and
the feast of his translation, 8 June, was celebrated only at Canterbury.
His continued popularity in the fifteenth century is evidenced by Archbishop Bourchier’s will, in which he commends his soul to the Virgin, St.
Thomas, and St. Alphege. At the beginning of his book, Stone records
that he made donations to provide altar cloths for the shrines of both
these saints, and Thomas Herne’s list of gifts (1387) included one payment made to the shrine of St. Alphege and another for the painting of
four representations of other saints.
Christ Church Priory claimed among their collection of relics the
body of St. Wilfrid (d. 709), archbishop of York; St. Odo (d. 958), archbishop of Canterbury; and St. Ouen (ca. 600–84). Stone reports the
Chapter’s approval for the gift of a relic of St. Wilfrid to be made to
Chichester Cathedral in September 1444. He also records two occasions

Figure 3. Plan of the east end of Canterbury Cathedral showing major shrines, altars, fittings, and monuments. From Christopher
Wilson, “The Medieval Monuments,” in A History of Canterbury Cathedral, ed. Patrick Collinson, Nigel Ramsay, and Margaret Sparks
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), pp. 454–55. Reproduced by permission of the author.
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Major Shrines
A St Wilfrid
B	 St Oda
C St Dunstan
D	 St Alphege
E St Anselm
F St Thomas
Altars
a Holy Trinity
b St Thomas
c St Edward
d St Andrew
e St Peter and St Paul
f Christ (high altar)
g St Alphege
h St Dunstan
i St Martin
j St Stephen
k St John Evangelist
l St Gregory
m Assumption of Blessed Virgin
Mary and St Benedict
n St Michael and St Anne
o Martyrdom of St Thomas
(Altar of the Sword’s Point)
p The Saviour, All Saints, Blessed
Virgin Mary, and St Margaret
Major Fittings
q Chair of St Augustine
r High altar screen
s Relic cupboard
t Sedilia
u Choir enclosure
v Archbishop’s throne
w Choir-stalls
x Choir screen
y Lady Chapel stalls
z Red Door
Monuments
1 Archbishop Hubert Walter (d. 1205)
2 Archbishop Stephen Langton
(d. 1228)
3 Archbishop John Pecham (d. 1292)
4 Archbishop Robert Winchelsey
(d. 1313)
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5 Archbishop Walter Reynolds
(d. 1327)
6 Archbishop Simon Meopham
(d. 1333)
7 Archbishop John Stratford (d. 1348)
8 Archbishop John Offord
(d. 1349), approximate site
9 Archbishop Thomas Bradwardine
(d. 1349)
10 Archbishop Simon Sudbury
(d. 1381)
11 Archbishop William Courtenay
(d. 1396)
12 Archbishop Henry Chichele
(d. 1443)
13 Archbishop John Stafford (d. 1452)
14 Archbishop John Kempe (d. 1454)
15 Archbishop Thomas Bourchier
(d. 1486)
16 Archbishop Henry Dean (d. 1503)
17 Archbishop William Warham
(d. 1532)
18 Prior Henry of Eastry (d. 1331)
19 Prior Richard Oxenden (d. 1338),
approximate site
20 Prior Robert Hathbrand (d. 1370),
approximate site
21 Prior John Finch (d. 1391)
22 ? Prior Thomas Goldstone I (d. 1468)
23 ? Prior John Oxney (d. 1471)
24 Prior William Sellyng (d. 1494)
25 Prior Thomas Goldstone II
(d. 1517)
26 Archdeacon John Bourchier
(d. 1495) (see n. 186)
27 Edward, Prince of Wales (d. 1376)
28 King Henry IV (d. 1413) and
Queen Joan (d. 1437)
29 John Beaufort, Earl of Somerset
(d. 1410) and Thomas, Duke
of Clarence (d. 1421), approximate
site of original burials
30 Lady Margaret Holland (d. 1439),
John Beaufort, Earl of Somerset
(d. 1410), and Thomas, Duke of
Clarence (d. 1421)
31 Sir Henry Grey, Lord of Powis
(d. 1450)
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when St. Ouen’s reliquary was carried in public procession through Canterbury around the time of his feast day (24 August). St. Ouen’s relics
were believed to be particularly efficacious against the plague, a belief
doubtless reinforced when, following the procession in August 1471
(recorded by Stone), the pestilence ceased. At Easter 1448, Stone noted
the gift of a reliquary containing the bones of St. Felgild (died ca. 725),
brought in procession to the shrine of St. Thomas and later placed on
the reliquary beam “between the shrine of St. Thomas and the Corona.”
St. Osmund (died 1099) was buried in his cathedral at Old Sarum (Old
Salisbury). He was not canonized until 1456, and in August 1457 his
body was translated to a new tomb in Salisbury Cathedral, an occasion at
which two Christ Church monks were present. They returned with a relic
that Stone himself received and placed on the reliquary beam near the
high altar, where the relics of St. Blaise (probably early fourth century)
were also kept—another saint much venerated in Canterbury.
The shrine of St. Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury (1093–1109)
and distinguished doctor of the Church, was in the Romanesque chapel
dedicated to him to the southeast of the monks’ choir. Anselm was not
officially made a saint until 1494, though his canonization was promoted
by Thomas Becket as early as 1163. However, Anselm’s relics were venerated, and his feast days were kept even before the official declaration. A
chapel dedicated to All Saints was completed in 1439 above the chapel
of St. Michael. Other saints were commemorated at altars throughout
the cathedral and were depicted in wall paintings, stained glass, and statues, a number of which were created in the fifteenth century. The feast of
Relics (usually the first Sunday after 7 July) provided a further occasion
to honor all the cathedral’s saints and relics. Clearly, the Christ Church
community had a lively enthusiasm for the veneration of saints, and holy
places—especially those associated with St. Thomas but also those associated with other saints—were much sought after as prime sites for burial
well into the sixteenth century.
Sickness, Death, and Remembrance
	Because monks entered their monastic house for life, considerable
emphasis was inevitably placed on illness, disability, and death, and the
rituals and prayers associated with the last rites and burial. Serious and/
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or terminal illnesses were common phenomena that had to be dealt with
regularly. According to the Rule, care of the sick was paramount, and to
this end a separate room, the infirmary, was provided in the priory (Rule
chapter 36). Most monks of Christ Church died in the infirmary—a
very substantial medieval hall to the northeast of the choir, with a large
chapel adjoining the east end. The infirmary complex also contained a
“table hall” (a separate dining hall), latrines, and a bathhouse. The Rule
encouraged the use of baths for the sick as necessary, though it was recommended that they be used sparingly for the young and healthy. By the
fifteenth century, the aisles of the infirmary hall had been fitted out with
chambers and further chambers had been added to the north and east.
Some of these chambers were for the sick; others provided accommodation for elderly monks, known as stationarii, who had completed fifty
years of faithful service in the monastery. John Stone himself enjoyed
this privilege in his later years—the years when he was compiling his
manuscript. While not strictly compatible with the Rule, the provision
of individual rooms for certain people had been recognized as necessary by the Benedictine General Chapter by this period, and it was part
of a more general trend in the use of domestic accommodation. Some
senior obedientiaries, absolved from the common life, also had private
chambers, as did certain former monks of Christ Church who returned
to their original community in old age. For example, Stone notes that
Walter Causton, a former Christ Church monk who became prior of
Dover Priory (a daughter house of Christ Church), spent his last months
in an infirmary chamber where he died in 1419. He employed a servant
and paid a sum for his board and lodging out of the pension that he had
received from his time as prior of Dover. Sometimes secular clergy were
accommodated as were corrodians—laymen who, in return for a down
payment, legacy, or particular service, might be granted lodging, food,
and drink for the remainder of their lifetime—though this appears to
have been less common at Christ Church by the fifteenth century.
The infirmary buildings were under the control of the sub-prior,
who supervised the work of the infirmarian in his duties. The infirmarian cared for sick monks staying in the infirmary and oversaw the ritual
in the chapel at the time of a monk’s death. He was also in charge of a
form of outpatient treatment for monks: phlebotomy, or bloodletting,
a practice widespread in this period, as recommended by the Greek

Figure 4. Plan of the medieval precincts of Christ Church Cathedral Priory. From Margaret Sparks, Canterbury Cathedral Precincts: A
Historical Survey (Canterbury: Dean and Chapter of Canterbury, 2007), p. 2. Reproduced by permission of the author.
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physician Galen (ca. 130–201) to correct imbalances of the four humors.
Such monks were allowed to spend part of the day in the infirmary, or
in the deportum. The deportum (or misericord in some monasteries)
was a “common room” where the serving of food, including meat, was
allowed on certain days.20 However, time in the deportum was not to be
spent in “idle tales and wanton jollity.”21 Brothers were to attend certain
masses and to spend time reading, writing, or saying the divine office. By
the later Middle Ages, dietary restrictions in Benedictine monasteries
had become less rigorous. Partly influenced by the improvement in living standards outside the monastery, monastic houses had rejected the
substance of the Rule, which forbade the eating of flesh meat, but had
maintained the letter of the law that no flesh meat of quadrupeds, as
distinct from game and poultry, could be eaten in the refectory. Short
breaks from the rigors of the Rule were believed to be beneficial to the
well-being of the brethren, and, with permission, a monk might eat in
the infirmary table hall, deportum, or chambers, or even on occasion in
the prior’s hall or the guest hall, where it was permitted to “partake of
flesh for their own pleasure, or for companionship with others.”22
We can learn much from Stone’s account about life in the infirmary
at Christ Church. In 1418, he recorded the death of William Chart, a
much-respected senior monk who lived as a stationarius in an infirmary
chamber known as “St. John’s.” William Barnet was also a stationarius,
who died in 1448, in what Stone describes as a fine chamber to which he
had added a new kitchen. In 1430, Stone recorded the death of John Elmstone, who occupied a chamber as a stationarius, having been “absolved
from the common roster of duties.” When possible, infirmary residents
20. That the deportum was large and well appointed is suggested by Stone’s
record of a gift of two silver sauce-boats made to the deportum by Archbishop
Stafford and his household in Easter week 1448. The following Sunday, a considerable number of guests were entertained there, including monks from the
monastery of St. Mary’s York and a number of secular priests.
21. Deportum probably derives from the Old French déporter, meaning to
divert, amuse, cheer. Extracts from the Statutes of Winchelsey are translated and
printed in R. Willis, The Architectural History of the Conventual Buildings of the Monastery of Christ Church in Canterbury (London: Taylor, 1869), pp. 59–61, esp. p. 59.
22. For monastic diet, see Barbara Harvey, Living and Dying in England
1100–1540: The Monastic Experience (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), pp. 34–71.
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were expected to eat together in the table-hall, but the stationarii and
certain others often had their own kitchens and were excused from common dining. The regulation of diet was an important part of treatment,
and the regimen was adjusted for individual patients. Meat was served
“to provide for the sick . . . in order to regain their strength” (Rule chapter
36). On feast days, extra or special food was often supplied. For example,
on Thursdays during Advent, all those eating in the infirmary table-hall
received a dish consisting of two or three kinds of fish served with a relish
or confection. The infirmary employed bath attendants and launderers,
as well as other help who provided care for the sick. A sick monk wore
special clothing and was not allowed to leave the infirmary unless he was
able to resume full participation in the divine office.
The infirmarian probably dispensed simple herbal remedies (often
from herbs grown in the infirmary cloister) and made decisions concerning the treatment of patients. He was assisted in his work by the third and
fourth priors—the former of which offices was held by Stone in 1461.
The sub-prior’s duties included conducting funeral services in the prior’s
absence, and it is significant that Stone, as assistant to the sub-prior, was
much concerned with recording the monastic rituals of sickness, death, and
burial. Christ Church’s fifteenth-century infirmarians were not physicians.
According to the priory’s “Rules for the Maintenance of the Sick,” written in the late fourteenth century, doctors were summoned as necessary,
as were apothecaries and surgeons. In extreme cases, London specialists
were consulted in return for a payment or livery. A number of physicians
were admitted to confraternity with Christ Church Priory, probably in
return for their services. An Oxford physician, Henry Horne, wrote advising Prior Goldstone on treatment for the pestilence—advice that appears
not to have been efficacious in 1457, when the community suffered a
high incidence of plague; Stone notes the serious nature of the epidemic
throughout England. It has been estimated that plague resulted in at least
20 percent of the 254 deaths that occurred in the priory between 1413 and
1507. In general, the fifteenth century was a time of high mortality for the
priory, with life expectancy falling from fifty-two years between 1405 and
1430 to only forty-four years between 1445 and 1470.23
23. See John Hatcher, “Mortality in the Fifteenth Century: Some New Evidence,” Economic History Review, 2nd ser. 39 (1986), 19–38.
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Much of John Stone’s record is taken up with the rituals and commemoration of death. The importance of death to the living in the later
Middle Ages cannot be overestimated. The “four last things”—death,
judgment, hell, and heaven—were ever to be remembered, and the culmination of all achievement in life was to die a good death. The eleventhcentury Monastic Constitutions of Lanfranc and a remnant from a
fifteenth-century Canterbury breviary describe in detail the ritual for the
death, burial, and commemoration of a deceased monk. A dying monk
received the sacrament of penance, the communion of the sick (viaticum
or food for the journey), and finally the anointing, or the last rite. It was
envisaged in the Constitutions that, at the approach of death, the whole
community would process to the infirmary and would, as far as possible,
assemble near the bed for the anointing, although it seems unlikely that
the entire community of so large a monastery would or could all have
been present at one time. The ritual of death was a community activity.
All present would absolve the dying monk, and be absolved by him, and
all would kiss him before he was anointed with oil, during which prayers
were said, ending with a prayer of blessing. Two monks would remain
with their dying brother to pray and support him through to the time
of his death. “When the monk was close to death, a sheet of sackcloth
was prepared on which ashes were strewn in the form of a cross. On
this the dying monk was laid until he ceased breathing.”24 After death,
his body was carried to the infirmary chapel and laid on the muchvenerated infirmary stone. The Litany of the dying was recited, with
its long list of saints, and the commendatory prayers followed, which
included Psalm 31:5: “into thy hand I commend my spirit; thou has
redeemed me, O Lord God of truth.” The body was then sprinkled with
holy water, and further prayers were said until the body was carried into
the church, accompanied by the tolling of bells and attended by the
monastic community. A catafalque furnished with a rich pall was erected
to receive the body, with crosses placed at its head and foot and with four
lighted candles arranged around it to burn continuously until the burial.
There the body remained, lying in state, while the services of the Opus
Dei were performed in the customary manner, in addition to the Office
24. For details of this and similar rituals and ceremonies, see C. S. Phillips,
Canterbury Cathedral in the Middle Ages (London: SPCK, 1949).
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of the Dead. In the intervals between these offices, the brethren recited
psalms continuously in relays. Requiem Mass followed in the morning,
and the interment normally took place later in the day.
In some of his obituaries Stone provides detail concerning the last
rites. He records that in 1427 Andrew Frengham was sick in the infirmary for more than six months before he died and that he was anointed
some considerable time before his death. In August 1430, John Elmstone
received all the sacraments of the Church and, at the hour of death, lay on
the stone in the infirmary chapel with his face uncovered. This stone was
also used for the anointing of the terminally ill and was much revered by
the monks. By tradition, pilgrims entering the tomb of Christ venerated
several sacred stones within, including a stone bench said to have been
that on which the body of Christ had been placed. It is possible that the
infirmary stone had symbolic associations with that stone.
According to custom, when a monk’s body was dressed for burial the
hood of his garment was brought over his face and attached with thread
to the cowl, but in certain cases Stone specifically states that the dead
monk was laid “on the stone” with his face uncovered. He makes reference
to this in the obit of John Langley in 1416 and elsewhere throughout his
book. In the case of Richard Godmersham in 1468, Stone records that,
though he lay with his face uncovered for the prayers of commendation,
he was carried in a coffin to the choir, which stood covered with a pall
on which a cross was laid. It is difficult to know what to make of references to the practice of laying out a dead brother with his face uncovered.
Stone’s manner of recording detail suggests that he was drawing particular attention to the practice, which might suggest that it was unusual. It
was probably normal practice to lay the body on the stone for, in his obit
for Prior Elham in 1449, Stone observes that the dead prior was carried to the infirmary where he was placed “on the stone where the other
brothers lie before the prayers of commendation.” Stone’s obit of John
Wye in 1418 refers to carrying the body to the choir to the tolling of the
bell, followed by exequies “with music and psalms according to custom.”
Of all Stone’s obits, 17 percent refer to the recitation of psalms and 14
percent to the body lying in the choir all night. The usual practice was
to recite fifty psalms, although Stone only mentions this in a few cases.
Of more significance, therefore, are the occasions when he records that
fifty psalms were not recited, as was the case for John Clement and Hugh
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Sandwich in 1457 when, for some unstated reason, there was neither
music nor psalms. The following morning, it was required that “all who
could should celebrate Mass for the dead brother that day.” Following
this Requiem Mass, on consecutive days, thirty masses should be offered
for his soul.
From Stone’s record we know that deviation from normal practice
was sometimes necessary, for example when a brother died on a principal
feast day; he made a note in 1465 concerning the procedure to be followed in such cases. Examples feature in a number of places in Stone’s
work. On the death of John Gloucester, on the vigil of the martyrdom
of St. Alphege 1426, the exequies took place in the infirmary chapel “on
account of the solemnity of the principal feast day.” Other circumstances
might also require alternative practice, sometimes in addition to the
complications caused by coincidence with a principal feast day. Thomas
Lamberhurst died of plague on Good Friday 1467, not in the infirmary
but in a room at some distance from it, where he was presumably being
kept in isolation. After his death he was taken to the infirmary chapel
for the prayers of commendation, and fear of infection caused him to
be buried the same night. Because he died on Good Friday, and in view
of the protracted liturgical offices of Easter week, Stone notes that his
exequies had to be postponed until the following Thursday. In the case
of the much-loved Richard Godmersham in 1468, exequies had to be
delayed until after the election of the new prior, John Oxney (following
the death of Prior Goldstone), whose funerary rites Stone describes in
some detail.
It was Benedictine practice that any brother dying while away from
the monastery should “be brought back on a hearse which shall be sent
for him.” In 1418 John Wye died at Oxford, where he was a scholar, and
Stone records that he was returned to Christ Church where everything
took place “as usual for a dead brother.” In 1448 Robert Linton died at
Oxford, where he was warden of Canterbury College, and his death was
followed the next day by that of William Richmond, a scholar there.
These monks of Christ Church were buried together in one tomb in
front of the high altar of the church of St. Frideswide’s Priory in Oxford,
but their funerary rites took place in Canterbury the following Saturday,
as if their bodies had been present, and the sub-prior said their Requiem
Mass at the high altar the following day. This procedure may have been
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adopted because they both died of an infectious or contagious disease
that necessitated immediate burial. The case of John Hythe was different. Stone notes that Hythe had left Christ Church in 1416 to take up a
benefice near Gravesend in Kent, granted by papal license. When he died
“a few years later,” he received none of the spiritual benefits of a member
of the monastic community.
The Christ Church infirmary provided accommodation in old age or
infirmity to members of other religious houses or parishes. When they
died, their bodies were returned to their original community. Stone provides evidence for this practice. He records the death of Thomas Bungay
in 1421 while living at Christ Church, but he notes that, being previously
an Augustinian canon of Lesnes Abbey, Bungay was returned to his own
community for burial. Likewise, Nicholas Chilton, the rector of the parish church of All Saints in Canterbury, died while being cared for in the
Christ Church infirmary and had his Requiem Mass in the infirmary
chapel after his death in October 1454. He was buried the following
day in his own church. Similary, in the same year Robert Artur, rector of
Chartham parish church in Kent, died in his chamber at Christ Church
and was returned to his own church for burial.
Most of Canterbury’s late medieval archbishops were buried in the
cathedral choir. Priors were customarily buried in the nave. Stone notes
that Prior Elham (1446–49) was buried there “with the other priors.” Prior
Goldstone (1449–68) was buried in the new Lady Chapel, built under his
direction next to the Martyrdom. Usually, Stone does not specify the place
of a monk’s burial, but in general monks were buried in the monastic
cemetery, an extension, after death, of the monastic community. He does
record the burial places of some monks not buried in the cemetery. For
example, in 1415, William Stone was buried in the crypt in front of the
altar of Saints Catherine and Mary Magdalene, and John Kingston was
buried in 1416 in the infirmary chapel. Normally burial took place on
completion of the funerary rites. When John Dunstan died in January
1458, the community was unable to attend his burial in the cemetery
because of the snow. In January 1465, on the death of Thomas Wakering,
the community was forced to remain inside while the infirmarian undertook the burial in strong wind and heavy rain. The practical problems of
drying the sodden clothing of a sizeable community in largely unheated
buildings in the middle of winter would have been considerable.
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The names of dead monks were entered in obituary lists, to be prayed
for according to custom and commemorated on the anniversary of their
death. After the death of an archbishop, payments were commonly willed
to Christ Church for masses and prayers. When Archbishop Kempe died
in 1454, Stone noted that a sum had been left to each member of the
community to pray for the archbishop’s soul. Other benefactors, religious
and secular, wealthy and less wealthy, also made provision for payments
and pittances to be distributed following their deaths—both to the community and to the poor. It was the duty of the monk holding the office
of anniversarian, working from the martyrology and other records, to
ensure that the distribution of these charitable gifts, together with the
administration of the reciprocal commemorative offices, were carried out
faithfully on the appropriate days.
Christ Church Brotherhood and Confraternity
The term frater, or brother, occurs many times in the Rule of St.
Benedict. The Benedictine concept of stability, order, and the organization of the community according to rank and seniority were important
in the structure of monastic life, but more important still was the ideal
of a fraternal relationship within a community or “family.” The bonds
of brotherhood stretched beyond the grave. As has been shown, monks
whose lives and careers had taken them away from the mother house
were received back into the monastic community in death for burial and,
if that was not possible, at least registered in the monastery’s martyrology
and commemorated in prayer. The daily singing of the office of the dead
was a feature of Benedictine monasticism from the mid-tenth century.
Belief in the power of communal prayer was strong, and the prime objective of confraternity was the offering of prayers for the living and the
dead. Monks served as the intermediaries between the world of the dead
and that of the living. The prayers of the living could benefit the souls in
purgatory, and equally the saintly dead could intercede on behalf of the
living.
From the time of the Conquest, agreements had been made between
individual Benedictine houses grouping together in confraternity for the
purposes of mutual prayer. Similar arrangements were made with other
religious houses. No complete list survives of communities in confrater-
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nity with Christ Church Priory, but the number was sizeable. Periodically, obituary notices, or mortuary rolls, were sent out from one religious
institution to another, usually those linked in the bonds of confraternity. These specified the name and date of death of the deceased and the
name of the religious community and its dedication. They were intended
for extensive circulation and were taken from place to place by a carrier,
who was often a layman paid by the religious community initiating the
distribution. This custom continued into the fifteenth century at Christ
Church, and it embraced many and various religious houses in England,
together with some in France. At each house a response was added to the
roll, naming the dead religious and including a prayer for his or her soul.
This was usually followed by the words “We have prayed for yours, pray
for ours” or some similar form of wording that evoked reciprocal prayer,
and the names of deceased members or benefactors of the recipient institution might be added to the roll. Among the few such documents that
survive is a fragment of a mortuary roll for William Molash, prior of
Christ Church (1428–38). Stone’s obit for Molash records simply the
hour and the day of his death. This was his usual practice for priors or
archbishops, as they were given fuller obit notices elsewhere. The surviving
fragment of the Molash mortuary roll contains entries from twenty-one
religious houses in three English counties, including four Benedictine
houses, one Augustinian abbey, three priories of Augustinian canons and
one of canonesses, and eight friaries, including Franciscans, Dominicans,
Carmelites, and Augustinians.
The names of confrères and benefactors were entered into the priory’s records and, finally, into the martyrology under the appropriate day
of their death. By the twelfth century the practice had been established
of reading out daily in Chapter the names of those whose anniversaries
were to be commemorated. Various kinds of commemorative records
were kept in medieval monasteries, including Libri vitae and libri benefactorum, which were used in parallel with necrologies/martyrologies.
While the exact function of such records in the commemorative practices
of a religious house is unclear, their importance lay in the act of remembrance. Their origin can be traced to biblical sources. For example, in the
book of the Apocalypse, that text which inspired the often-disturbing
apocalyptic imagery in the doom paintings of the fifteenth century, it is
said that “whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast
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into the pool of fire” (Revelation 20:15). It was the responsibility of the
living to ensure that the dead were not forgotten, and a highly developed
awareness of the doctrine of purgatory in the later Middle Ages made a
focus on death an integral part of daily life.
Confraternity lists and martyrologies included the names not only
of Christ Church monks and members of other religious houses but also
of numerous priests and laymen from all levels of society.25 From their
beginning, Benedictine monasteries had offered prayers and masses for
the souls of others beyond their own communities, a fact that explains to
a great extent why many monastic houses were so well endowed through
the gifts of founders and benefactors. Many laymen bound themselves to
monasteries in confraternity, and, in their prayers, monks worked for the
salvation of their benefactors. An act of patronage was often associated
with the patron saint of the house, and the monastic community was
responsible for creating surroundings worthy of the relics of saints housed
within their churches. Indeed, a monastic cathedral might almost be
compared with a reliquary in itself—a place of great architectural splendor, endowed with beautiful objects. Benefactors not only donated precious artefacts, altar furnishings, statues or paintings, or liturgical books.
They often contributed to the building and repair of the church or to
the monastic buildings. Such acts of patronage to a religious house were
thought of, above all, as gifts to God, fully in sympathy with scriptural
teaching, with the Rule (chapter 57), and with what might be regarded
as an unofficial Benedictine motto—Ut in omnibus glorificetur Deus (so
that God may be glorified in all things). It is also the case that gifts had
a value to the monastery beyond that of a social and financial transaction.
A monastic house in a good state of repair, with a well-endowed treasury,
was a clear indicator of good governance and stewardship. Those who
had entrusted the commemoration of their souls to a monastic community living in close proximity to the relics of saints, in a building of
permanence and beauty, where prayers were said constantly and in perpetuity, could not have chosen any place more favorable for the salvation
of their souls.
25. For Christ Church confraternity, see Meriel Connor, “Brotherhood and
Confraternity at Canterbury Cathedral Priory in the Fifteenth Century: The
Evidence of John Stone’s Chronicle,” Archaeologia Cantiana 128 (2008), 143–64.
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Admission to confraternity was achieved by a formal ceremony in
Chapter, sometimes in person, and often (though not always) on receipt
of appropriate donations or gifts, as part of a reciprocal transaction in
return for the regular spiritual benefits of prayer. The English monk and
chronicler William of Malmesbury (ca. 1090–1143) wrote that “on the
anniversaries of kings, bishops, abbots and ealdormen . . . the brethren
were obliged to celebrate Mass for their souls . . . and do so respectfully,
using the ornaments that they had given to the church.”26 Stone refers
only once to the admission of a layman into the Christ Church confraternity, but this must have been typical of many. Sir Thomas Tyrell, an
official of the royal household, was received in April 1467, together with
“other servants of the Archbishop of Canterbury, as shown in the martyrology.” Stone adds that they donated a large silver saltcellar to the refectory the following January. Such highly visible items were often engraved
with the name of the donor or donors, ensuring that their names would
not be forgotten. This was particularly relevant when the gift was a chalice, used at the Mass and raised before the eyes of the celebrant at the
central point of the eucharist.
	Of the many churchmen, English and foreign, inscribed in the
confraternity lists of Christ Church Priory, Cardinal Henry Beaufort,
bishop of Winchester, was among the most notable. He was a regular
visitor to Christ Church and had strong family connections there. His
brother John Beaufort, earl of Somerset (d. 1410), and his half-brother
King Henry IV (d. 1413), were buried in the cathedral, as was Henry IV’s
second son, Thomas, duke of Clarence. Lady Margaret Holland, wife first
of John Beaufort and then of Thomas, duke of Clarence, remodelled the
chapel of St. Michael in the cathedral’s southwest transept as a chantry
chapel. There she had caused to be constructed a magnificent tomb and,
following her death in 1440, her two husbands were moved post mortem
to join her in her tomb, one on either side. In 1431 Stone recorded the
burial in the cemetery of Thomas Beaufort, count of Perche, Margaret’s
third son, “close to the tomb of St. Thomas the martyr.” Stone’s record is
26. William of Malmesbury, De antiquitate Glastonie ecclesie, cited by M.
Blows, “A Glastonbury Obit List,” in The Archaeology and History of Glastonbury
Abbey: Essays in Honour of C. A. Ralegh Radford, ed. Lesley Abrams and J. P. Carley (Woodbridge, Suffolk: Boydell Press, 1991), pp. 257–69 (see esp. p. 257).
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the only record for this place of burial. Between 1430 and 1445, Stone
recorded a number of Cardinal Beaufort’s visits, often made while he
travelled between France and England negotiating peace, accompanied
by a retinue of dignitaries. At the end of his life Beaufort established a
retirement home in the cathedral precincts, though he died at his palace
in Winchester in April 1447. Stone records that a Requiem Mass was
celebrated for him in Canterbury Cathedral. The cardinal left a legacy of
£1000 for building and endowment to the cathedral, in return for which
the monastic community was expected to pray for his soul in perpetuity.
In April 1455, on the anniversary of Cardinal Beaufort’s death, Stone
recorded that his exequies were sung in the monastic choir—evidence
that he was indeed being commemorated as agreed. A set of his vestments was left to Christ Church, and Stone noted two occasions when
they were worn by visiting bishops celebrating High Mass.
Significant numbers of the aristocracy had links with Christ Church
as patrons and confrères. The guests attending the enthronement of
Archbishop Thomas Bourchier on 26 January 1454 exemplify a cross section of such men. Archbishop Bourchier was a great-grandson of King
Edward III, and many of his powerful and influential kinsmen were present. Humphrey Stafford, duke of Buckingham, was one of the wealthiest and best-connected men in the realm, the most influential of Kent’s
magnates, and half-brother of the new archbishop. His son and heir,
Humphrey, Lord Stafford, accompanied him. Duke Humphrey’s distinguished brother-in-law, John Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, was present,
together with three of Archbishop Bouchier’s full brothers—Henry, count
of Eu; William, Lord Fitzwarren; and John, Lord Berners. Members of
the Beaufort family were also well-represented—related to Archbishop
Bourchier through their royal blood. Henry Beaufort, earl of Dorset, was
the great-nephew of John Beaufort, earl of Somerset, and John, viscount
Beaumont, his nephew Thomas Percy, Lord Egremont, and his brotherin-law Edward Neville, Lord Bergavenny, were all present. The wives
of Buckingham and Beaumont, Katherine and Anne, were sisters, and
so the circle of kinship was complete. To the medieval nobility, family
was all-important. Family and dynasty gave an individual status, rights,
and property, and to be a member of a powerful family ensured that an
individual would be remembered through his descendents. These families
gave the Christ Church community their patronage. However, it could
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also present difficulties for the priory when these noble families divided
into factions, for example during a period of civil war, as Stone’s record
indicates. Following the bitter conflicts of the Wars of the Roses, the
monks had the responsibility of remembering all their confrères, including the dead from both sides.
The bonds of confraternity were not only for those of highest
rank. Present also at Archbishop Bourchier’s enthronement were James
Fiennes, Lord Saye; Sir John Cheyne; and “other knights of Kent.” These
well-connected local families were significant landowners. Fiennes was
a royal favorite and became Lord Treasurer of England. He had close
connections with Christ Church after he became steward of the archbishop’s lands in 1443. Cheyne was a Kentish kinsman of John Beaufort,
duke of Somerset (d. 1444), and was member of Parliament for Kent and
sheriff of the county, as well as being in the service of the king. These
men and others like them, at the heart of local and national affairs, were
valued advisers who could use their influence to good effect on behalf of
Christ Church. Between 1450 and 1453, the justices of the peace in Kent
included a significant number of men whom Stone mentions in his book,
who were in receipt of liveries from the priory and/or were confrères.
People of every social level sought close association with Christ Church.
The good will and allegiance of local landowners and office holders was
undoubtedly of value in giving advice and using their influence. The priors’ account rolls list fees paid to numerous lawyers who were regularly
employed by the priory to represent them locally, in London, or at the
Roman curia. Numerous lay members of the priory’s household received
liveries, and some were received into confraternity. Richard Beke, master
mason, was admitted in 1448. He was appointed master of works at Canterbury Cathedral for life in 1435. He died in 1458, and Stone records
that he left the sum of £2 for work on the cathedral and donated a silver
cup to the refectory. Evidence from a few surviving wills indicates that
local people of more modest means were admitted into confraternity
until shortly before the dissolution of the monasteries (1536–40). Stone
himself makes reference to Richard Barnes “our brother,” a brazier in
Canterbury who died in April 1461. Barnes made monetary bequests
both to the cathedral and to the prior and monks.
The number and variety of obit prayers, foundations, and chantry
chapels was greater at Christ Church Priory than at any other monastic
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cathedral in England, and while gifts and endowments provided a source
of income, the obligations attached to them also placed a considerable
burden of both time and resources on the institution. Over time, the
original endowments might prove to be insufficient to meet the expenses
of the foundation concerned. For example, the most celebrated of Canterbury Cathedral’s chantry foundations, that of Edward, Prince of Wales,
the Black Prince, founded before his death in 1377 and endowed with
the manor of Vauxhall in Canterbury, was by 1472 running at a loss.27
But whatever the financial profits or losses, or the duties imposed by the
system of confraternity, the monks were expected to honor their obligations with the spirit of “good zeal” and “fraternal charity” demanded of
them by the Rule (chapter 72). That people of diverse ranks and means
continued to entrust the safety of their souls to the monks of Christ
Church Priory in significant numbers throughout the later Middle Ages
suggests that they were confident that they would be remembered faithfully in the constant round of monastic prayer.

27. Dobson, “Monks of Canterbury in the Later Middle Ages,” p. 145.
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Figure 5. A page from John Stone’s Chronicle, CCCC MS 417, fol. 4r. Reproduced by permission of the Master and Fellows of Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge.

Editorial Notes
This translation is based on extracts from the original manuscript, Corpus Christi College Cambridge MS 417. There are ninety-three folios
in the original chronicle. The title appears on folio 1. Folios 1v–3v and
folios 6–7v are blank. From folio 97v to folio 100 there is an entry concerning the Enthronment of William Warham as archbishop of Canterbury in 1505, which is unrelated to Stone’s text. The extracts presented
here represent approximately 60 percent of the total. The manuscript was
rebound in 1932.
The modern spelling of place names has been used, where known,
including the locative names of monks of Christ Church Priory.
Throughout the translation, modern chronological practice has been
used for dating, with the year beginning on 1 January, although in the
manuscript the medieval practice of using 25 March was used.
Any date given in square brackets is that of the day referred to in the
text, e.g., “the second day after the feast of St. Lucy [15 December].” The
feast of St. Lucy falls on 13 December, therefore the second day after that
feast is 15 December.
Wording contained within square brackets indicates material not in
the original manuscript but provided in the interest of clarity and understanding.
	Dates given in square brackets after the name of a monk as a heading to his obituary indicate the length of time he served as a monk at
Christ Church Priory.
Headings given in square brackets have been provided to facilitate the
reading of the text where no heading is provided in the original manuscript.
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In the interest of a more fluent reading of the text, certain oftenrepeated words have been omitted from the translation (e.g., Item, aforesaid, namely).
Modern punctuation has been used throughout the translation.
A list of the archbishops of Canterbury and priors of Christ Church
Priory and full list of the monks of Christ Church Priory during the
period of this work who are named in the manuscript appear in the
appendix as tables 1 and 2. The appendix also contains five genealogical
tables (tables 3–7), to which readers may wish to refer for help in sorting
out the chronicle’s references to family relationships which were so much
a part of the contemporary political sphere.
	Biographical material concerning individual monks of Christ Church
Priory may be found in Joan Greatrex, Biographical Register of English
Cathedral Priories of the Province of Canterbury, 1066–1540 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1997).
A full translation of CCCC MS417, with extended introductory
notes, can be found in Meriel E. Connor, “John Stone, Monk of Christ
Church, Canterbury and His Chronicle, 1417–1472” (unpublished
M.Phil. diss., University of London, 2001).

The book of Brother John Stone,

a monk of Christ Church Canterbury, which was
composed as a result of his great work in the year
1467 in his fiftieth year as a monk.

For the future record of things
In the year of grace 1418, namely, on the second day after the feast of
St. Lucy the Virgin [15 December], when John Woodnesborough was
prior, it so happens that Brother John Stone was received as a monk into
the holy church of Canterbury and was accepted for the monastic habit.
Subsequently, he lived in the religious life for fifty years with the help of
the grace of the Holy Spirit, as is hoped for. He undertook to set down
here a thorough account, chronicling in detail the gifts and expenses that
he is known to have given for various works and ornaments to the honor
of the house of God, lest they be passed down to unending oblivion.
Firstly to the shrine of saints Dunstan and Alphege........................6s 8d
Item to our brother John Langdon [later bishop of Rochester]........6s 8d
Item to making a door......................................................................6s 8d
Item for three altars in the choir, three frontals made of azure-colored
velvet with a gold fringe and with thirty-three archangels on them
........................................................................................... 10 marks
		
[1 mark = 13s 4d]
In honor of St. Dunstan
Item for cloths for the altar of saints Dunstan and Alphege
First for l lb of Venetian gold...............................................................40s
Item to a servant for work....................................................................8d
Item for 5 ells of green satin................................................................35s
[1 ell = 1.143 meters]
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Item for the work of servants going to London.................................. 20d
Item for silk of various colors............................................................. 16d
Item for silk of various colors 1½ oz................................................... 20d
Item for gold, two pipes...................................................................... 40d
Item for silk of various colors............................................................. 16d
Item for one gold skein....................................................................... 20d
Item for silk of various colors............................................................. 16d
Total £4 8s 2d
Item for 4 ells of green and red buckram..........................................2s 4d
Item for ribbon.....................................................................................6d
Item for gold....................................................................................... 20d
Total 4s 8d
Expenses for the frontals of three altars
Firstly for gold, twenty-two pipes.................................................30s 10d
Item for 2½ ells length of green velvet...........................................32s 7d
Item for a red fringe for the three altars.......................................12s 11d
Item for buckram............................................................................. 20½d
Item for silk of various colors...........................................................5s 4d
Item I gave to the secular for his work................................................ 12d
Total £4 4s 4½d
Expenses for the large cloth for the high altar
Firstly for 8 ells of green satin..............................................................52s
Item for gold, thirty skeins.............................................................42s 8d
Item for silk of various colors...........................................................8s 5d
Item to John Brayfield for making and embellishing....................25s 10d
Item for nine ells of green buckram..................................................5s 3d
Total £6 4s 2d
Item for a green hanging cloth with the sign of the cross...............20s 8d
Total appears: [gap in text]
To curtains
Item for curtains. Firstly for 10 ells of green silk cloth with an embroidered design............................................................................16s 8d
Item for gold and the smithing.................................................... 4 marks
Item for a red fringe..............................................................................2s
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Item for red ribbon............................................................................. 14d
Item for rings........................................................................................1d
Item for two lengths of red ribbon..................................................... 12d
Total 7 Marks 19d
Item for green and azure buckram for six capes...................................20s
Item for the making of five copes.....................................................3s 4d
Total 23s 4d
Item for a window in the cloister...........................................................5s
Item for the new work in the Martyrdom........................................6s 8d
Total 11s 8d
Item to the font in the nave of the church.............................................5s
Item for an azure hanging with an eagle in the centre.........................32s
Total appears 37s
Item in the first chamber in the infirmary for the stove and for a new
window.........................................................................................20s
[NB: A number of the totals of these sums are incorrect.]
William Stone [1367–1415]
In the year of the Lord 1415, the granger William Stone died on a Tuesday, the day following the feast of St. Martin the Bishop [12 November], in his forty-eighth year as a monk. He was buried in the crypt in
front of the altar of the blessed Saints Katherine and [Mary] Magdalene.
Amongst our contemporaries, he was a most decent man of great stature.
Thomas Oxford [1392–1416]
In the same year, the granger Thomas Oxford died on the feast of Saints
Vedast and Amand [6 February], in his twenty-sixth year as a monk.
Thomas Middleton [1399–1416]
In the same year, Brother Thomas Middleton died on the thirty-first day
of March, in his fifteenth year as a monk. At that time he was first in
rank in the lower choir. He was previously a monk of Bermondsey, near
the city of London.
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John Hythe [ca. 1390–1416]
In 1416, with permission from the pope, John Hythe retired to a benefice
near Gravesend, in his twenty-sixth year as a monk. And a few years later
he died, having none of the spiritual benefits common among us.1
John Langley [ca. 1390–1416]
John Langley died on the sixth day of the month of September, in his
twenty-sixth year as a monk. Here he received the sacraments required by
the Church, and lay on the stone with face uncovered during the prayers
of commendation.
John Kingston [1410–16]
John Kingston died on the night following the feast of St. Luke the
Evangelist [18 October], in his sixth year as a monk, and was buried
in the infirmary chapel between the two columns next to the cemetery
door. Before he became a monk, he was in secular life a great and powerful man, highly renowned, an offi cial at the court of King Henry IV to
whom he was protonotary. He was chancellor to Queen Joan.2 He also
served frequently as an ambassador, representing the king and the kingdom in various places beyond the realm of England.
William Wendover [1403–16]
William Wendover died on the night of Saints Crispin and Crispinian
[24 October], a Saturday, in his twelfth year as a monk. He received
devoutly all the sacraments of the Church and lay on the stone during
the prayers of commendation.
Stephen St. Laurence [1383–1416]
Stephen St. Laurence, the cellarer, died after midnight on the feast of
Saint Martin the Bishop [11 November], at Meister Omers,3 in his
1. Because he had left the monastery.
2. Second wife of Henry IV.
3. A comfortable lodging, close to the infirmary, often used for visitors or as
a retirement home for wealthy benefactors.
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thirty-third year as a monk. In his time he held various offices. He was a
cheerful man, respected by everyone.
Richard Selling [1410–17]
Richard Selling, a deacon, died on Saturday the twenty-second day of the
month of May 1417, in his sixth year as a monk. Because he died on the
vigil of St. Dunstan, his funeral rites did not take place in the convent,
but all his obsequies were completed by the masters of the infirmary in
accordance with the rubric.
William Chart [1370–1418]
William Chart died after matins on Monday the seventeenth of October,
in his forty-eighth year as a monk. He was buried in the infirmary chapel
before the altar of Saints Leonard and Benedict. He bore himself honorably in the church for many years, as treasurer, penitentiary, twice cellarer
and on two occasions almoner, warden of the newly constructed college
at Oxford, keeper of the Corona, sub-prior for thirteen years, and, lastly,
as granger.4 Finally, elderly and frail, he was released from all burdensome duties and took up residence in St. John’s chamber in the infirmary,
where he lived until the end of his life as a stationarius.
The Year of the Lord, 1418
John Wye [1410–18]
John Wye died on the vigil of the conception of the Blessed Mary [7
December], at Oxford, where he was a scholar. His body was borne in
a cart to Canterbury by his brothers, including his tonsure companion,
Thomas Guston, on the Monday of Christmas week [26 December].5
The sub-prior in his vestments, with the convent dressed in their cowls,
went out in procession to meet him at the great gate of the church that
4. Canterbury College was first established in 1331, but its future was only
fully assured by revised statutes of 1384. In 1396–97, Chart received from the
prior £167.6s.8d. for the construction of a new building at Canterbury College,
for which he was responsible.
5. Tonsure companion, with whom he took the habit of a monk.
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led to the city. Thus supported, his body was carried by six brothers to the
choir before vespers, and placebo followed immediately, without music.
When this had been said, the bell was tolled until vespers. These ceremonies completed, and after the procession to the shrine of St. Thomas,
there followed the exequies with music and psalms, according to custom.
And the next day, all the funeral rites and the month’s mind, and all other
things customary for a dead brother, were carried out. He died in his
eighth year as a monk.
Thomas Selmiston [1398–1419]
In the year of our Lord 1419, Brother Thomas Selmiston died on the
thirtieth of August, in his twenty-first year as a monk. He was a religious
person, of honest speech, with a fine face but finer faith, yet extremely
loyal and much loved by every brother. He died of acute plague. He was
unrivaled throughout the realm as a craftsman most skilled in the art
of embroidery, as is clearly evident in the golden chasuble of Thomas
Herne’s vestments and in the vestments of Richard Ruton and in many
other examples in the vestry.
Walter Causton [1367–1419]
Walter Causton [died], a former monk and precentor of this church, and
at that time master of the Hospital of St. Thomas of Canterbury,6 close
to the church of All Saints. After this, he was made prior of Dover by
Thomas Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury. Some years later [gap in
text] he accepted £41 as a pension, and at the request of [Archbishop]
Henry Chichele, he returned to the church of Canterbury in the year of
the Lord 1421 [sic; should be 1412]. He had a private chamber with one
paid servant. He was a table companion both of the prior and the cellarer,
paying ten marks annually for his board and lodging. And he was totally
exempted from chapter and from other conventual duties. After his death
in his fifty-second year as a monk, he had no other ceremonies with us
apart from the Requiem Mass with music in the choir, where his body was
6. A Canterbury hospital providing short-term accommodation for poor
pilgrims.
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placed. Indeed, everything took place as prescribed for William, the prior
of Dover before him.7
John Stafford [1410–20]
John Stafford, chaplain to Thomas Herne who was sub-prior at that time,
died of the plague on the morning of the feast of the Blessed Mary
Magdalene [23 July] in his tenth year as a monk.
John Essex [1416–20]
John Essex, a sub-deacon, died on the fifth of August, also of acute
plague. He was an Oxford scholar, in his fourth year as a monk.
John Wykham [1398–1421]
On Saturday the twenty-fifth day of October, in the year of Our Lord
1421, around eight o’clock in the evening, the third prior, Brother John
Wykham, died from an acute respiratory infection, in his twenty-third
year as a monk.
Thomas Bungay [1389–1421]
Thomas Bungay died from the same illness on the penultimate day of the
same month [30 October]. He was previously a canon of Lesnes and held
various positions of honor in that church.8 Finally, he passed away in his
thirty-third year as a monk as already stated.
John Stanys [1399–1421]
John Stanys, the precentor, died on the nineteenth day of December
after midnight, in his twenty-first year as a monk. He was a monk of
Bermondsey, near London, and in his time an exceptional musician. He
arranged and directed all the church choral music, to the great honor and
praise of the church, as described more fully in his obit.9
7. Archbishops of Canterbury had the right to appoint the prior of Dover
Priory. It was common for this prior to take lodgings in the Christ Church infirmary during his final years.
8. Lesnes, an Augustinian foundation in Kent.
9. His obit in the official priory obit list.
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John Grove [1417–25]
John Grove, a priest, died in his ninth year as a monk. After compline,
on the day of the death of St. Thomas the Martyr [29 December], in the
company of a young monk, he was walking carelessly above the vault
of the church in the new works of the south bell tower and unexpectedly lost his footing. He fell to the pavement in front of the door of the
church and fractured his neck and cracked his skull. Half alive, he was
carried into the infirmary, where he died that same night. For him the
bell was tolled the following day before the prayers of commendation,
etc. [gap in the text] the offices were celebrated according to custom.
John Gloucester [1416–26]
John Gloucester, a priest, died in his tenth year as a monk, on the vigil of
the martyrdom of St. Alphege [18 April], on the Thursday, about the end
of High Mass. His body was carried into the infirmary chapel immediately after dinner, and the master of the Table Hall, together with other
members of the confraternity and their chaplain, said the prayers of com
mendation and all other such offices. No other ceremonies were carried
out in the convent on account of the solemnity of the principal feast day.
Thomas Bray [1416–27]
Thomas Bray died before midnight, at about ten o’clock in the evening on
Friday the ninth day of March, in his [gap in text—should read eleventh]
year as a monk. He was ill for a long time in the infirmary [gap in the
text]. Exequies and the burial office were carried out according to custom
by the sub-prior, H[enry] S[utton].
Thomas Guston [1410–27]
In the year of the Lord 1427, Brother Thomas Guston died, a priest and
next to last in the upper choir, at the time of High Mass on the Wednesday of the third week after Easter, that is, the seventh day of the month
of May. He had the prayers of commendation by the sub-prior H[enry]
Sutton and the convent after vespers that same day, lying on the stone
with face uncovered. He was a man of great learning, and near to the
rank of bachelor in theology. He gave a sermon to the people on Good
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Friday in the presence of the lord Henry Chichele, for which his text was
Oblatus est quia voluit.10 It was his seventeenth year as a monk.
William Ridgeway [1401–27]
William Ridgeway died during the night of the Holy Trinity, namely, the
twentieth day of the month of July, and he was buried that same night
soon after midnight, in his twenty-sixth year as a monk. He was ill for a
long time in the infirmary, so, at dawn, the prayers of commendation, the
placebo and dirige, were said by the master of the Table Hall and others
in the infirmary chapel. No other ceremonies were carried out for him
in the convent.
Andrew Frengham [1416–27]
Andrew Frengham died on Wednesday, during the night following the
day of the Return [from exile] of St. Thomas [2 December], in his twelfth
year as a monk. He languished in the infirmary for more than half a year
and was anointed a long time before his death.11 On the morning of that
same day, his body lay in the infirmary chapel for the prayers of com
mendation, but on account of the inconvenience [it would cause], he was
not carried into the choir after commendations.12 H[enry] S[utton], the
sub-prior, celebrated the prayers of commendation and Mass.
John Molland [1401–28]
In the year of the Lord 1428, Brother John Molland, the sacrist, died on
the vigil of St. Alphege the Martyr [18 April] in his twenty-eighth year
as a monk. He was gravely ill before his death and was given the sacraments of the eucharist and extreme unction. The commendatory prayers
were in the infirmary chapel, his body lying with face uncovered. And
he was carried from there into the choir, where, according to custom, he
had the exequies. H[enry] S[utton], the sub-prior, celebrated the first
10. Isaiah 53:7: “He was offered because it was his own will.”
11. Received the sacrament of extreme unction.
12. Because of the ritual and offices taking place for the feast of the Return
from Exile of St.Thomas.
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Requiem Mass, and William Molash, the prior, said the High Mass of
St. Alphege. And before this, he finished the burial offi ce, and buried him
in the infirmary chapel in front of the altar of St. Agnes.
John Elmstone [1384–1430]
John Elmstone died on Tuesday the eighth day of August around midnight, in his forty-sixth year as a monk. In his time he held various
offices, but before his death he occupied a chamber in the infirmary as a
stationarius and was absolved from the common roster of duties. Before
his death, he received the sacraments of the Church and lay with face
uncovered on the stone in the infirmary chapel during the prayers of
commendation. His body was carried into the choir, and Prior William
performed all the burial offices.
James Grove [ca. 1393–1430]
James Grove died on the day of St. John the Apostle and Evangelist [27
December] after vespers. He received the eucharist devoutly and was
anointed before he died. On account of the troublesome nature of his
illness, he was buried at once on the night of his death, in the infirmary
chapel in front of the altar of Saints Leonard and Benedict, next to the
garden door. He held various offices in the church in his time, namely, the
office of penitentiary three times, of sacrist twice; he was warden of the
college at Oxford and was once sub-prior. His prayers of commendation,
Mass, and burial were conducted by Prior William. He was in his thirtyeighth year as a monk.
William Barham [1395–1431]
William Barham died after the second hour on Thursday, the vigil of St.
Laurence [9 August], of epidemic plague, in his thirty-sixth year as a
monk. His body was immediately released for burial on account of infection. As is customary, at the end of vespers the sub-prior, John Salisbury,
and the convent said the prayers of commendation in the infirmary chapel, and everything else was carried out in the convent in the normal way,
and the sub-prior, John S[alisbury], completed the burial office in the
absence of Prior William.
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Thomas Herne [1391–1433]
In the year of the Lord 1433, Brother Thomas Herne died on the nineteenth day of January, on the vigil of Saints Fabian and Sebastian. He
was priest and professed monk of the church of Christ Canterbury, in his
forty-second year as a monk. For many years he was held in high regard
in this church, and held various offices in a praiseworthy manner, namely,
treasurer twice, chamberlain, sacrist three times, sub-prior three times,
master of the novices, and warden of Elverton.13 During the prayers of
commendation, his body lay with face uncovered on the stone in the
infirmary chapel.
For the future record of things. In the year of Grace 1387, Brother
Thomas Herne was received as a monk into the holy church of Canterbury and was accepted for the monastic habit in the time of John Finch
[1377–91], then prior. He lived the religious life for forty-two years, with
the help of the grace of the Holy Spirit as is hoped for. He also undertook to set down here a thorough account, chronicling in detail the gifts
and expenses that he is known to have given and poured out to various
works and adornments of the house of God in order that they should not
be consigned to perpetual oblivion.
Firstly, therefore, in the time of Prior T[homas] Chillenden, the
same T[homas] Herne for two years contributed annually money to
church items (just as the other brothers had done):
for two years 9 shillings.......................................................................18s
Item to a new thurible made and mended...........................................10s
Item for the fabric of the high altar.....................................................10s
Item for the fabric of the new cloister..............................................6s 8d
Item for the fabric of the new chapter house.......................................40s
Item to the same work on another occasion.....................................3s 4d
Item to a new set of copes colored green..........................................6s 8d
Item, in the time of Prior John Woodnesborough, to the new cloister not
yet perfectly completed...............................................................100s
13. A Christ Church estate in Stone-by-Faversham, Kent.
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Item to the same the tithes of the churches of Reculver, Herne, and St.
Nicholas in Thanet repairs and maintenance............................... £31
Item to the same on another occasion by the order of John Wootton....£12
Item to the same in l pipe of wine..................................................53s 4d
Item for one set of vestments and one cope, about..................£60 13s 4d
Item for three azure blue copes with an orphrey of white velvet with
archangels incorporated in the same............................................ £20
Item for two images in the nave of the church in honor of Saints Ethelbert and Edward......................................................................53s 4d
Item to the newly restored shrine of St. Alphege.............................6s 8d
Item to the same lord prior given several times in annual gifts........... 20s
Items in the time of the Prior William Molash
Item in newly painting four images in the choir in honor of saints
Thomas, Edmund, Anselm, and Alphege................................66s 8d
Item to one small image in the nave of the church in honor of St. Thomas
with four swords in his hand.................................................... 5s 4d
Item to copying a book called Rationale Divinorum14.............. £10 6s 8d
[sum unclear]
Item for the writing and preparation of one antiphonal [no sum]
Item for 14 images in the choir, namely of Saints Plegmund, Ouen, and
others15 [no sum]
[Prior Thomas Chillenden 1391–1411]
Prior Thomas Chillenden died on the day of the Assumption of the
Blessed Mary [15 August] in the year of the Lord 1421 [sic; should be
1411].
[Death of King Henry IV]
Henry IV, king of England, died in the year of the Lord 1412 [1413] on
20 March.
14. W. Durandus, Rationale Divinorum Officiorum, 1286–91. A guide to
liturgical observance.
15. Image could refer to paintings or statues or both.
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[Death of Archbishop Thomas Arundel 1399–1414]
The lord Thomas Arundel died in the rectory of Hackington [outside the
city walls of Canterbury] in the year of the Lord 1414.16
Kent must weep because Thomas Arundel has died
in 141417

} versus
} versus

On the feast of St. Maurice, remember: King Henry
} versus
The fifth besieged Harfleur for himself with the people inside18 } versus
May the capture of Rouen on [the feast of St.] Wulfstan be famous } versus
at which Henry fifth subjugated the Normans in the sixth year } versus
Once Rouen was taken, the citizens were confined within19
} versus
In the year of the Lord 1420, the victorious King Henry V led in
marriage, abroad, the lady Katherine, daughter of the most serene lord
Prince Charles [VI], king of the French. The archbishop of Sens [Henri
de Savoisy] solemnized their marriage in the cathedral of Troyes, on the
second day of the month of June, the day of the Holy Trinity, which in this
year is coincident with the feast of St. Odo, archbishop of Canterbury.20
16. Note: it is possible that the lines marked with brackets in the manuscript
were extracted from a source written in verse.
17. Archbishop Arundel crowned Henry Bolingbroke, deposer of Richard
II, as Henry IV. Arundel was an unfailing Lancastrian supporter and defender of
the English clergy.
18. Siege of Harfleur 1415—one of the notable “glories” of Henry V’s reign.
19. Siege of Rouen 1418–19—victory that gave Henry V the capital of Normandy.
20. The marriage of Henry V and Katherine de Valois was celebrated in the
presence of English, French, and Burgundian nobles. This marriage was part of
the ratification of the Treaty of Troyes, by the terms of which Katherine’s father,
Charles VI of France, agreed to disinherit his son the Dauphin; and following
Charles’s death, the “crown and kingdom of France, with all their rights and
appurtenances” would be vested in Henry and his heirs. Stone notes the coronation of Henry VI both in England and France, and thereafter usually refers to
the king as “king of England and France.” This title was the source of contention
during the protracted negotiations and battles of the coming years of the AngloFrench wars.
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Alas! Look, he has fallen on his sword—Thomas duke of Clarence21 } versus
Councillor of the army. King Henry asks that he [Clarence]
} versus
Should fight, with the help of Christ and the Holy Spirit
} versus
[Consecration of the Bishop of Norwich]
Note: In the year of the Lord 1426, the eighteenth day of the month
of August, on the Sunday within [the octave] of the Assumption of the
Blessed Mary [15 August], Master William Alnwick, bishop of Norwich
and keeper of the privy seal of Henry VI, king of England and France,
was consecrated in the church of Christ Canterbury at the high altar by
H[enry] Chichele, archbishop of Canterbury.
[The Coronation of King Henry VI]
The coronation of Henry VI, king of England and France, at Westminster on St. Leonard’s day [6 November] in the year of the Lord 1429,
dominical letter B.22
Henry VI crossed to France on the twenty-third of April, the day of
St. George23 the martyr, in the year of the Lord 1430, dominical letter A.
The coronation of Henry VI, king of England and France, [was] in
Paris on the twentieth day of the month of December in the year of the
Lord 1431, dominical letter G.24
This year on the vigil of the Martyrdom of St. Alphege [18 April
1431], with the agreement and at the will of Prior William Molash and
21. Thomas of Clarence, Henry’s brother, was killed on 22 March 1421 in an
encounter with a Franco-Scottish force at the battle of Baugé in Anjou.
22. Henry was just eight years old when crowned king by Archbishop
Chichele in Westminster Abbey.
23. An auspicious day for the king to cross to France—St. George was England’s military patron and favorite symbol of national identity who, with God’s
help, was seen to have secured defeat of the French.
24. Henry VI’s coronation in France was a spectacular affair. Henry was ten
years old and had been in France for over a year. He was accompanied by many
dignitaries and was crowned by Cardinal Beaufort in Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris. He was the only English “king of France” to be crowned there and it is perhaps not surprising that, crowned and anointed, Henry subsequently considered
himself as the rightful king of France.
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all the Chapter, the antiphon Sancta Maria was introduced, being said
after grace by the master of the Table Hall and in other places.
[Thomas Beaufort]
In the year of the Lord 1431, dominical letter G, on the feast of the
ordination of St. Dunstan [21 October 1431], the lord Thomas Beaufort,
count25 [gap in the text] was buried in the monks’ cemetery close to the
tomb of St. Thomas the Martyr and later was buried in the chapel of St.
Michael the archangel.
[The New Work on the Central Tower, the Angel Bell Tower]
On the fourth of August in the year of the Lord 1433, dominical letter D,
the first stone was laid of the new work of the Angel bell tower.26
[Great storm, 25 November 1434–10 February 1435]
It should be noted and remembered always that on the feast of St. Katherine the Virgin [25 November] in the year of the Lord 1434, in the
thirteenth year of the reign of King Henry VI, there began a most powerful and mighty storm, which lasted continuously with heavy snow and
severe frost from that feast until the feast of St. Scholastica the Virgin
[10 February 1435], at which feast it began to thaw and the ice melted to
the great delight of the people. Praise to the Almighty, to whom honor
and glory for ever and ever, Amen.
[The Installation of Thomas Bourchier]
Master Thomas Bourchier27 was consecrated bishop of Worcester on the
fourteenth of May in the year of the Lord 1435.
25. Count of Perche—third son of Lady Margaret Holland and John Beaufort, earl of Somerset. Stone was probably unsure of his French title and left a
blank space.
26. In 1433, work started to strengthen the crossing piers supporting the
new tower. Building work was interrupted between 1435 and 1490, and the tower
was completed in 1498.
27. Later archbishop of Canterbury.
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William Molash Prior [1398–1437]
In the year of the Lord 1437, William Molash, prior of this church, died
at around the hour of ten at night on Wednesday the nineteenth day of
the month of February, dominical letter E.
[The Appointment of Prior John of Salisbury]
This year, on the day of St. David, bishop, the first day of the month of
March, Henry Chichele, archbishop of Canterbury, came to Canterbury
for the appointment of the new prior. He was received at the entrance of
the church by the sub-prior and convent in green copes with the response
Summe Trinitati. The election of Master John Salisbury as prior was on
the ninth day of March in the year of the Lord 1437.
[Visit of Cardinal Beaufort and John Beaufort, Earl of Somerset]
In the year of the Lord 1438, on the vigil of St. Andrew the Apostle
[29 November], Henry, bishop of Winc hester and cardinal of England, came to Canterbury. And he was received at the entrance to the
church by the prior and the convent in green copes with the response
Summe Trinitati. At dawn in the prior’s chapel on the Monday following [1 December], John [Beaufort], earl of Somerset, heard the
Mass of the Blessed Mary, namely, the office Rorate celi desuper with
polyphony [cum organo], at which the whole of the cardinal’s chapel
was present. On the vigil of St. Thomas the Apostle following [20
December 1438], the cardinal crossed to the town of Calais, together
with [ John Kempe], the archbishop of York. There they treated for
peace with the wife of the duke of Burgundy and other magnates of
that region.
Thomas Ruxley [1423–39]
This year, on the thirty-first day of January, Brother Thomas Ruxley died,
before matins in the middle of the night, between eleven and twelve. For
this reason his exequies were not carried out in the middle of the night
during matins but were delayed until the next morning, after the prayers
of commendation.
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[Cardinal Henry Beaufort]
This year the Lord Cardinal of England28 returned from the town of
Calais to England with the archbishop of York, landing at Dover on the
twenty-second day of February, the feast of the Chair of St. Peter and the
first Sunday in Lent.
The cardinal came to Canterbury on the following Monday, the vigil
of St. Matthew [23 February]. After the eleventh hour, before vespers,
the prior and the convent awaited his return at the outer entrance of the
church, appropriately dressed in white copes. Having arrived and been
received reverently with the response Summe Trinitati, he processed into
the church. Finally, he was led into the choir, with the antiphon Rogamus te, and after the collect, before the high (summum) altar as usual,
they proceeded to the shrine with the antiphon Pastor cesus. After this,
everyone hurried to vespers. After vespers, there was no procession to the
shrine of St. Thomas.
Thomas Goldwell [1410–39]
Brother Thomas Goldwell died this year on the tenth day of March, treasurer of this church in his [gap in text—should read twenty-ninth] year
as a professed monk and priest of the church of Christ, Canterbury, at
about the hour of twelve before nones, at the elevation of the body of
Christ at the time of High Mass. And he lay for the whole night in the
choir. This brother did many good things in the church.

28. Cardinal Beaufort was the second son of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, by Katherine Swynford, and half-brother to Henry IV. He was an able
administrator, diplomat, and councillor to King Henry VI. He spent long periods
of time abroad treating for peace and lent the king huge amounts of money. John
Beaufort (grandson of John of Gaunt and Cardinal Beaufort’s nephew) ranked
in England after the king’s uncles Gloucester and York. He was involved in the
war in France, captured and released after seventeen years. This entry marks his
return to England, welcomed by the cardinal in Canterbury Cathedral. Isabel of
Portugal, wife of Duke Philip of Burgundy and granddaughter of John of Gaunt,
acted as a mediator in the Anglo-French quarrel, which led to the Council of
Calais, held in July 1439.
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[King Henry VI]
This year, on the 14 March, that is the Saturday of the third week of
Lent, King Henry VI came to Canterbury on pilgrimage on foot and was
received at the entrance to the church at twelve o’clock, after High Mass,
with the response Summe Trinitati, by the venerable father the bishop of
Salisbury and the prior, appropriately robed in red copes.29 After the procession to the shrine, everyone hurried to vespers.30 In fact, after vespers
there was no procession in front of the [rood] cross.
[Rogation Procession]
In the year of the Lord 1439, on the twenty-ninth day of May, there was
a great procession, by the prior and convent and other religious from
inside and outside the city, from the entrance to the church via the street
known as the Burgate and past St. Michael’s Church. And so they went
outside the [city] walls and re-entered by St. George’s Church, passed
along the main street and by All Saints’ Church, and entered the church
of the Friars Preachers, with the response Miles Christi de sancto Edwardo.
And there was there a Mass for peace, for good weather, and for various
other intentions. At the time of Mass there was a sermon by a monk of
this church in the cemetery of the Friars Preachers.31 After Mass, they
went out with the litany and entered by the court gate, through the garden and thence into the church.
[Cardinal Beaufort and the Council of Calais—opened 10 July 1439]
This year, on the feast of the translation of St. Edward king and martyr [20
June], Henry bishop of Winchester, cardinal of England, came to Canterbury at dawn between the hours of six and seven, without a procession,
and crossed to Calais. With him also were [ John Kempe] the archbishop
of York, [Thomas Brown] the bishop of Norwich, [Thomas Rudbourne]
29. William Ayscough, bishop of Salisbury, king’s councillor and, from
1438, constantly in attendance on him.
30. 14 March was during Lent, when all the offices had to be completed
before the main meal of the day. For this reason there was a sense of urgency.
31. Outdoor pulpits were a feature of Dominican preaching.
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the bishop of St. David’s, [ John de Mowbray] duke of Norfolk, [Humphrey] earl of Stafford, [ John de Vere] earl of Oxford, [Henry] Lord
Bourchier, [and] Lord Walter Hungerford. The lord [Charles] duke of
Orléans traveled with them under strict custody.32 All these lords treated
for peace with the duke of Burgundy and with other ambassadors of the
kingdom of France.
	On the sixth day of August, [Thomas Bourchier] the archbishop
of York, the duke of Norfolk, the earl of Stafford, and Lord Hungerford returned from the conference at Calais to the council of the king
of England and France [to report] concerning various negotiations
unknown to us.
[Sir Richard Woodville]
This year, Sir Richard Woodville crossed from Winchelsea to the town
called Meaux-en-Brie, in 1439.33 Immediately upon his arrival, this town
was captured from the French.34
[A Great Storm on the Feast of St. Maurice]
On the [feast] of St. Maurice and his companions [22 September] this
year, there was a great tempest and darkness at the time of High Mass,
such that the brothers sang the response, the alleluia, and even the Mass
by candlelight.
[Consecration of the altar of the chapel of St. Michael]
On the eighteenth day of December, [Richard Clerk, bishop of Ross,
suffragan of Canterbury 1439–65] consecrated the altar in St. Michael’s
chapel with great solemnity. And the following morning he celebrated
ordinations in the prior’s chapel.

32. Orléans was held captive in England after Henry V’s victory at Agincourt, 1415. His release was discussed at the conference at Calais but not agreed
until 1440, on condition he used his influence to negotiate peace.
33. Father of Elizabeth Woodville, wife of Edward IV.
34. Meaux-en-Brie was lost again to the French soon after.
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John Sheppey [1389–1439]
In this year, on the twenty-sixth day of December, Brother John Sheppey died during matins on the night of St. Stephen. And the following
morning, he had Requiem Mass with music in the chapel, celebrated by
the master of the infirmary, and so he was buried. And at dawn on St.
Silvester’s day [31 December], the prayers of commendation were said by
the prior and convent in the infirmary and exequies in the choir according to the new ordinance, in the year of our Lord 1439.35
The Lady Margaret, Duchess of Clarence
On the penultimate day of the month of December this year, the Lady
Margaret, duchess of Clarence, died in the monastery of Bermondsey
near London. And she was buried with her two husbands, Thomas, duke
of Clarence, and John Beaufort, earl of Somerset, in the south side of
Christ Church Canterbury in the chapel of St. Michael. These lords had
been buried at the shrine of St. Thomas, on the north side [of the Trinity
Chapel].36
	On the first day of the month of March this year, the bishop of Ross
dedicated the altar in honor of St. Edward, king and confessor, in the
chapel on the north side of the shrine of St. Thomas.37
Henry VI King of England
On the fifth day of March this year [1440], Saturday of the third week
of Lent, King Henry VI, king of England, came to Canterbury on foot
35. In the east cloister walk of the cathedral is, unusually, a boss depicting
Sheppey in his habit. He donated the sum of £100 to the building of the cloister.
36. Margaret Holland was married first to John Beaufort, half-brother to
Henry IV, and then to Thomas Clarence, youngest son of Henry IV. She was a
significant benefactor of Canterbury Cathedral.
37. Stone provides the only record of the dedication of this chantry chapel for Henry IV. Richard Clerk, bishop of Ross (in Scotland), was suffragan
bishop of Canterbury 1439–65. Often, in the fifteenth century, the archbishop of
Canterbury would appoint, as suffragans to act on his behalf, Irish, Scottish, or
“refugee” bishops who were unable for political reasons to take up their own see,
thereby enabling them to earn their living.
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for the purpose of pilgrimage. He was received in the twelfth hour after
vespers by the prior and convent, suitably robed in white copes at the
entrance of the church, with the response Honor virtus. And when he had
come to the high altar, he offered his great charter of a certain marsh in
Thanet, next to the prior and convent’s manor of Monkton [Kent].
The Duke of Orléans
This year on St. Martin’s day [11 November], [Charles] duke of Orléans
crossed from Dover to his own land, having first sworn an oath to the
king of England and France, in the church of Westminster [Abbey] at
the time of High Mass and in the presence of various lords, about various
articles agreed between them.38 Robert Sutton, a monk of this church,
crossed with him for various ecclesiastical negotiations.
The Lord Bishop of Bayeux
This year, on the vigil of the birth of the Lord [24 December], [Zeno
di Castiglione], the bishop of Bayeux, a member of the household of
Pope Eugenius IV [1431–47], came to Canterbury by royal license and
attended all the offices, both day and night. And on the day of the birth
of the Lord, he celebrated three masses: two in the prior’s chapel and the
third solemnly celebrated at the high altar. He celebrated second vespers
in person.39
Robert Smarden [1403–41]
On the vigil of St. Thomas the Apostle [20 December] this year, Brother
Robert Smarden, a monk of Christ Church Canterbury, died in his [gap
in the text—should read thirty-eighth] year as a monk.40

38. Orléans’s mission produced no new peace initiatives.
39. First vespers of a principal feast day were celebrated on the eve of that
feast day; second vespers on the day itself.
40. Smarden was John Stone’s magister ordinis or “supervisor” as a novice in
1417.
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Henry VI
On the tenth day of January this year, H[enry], king of England, came to
Canterbury on pilgrimage. He was received before nones at the entrance
to the church by [ John Kempe], the archbishop of York, [William
Ayscough], the bishop of Salisbury, and the prior, in white copes and
with the response Summe Trinitati.
The Duke of Gloucester
In this year on the day of the translation of St. Edmund [of Abingdon,
translation 9 June], confessor, Humphrey, duke of Gloucester,41 came to
Canterbury on pilgrimage and was received by the prior and convent in
green copes at the entrance of the church, at the second hour, after dinner, with the response Summe Trinitati.
Lord Richard de Talbot
On the tenth day of June this year, Lord Richard de Talbot42 crossed from
Winchelsea to France at the second hour after nones, with six thousand
men, it was said.
Brother Thomas Hawe [1382–1443]
This year, in the third hour after dinner on the last day of the month of
January, Brother Thomas Hawe died, monk of Christ Church Canterbury,
who lived as a monk for sixty-two years. And the following day, the feast of
St. Bridget, he had prayers of commendation and exequies in the choir.
[Henry] Chichele, Archbishop of Canterbury
This year, on the twelfth day of April, the Friday after Passion Sunday,
Henry Chichele, archbishop of Canterbury, died at Lambeth in the early
morning at dawn, at about the seventh hour.43 He occupied the see for
twenty-nine years, eleven months, and eleven days.
41. Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, was the youngest son of Henry IV and a
rival to the Beaufort family.
42. Probably John Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, constable of France in 1442.
43. Lambeth Palace—the archbishop’s London residence.
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	On the following Tuesday [16 April], his body was received at the
[city] gate called Westgate by the prior and convent and was carried to
his church at Canterbury. And the prior and the precentor were robed.
The following day, he was buried next to the door of the choir by the
prior of the church, and everyone was robed in white [probably refers to
the top vestment—cope or chasuble—rather than the alb worn underneath].
The Holy Oil
This year, on the eighteenth day of April, the bishop of Ross consecrated
the oil in the corona [chapel] of the blessed Thomas the martyr, by license
of the prior and chapter, sede vacante.44 In this consecration, the archdeacon of Canterbury performed the whole office, namely, the office of the
holy oil.45
Thomas Franklin
After dinner on that Saturday, the son of John Franklin, the prior’s butler,
was baptized in the nave of Christ Church by the bishop of Ross; the
prior and archdeacon of Canterbury brought him to the holy font, and
he was named Thomas.46
[License of Election]
This year on the twenty-second day of April, two brothers, Brother John
Elham, [our] sub-prior, and Brother Robert Lynton, bachelor of sacred
theology, were sent to the king of England and France for a license to
elect the archbishop. On the first day of the month of May, these brothers returned from the king with the royal license and, the following day,
they gave an account of all their activities to the prior and convent. On St.
Dunstan’s day [19 May], [Humphrey], earl of Stafford, the earl of [gap
44. The see being vacant, i.e., the archbishop having died.
45. Stone notes that ordinations were carried out the following day, the vigil
of Easter.
46. Butler: servant in charge of the wine cellar. Stone’s list of gifts shows he
donated the sum of five shillings to this font.
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in the text] came to Canterbury on behalf of the king, and after nones,
namely, before vespers, they came into chapter. There they declared the
will of the king to the prior and all the brothers present, as shown clearly
in their letters.47
The Choice (postulatio) of Master John Stafford
On the following day, after the feast of St. Dunstan, an election took
place in chapter for the future archbishop. And that same day, Master
John Stafford, bishop of Bath and Wells, was elected by way of the Holy
Spirit. Three doctors of canon law and notaries were there, according to
the law.
The same day, at the election in chapter, the archdeacon of Canterbury, at his own request, was the first to be sworn.48
[Emissary to the King]
On the twenty-second day of May, two brothers, namely, John Elham,
sub-prior, and Brother John Woodnesborough, doctor of law, were sent
to the king of England and France and to the elect on behalf of the prior
and convent, on various business matters, as shown in the registers.49
[Confirmation of the Election of John Stafford]
On the penultimate day of the month of May, the day of the Lord’s
Ascension, confirmation of the election and choice of John Stafford,
bishop of Bath and Wells, was read out in chapter. And the same day,
the result of the election was sent to the Roman curia, namely, to Pope
Eugenius IV, by a Friar Preacher [of the Dominican Order].
47. The crown insisted on its right to grant a congé d’élire granting royal
permission before any election took place. It was common for the king to express
a preference as to who should be appointed to the vacancy.
48. The archbishop of Canterbury was titular abbot of Christ Church Priory.
In accordance with the Rule, the monks had the right to elect their abbot. In
practice, outside influences were brought to bear on the choice, and both papal
and royal consent were required.
49. Emissary sent to inform the archbishop elect of his election to office, and
noted in the prior’s register.
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Archbishop John Stafford 1443
On the fifteenth day of May this year, the bishop of Bath and Wells was
translated by Pope Eugenius IV to the church of Canterbury, that is to
say before the election.50
Bull
This year on St. Oswald’s day [5 August], the Bull51 came to the prior
at the manor of Chartham.52 And on the following day it was read out
in chapter in the presence of the prior and convent, and the provost of
Wingham, then commissary of this church, and other notaries. And after
chapter there was a sermon in the choir by a monk of this church, whose
theme was “I announce to you a great joy,” and the Bull was proclaimed
in the presence of everyone. The same day all the [canonical] hours of the
day, including High Mass, took place before Chapter, except the ninth
[compline], which was after dinner. After dinner that day, the prior of
this church set out to carry the cross to the lord archbishop. And the
following day, immediately after dinner, the prior arrived at his residence
in London, and a short collation was given in the presence of the archbishop and of other lords, namely, [ John Holland] earl of Huntingdon,
[Humphrey] earl of Stafford, [William de la Pole] earl of Suffolk, and
[ John Talbot] earl of Shrewsbury, and of other doctors [of canon law].
The prior handed over the cross to him and, with great reverence and
humility, he accepted the cross.
Enthronement
This year on the twenty-second day of September, the day of St. Maurice and his companions, John Stafford was enthroned as archbishop of
50. The monks attached great importance to the proper electoral procedure
even when the outcome was a foregone conclusion over which they had little control. That the pope confirmed John Stafford as archbishop before the confirmation of
the election at Christ Church Priory on 31 May was therefore cause for comment.
51. The election of a metropolitan bishop was the concern of the papacy. The
mandate granted by means of the papal Bull was entered in the prior’s register.
52. A country residence for the prior and a recreational and convalescent
home for the monks.
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Canterbury. And when he had arrived at the entrance of the church,
he was received by the prior and convent, appropriately robed in white
copes, with the response Sint lumbi. In procession were [George Penshurst] the abbot of St. Augustine’s, [ John Chartham] the abbot of
Faversham, [Philip] the abbot of Langdon, and [William] the abbot of
St. Radegund [Benedictine abbeys in Kent]. And with the archbishop
came [William Wells] bishop of Rochester, the bishop of [gap in text,
but the other bishop was John Lowe, bishop of St. Asaph], one to the
right of the archbishop and the other to the left, and [Richard Clerk]
the bishop of Ross, the earl of Huntingdon, the earl of Stafford, with
his eldest son, [Edward] Lord Cobham, Sir Thomas Etchingham, Sir
Robert de Roos, Sir John Passhle, [and] Sir John Steward. And when
he had come to the high altar, the prior of this church said the collect.
After the collect, the cantor began the Te Deum, and while the Te Deum
was sung, the prior and all the brothers first kissed the pallium, and
then the archbishop.53 After the Te Deum, the archbishop crossed to
the vestry and prepared himself for Mass. Then, when he came to the
principal (maius) altar, he then passed the high (summum) altar and the
altar of St. Alphege and genuflected beneath the reliquary of St. Blaise
the Martyr. There the prior of this church said the collect, and after
the collect he rose and genuflected before his seat [or cathedra], where
he said the other collect. And after the collect, the prior received him,
placed him in the seat, and installed him there, where he remained until
after the offertory. And then he moved between the principal (maius)
altar and the altar of St. Dunstan. All the cantors stood next to the altar
for the whole Mass. All the hours of the day and the Mass of the saint
had been said before his arrival, because the main Mass was that of the
Trinity. The whole convent dined in the [archbishop’s] palace, except for
the sick.54

53. The kiss of allegiance.
54. The great stone-built medieval hall of the archbishop’s palace was of vast
dimensions.
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Brother John Aylesbury
On Easter Day [12 April 1444] at dawn, Brother John Aylesbury died,
professed monk of St. Augustine’s [Abbey] outside the walls of Canterbury. And on the following Monday, he had the prayers of commendation by the abbot and the convent of that monastery. During Requiem
Mass, there was a sermon in the choir there by a friar preacher, beginning
thus: Johannes reversus est ierosolimam.55
The Abbess of Sheppey
This year on Saturday the sixteenth day of May, the abbess of Sheppey
came to Canterbury.56 And the following Sunday, she was in procession
and stood in the church on the right-hand side of Prior John Salisbury.
Bone of the Arm of St. Wilfrid
This year on the fourth day of September, a bone of the arm of St. Wilfrid,
archbishop of York, was taken with the consent of the chapter by doctor
John Woodnesborough, and [Richard Praty] the bishop of Chichester, to
be kept in the church of Chichester amongst the relics there.
The Abbot of Evesham
This year, on the twenty-seventh day of February [1445], Lord John [Wykewan], abbot of Evesham, came to Canterbury on pilgrimage. The following day, the third Sunday of Lent, he was in procession with the prior in
his cowl, each with their pastoral staffs. The abbot gave the benediction in
front of master Robert Pullam, who gave the sermon in the church.
This year on the following Tuesday, [ John Thorne] the abbot of
Reading came to Canterbury on pilgrimage.
Brother John Viel [1399–1445]
This year on the fourth day of March, namely on the Thursday of the third
week [erasure] dominical letter C, brother John Viel died, monk of the
55. Acts of the Apostles 13:13: “and John returned to Jerusalem.” This text
probably caused John Stone to reflect in meditation on his own mortality.
56. Joan Cobham—from a notable Kent family.
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church of Christ Canterbury, then custodian of the corona of St. Thomas the
martyr. He died at dinnertime, and lay for the whole night in the choir.57
Queen Margaret of England
In the year of the Lord 1445, Margaret, queen of England, wife of King
Henry VI,58 was crowned at Westminister on the penultimate day of the
month of May, in the octave of the Trinity, by the archbishop of Canterbury, John Stafford. But the prior of the church of Christ Canterbury
was not there.
Lionel Power
This year Lionel Power59 died, esquire of this church, in the lodging by
the court, and he was buried next to the cemetery gate on the sixth day
of June at dinnertime. He received all the sacraments from a monk of
this church.
Henry, King of England
This year, on the twelfth day of June, Henry, king of England, came to
Canterbury on pilgrimage, and he was received at the entrance of the
church before nones by the prior and convent in red copes, with the
versicle Prestet nobis.
The Lord Archbishop of Rheims
On the fifth day of July this year, [ Jacques Juvenal des Ursins], archbishop of Rheims, one of the ambassadors of the king of the French,
came to Canterbury with other knights. That same day he was at vespers
57. John Viel, together with Edmund Kingston, compiled the Customary of
the Shrine of St. Thomas (British Library Add. MS 59) when they were shrine
custodians in 1428.
58. Margaret, niece of Charles VII of France, arrived in England on 9 April
1445, aged fifteen, to marry Henry VI.
59. Power was a layman, a distinguished and prolific composer, employed by
the priory as master of the Lady Chapel choir. He died in his chamber in one of
the monastery’s guesthouses.
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and stood in the stall next to that of the archbishop of Canterbury, that
is to say close to the altar. The following day, a Tuesday, the vigil of the
Translation of St. Thomas, he celebrated vespers in person, except for the
gospel and lauds, at which the prior of this church officiated. The next
day, he was in procession and celebrated High Mass and second vespers.
	On the same day, Richard, bishop of Ross, celebrated Mass at the
shrine of St. Thomas the Martyr. On the following day, a Thursday, after the
Translation of St. Thomas, the bishop of Nevers [probably Joennes Vivien]
and two French counts, ambassadors of the kingdom of France, joined the
archbishop of Rheims, and the following day they left for London.
	On the eighth day of August this year, ambassadors came to Canterbury on behalf of the duke of Burgundy. And the following day they left
for London to the council of the king of England and France, namely,
[William Filastre] the bishop of Verdun and [Pierre de St. Pol] the Bastard St. Pol.60
This year on the vigil of the Assumption of the blessed Mary [14
August], the bishop of Nevers[?] came to Canterbury from the council
of the king of England, and he offered to the martyrdom of St. Thomas
a silver gilt cross, to be kept there safely. On the sixteenth day of August,
the archbishop of Rheims came to Canterbury from the council of the
king of England and gave a ring to the shrine of St. Thomas the Martyr,
and the count of Vendôme gave another jewel to the shrine.
John Stafford
In the year of our Lord 1446, on the twelfth day of April, John Stafford,
archbishop of Canterbury came to Canterbury for the appointment of
the new prior. He was received at the entrance of the church before
nones, at about the ninth hour, by the sub-prior and convent in white
copes. Immediately after procession there was Mass of the Holy Spirit
at the high altar, and during this Mass, the archbishop heard Mass at the
altar of St. Dunstan, and after the Mass of the Holy Spirit, he went into
chapter for the election at the appropriate time.
60. St. Pol, count of Luxembourg, Burgundian ambassador to England and
cousin of Elizabeth Woodville, later wife of Edward IV.
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Thomas Goldstone
The appointment of Brother Thomas Goldstone as sub-prior at Christ
Church Canterbury took place on the twentieth day of April, namely, the
Wednesday of Easter week in the same year.
The Cardinal of England
In this year on St. James’s day [25 July], the lord cardinal [Beaufort] of
England, bishop of Winchester, came to Canterbury, and he did not have
a procession.
Margaret, Queen of England
In this year on the day of St. Lambert the Martyr [17 September], before
nones, the lady Margaret, queen of England, daughter of the king61 [gap
in text]—came to Canterbury and was received at the door of the church
by the prior and convent in white copes with the response Summe Trini
tati. The following Sunday she was at High Mass, which was the Mass of
the Trinity and the first Mass of Sunday. On the Monday [19 September], she heard Mass at the altar of the Blessed Mary in the crypt, with
music by the boys of this church.62 On the Tuesday, she heard Mass at the
shrine of St. Thomas with chanting by the monks of this church. After
dinner, she left Canterbury. The cardinal spent the whole day with her.
King Henry VI
This year, on the nineteenth day of November, the feast of St. Ronan,
bishop and confessor, King Henry VI came to Canterbury on pilgrimage
and was received at the entrance of the church by the prior and convent
in red copes with the response Summe Trinitati.
Ordinations
This year, on the fourth day of March, the Saturday in the first week of
61. René, duke of Anjou and titular king of Naples, Sicily, and Jerusalem.
62. The singing boys are only mentioned in Stone for the queen’s visits. In
the fifteenth century, the formation of boys’ choirs in monastic churches became
common, especially for the Lady Chapel. The boys usually came from the almonry
school and were trained by a special master.
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Lent, the bishop of Ross celebrated solemn ordinations in the infirmary
chapel, with the license of John Stafford, archbishop of Canterbury.
The Altar at the Manor of Chartham
This year, on the sixth day of March, the Monday of the second week
of Lent, the bishop of Ross consecrated with great solemnity the altar
in the prior’s chapel at his manor of Chartham, in honor of St. John the
Evangelist and St. Edward, king and confessor. John Elham, the prior of
Christ Church Canterbury, was present there with other brothers.
Humphrey Duke of Gloucester
On the fourth day of March this year [23 February], Humphrey duke of
Gloucester, of glorious memory, died at Bury at the time of the parliament there, and he was buried at the monastery of St. Albans.63
[The Death of Cardinal Beaufort]
In the year of the lord 1447, on the eleventh day of April, Henry Beaufort,
bishop of Winchester, commonly called cardinal of England, died in his
palace on Tuesday of Easter week, and he was buried in the church of
Winchester. And the following Saturday, there were solemn exequies, with
three readings, in the church of Canterbury by the archbishop of Can
terbury and convent. The next day, the archbishop of Canterbury celebrated
the first Requiem Mass at the high (maius) altar, and the priest for High
Mass celebrated the High Mass of the octave of Easter at the same altar.
The Ambassadors
[On the fifth of June], the ambassadors from the kingdom of the French
to the king of England and France came to Canterbury, namely, the Bastard of Orléans, with others.64
63. Parliament met in Bury-St.-Edmunds in February 1447. Gloucester was
arrested there on 18 February, charged with treason. He died within a week,
probably from a heart attack, although suspicion was rife that the duke of Suffolk
was implicated.
64. The French delegation was led by Jean, count of Dunois, Bastard of
Orléans.
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Robert Lynsted [1432–47]
On the vigil of St. Laurence this year [9 August], Brother Robert
Lynsted, a monk of Christ Church Canterbury, died at the manor of
Chartham.65 And on St. Laurence’s day, he was received at the entrance
of the church by the sub-prior, T[homas] Goldstone, in a cope and the
convent in cowls, with the response Subvenite. And the sub-prior stood
in his cope in the choir for the whole of the exequies.
The Lord John Stafford [Professions]
This year, on Saturday the twenty-sixth day of August, John Stafford,
archbishop of Canterbury, came to Canterbury. And the following Sunday, the day of St. Rufus the martyr, these brothers were professed by the
archbishop: Ralph Waller, Arnold Parmistede, Richard London, John
Charing, John Langle, John Wykham, and Thomas Lamberhurst. The
archbishop celebrated the High Mass for Sunday, and the convent wore
cowls.
Robert Colbrook
On the following Tuesday, on the day of the beheading of St. John the
Baptist [29 August], Brother Robert Colbrook died, sacrist and monk
of Christ Church Canterbury, at the seventh hour, before the hour of
prime, and he lay in the choir for the whole night. And the following day,
the archbishop celebrated the first Requiem Mass, but the prior of this
church buried him.
Queen Margaret
On the vigil of St. Michael this year [28 September], before vespers,
Margaret, queen of England, wife of King Henry VI, came on pilgrimage to Canterbury on foot and was received by the prior and convent
in white copes at the entrance of the church with the response Audi
filia. And on the following day, the feast of St. Michael, she left before
vespers.
65. A student of Canterbury College, Oxford.
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King Henry VI
On the fourteenth day of December this year, the Thursday of the second
week of the advent of the Lord, King Henry VI came to Canterbury
on pilgrimage, and he was received before nones at the entrance of the
church by the prior and convent in white copes.
Robert Linton [1423–48] and William Richmond [1432–48]
This year on the Sunday of the second week in Lent, the eighteenth day
of February, at the eighth hour before midnight, Brother Robert Linton
died, bachelor of theology of the college of Oxford and warden of that
college. And the following day, at the second hour after nones, Brother
William Richmond died, scholar of the same college. They were buried
in one tomb in front of the high altar in the choir of the church of the
canons of St. Frideswide the Virgin. And on the following Saturday, their
exequies were sung in the church. [gap in text] with the collect Inclina
famulorum et fidelium. And the following day, which was Sunday in the
third week of Lent, there was Requiem Mass at the high (maius) altar
before chapter by the sub-prior of this church, and six monks from St.
Augustine’s were at that Mass.
[Thomas Chart 1393–1448]
On the thirteenth day of March this year, on Wednesday of Easter week,
at the fifth hour after dinner, Brother Thomas Chart died, monk of Christ
Church Canterbury, who lived as a monk for fifty-five years and more.
[St. Felgild (Feleogild)]
This year on the night of the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ, namely,
the twenty-fourth day of March, four brothers—John Woodnesborough,
doctor of canon law and almoner of this church, Thomas Wakering, custodian of the corona, John Stone, and Thomas Goodnestone—accepted
from the high altar a reliquary with the bones of St. Felgild, archbishop
of Canterbury, and carried it after the body of the Lord [the host] to
the shrine of St. Thomas, then to the corona of St. Thomas, and during
matins those same brothers placed the reliquary on the beam between
the shrine and the corona of St. Thomas.
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[Rebuilding of the Martyrdom]
On the ninth day of September, on Monday, dominical letter F, the first
stone was laid of the Martyrdom of St. Thomas by the venerable father
lord John Stafford, archbishop of Canterbury.
Brother William Barnet [1429–48]
On the second day of December this year [the feast of the Return from
Exile of St. Thomas], Brother William Barnet, professed monk and priest
of Christ Church Canterbury, died in the chamber next to the infirmary
chapel. There he [had] a very handsome chamber and a new kitchen constructed.
[William Brenchley]
On the day of the Holy Innocents this year [28 December], the bishop
of Ross consecrated the altar in the [chantry] chapel of Sir William
Brenchley, in the southern part of the nave of the church, in honor of the
Holy Trinity, St. Mary, and St. John the Baptist.66
The Prior, Lord John Elham [Prior 1446–49]
On Thursday the twenty-first day of February this year, in the second
week of Lent, the prior of Christ Church Canterbury, John Elham, died
at Meister Omers between the fifth and sixth hour of the morning. He
lived as prior for two years, forty-four weeks, and four days. He lived in
the habit of a monk for fifty years and eight days. And on that same day,
at the time of vespers, his chaplains and other ministers carried him to
the infirmary chapel, where they placed him on the stone where the other
brothers lie, before the prayers of commendation. And after vespers, the
sub-prior, Thomas Goldstone, and another senior of the first table came
through the middle of the choir with the convent in copes, and his body
was carried to the choir, [where] he lay in his pontificals for the whole
night. He was buried in the nave of the church with the other priors.
66. Sir William Brenchley had died in 1406, donating £100 to the building costs of the nave. A plaque on the south wall of Canterbury Cathedral nave
marks the site of his chantry chapel (see figure 2).
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Note
The election of Lord Thomas Goldstone to the priorate on the ninth
day of April, the Wednesday before Maundy Thursday, in the year of
our Lord 1449. On the following Tuesday, in Easter week, the said
prior celebrated his first Mass at the shrine of St. Thomas the Martyr
in the presence of the archbishop of Canterbury, at which the whole
chapel [establishment] of the lord [archbishop] of Canterbury was
present.
The Great Snow
On the Monday following [21 April 1449], there was a great snowfall in
the middle of the night.
Earthquake
This year, on the feast of St. George the martyr [23 April], after midnight, between the hours of three and four, there was a great earthquake
that lasted for the space of one paternoster and more.
Walter Halstead [1420–49]
On the tenth day of the month of May, in the twelfth hour, at dinner
time, Brother Walter Halstead died, professed monk and priest of Christ
Church Canterbury, and he lay in the choir for the whole night and had
fifty psalms.
[Brother John Ashford’s Vestment]
In this year on the sixth day of December, namely, on St. Nicholas’s day,
Richard, bishop of Ross, blessed the red vestment embroidered with griffins embroidered by Brother John Ashford. And on the Monday following, the day of the conception of the Blessed Mary [8 December],
Prior Thomas Goldstone celebrated Mass in that same vestment in his
chapel.
Brother John Charing [and Brother John Canterbury]
On the seventh day of December this year, Brother John Charing was
examined to give an account of himself by the precentor, T[homas]
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Ikham, the third prior, Henry Barham, and by other seniors.67 And the
third prior sat in the first place behind the precentor and in front of
the seniors, because the sub-prior was ill. Brother John Canterbury was
examined in this same manner on the seventh day of January this same
year.
William Glastonbury [1415–49]
In the same year, on the twenty-fifth day of December, namely, on the
day of the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ, at dawn, between the fifth and
sixth hour, Brother William Glastonbury68 died, and [he] was buried the
same day.
Master Adam Moleyns, Bishop
This year on the night of the ninth day of January, Master Adam Moleyns, bishop of Chichester, keeper of the privy seal of King Henry VI,
was killed at Portsmouth in Hampshire.69
Lord Henry Grey, Lord Powys
This day, the thirteenth day of the month of January, in the castle of
Guines [near Calais], Lord Henry Grey, lord of Powys, died. And on
the fourth day of the month of February, namely, on the day of St.
Agatha the Virgin, his body was carried to Christ Church Canterbury,
67. This viva voce examination (or redditus) of novices was usually conducted
before the precentor and sub-prior, with a board of senior monks assembled in
order of rank. It preceded profession.
68. Glastonbury wrote a notebook covering the years 1415–49 (Corpus
Christi College Oxford MS 256). This interesting notebook includes a list of
names of Christ Church monks who died during this period (fol. 162). In “Fifteenth Century Monastic Obituaries,” I compare the lists of obits of fifteenthcentury Christ Church monks compiled by John Stone, Thomas Causton, and
William of Glastonbury.
69. Moleyns held office at court. Following the fall of Rouen in 1449 and
the crisis that ensued, he sought to resign his posts. He was on his way to Portsmouth to deliver back pay to the troops, who were impatient at government
incompetence. Frustration turned to violence, and Moleyns was murdered.
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before nones, and was received by the prior and convent. The prior
and precentor were in vestments. And after vespers, he had exequies
with three readings in the choir, and the following day he was buried
by the prior and convent in the new work next to the martyrdom of
St. Thomas.70
The Duke of Suffolk
On the vigil of the apostles Philip and James [30 April] this year, which
was a Friday, William de la Pole, duke of Suffolk, was captured at sea.
And the following day, at dawn, he was beheaded at sea, and they threw
his body together with [his] head onto the seashore, near the town of
Dover. And the following day, the mayor of the town of Dover, and others, took up his body and carried it to the church of St. Martin, and there
he had exequies and three masses with music. The third Mass was cele
brated by the prior of Dover in the parish church.
	On the twenty-second day of May, the Friday before Pentecost, Suffolk’s body was carried to the church of Canterbury, and there he had
exequies with three lessons.
His body was then carried to the church at Rochester.71
Jack Cade
On the third day of June this year, namely, on the vigil of Corpus Christi,
a certain unknown person rose up in Kent who was called John Mortimer. And on the eighth day of June, he came close to Canterbury with
four thousand men in a great camp between the church of St. Michael
at Harbledown and the church of St. Dunstan [in Canterbury]. They
70. Henry Grey, second earl of Tancarville and lord of Powis, was married
to the daughter of Humphrey duke of Gloucester. The new Lady Chapel was
normally used for clerical burials.
71. Rochester Cathedral Priory—a Benedictine foundation. By 1450, England was effectively ruled by Queen Margaret and the duke of Suffolk. In March
1450, growing discontent with the regime lead to Suffolk’s impeachment for conspiracy, misuse of funds, misconduct in the French war, etc. He was on his way to
exile when his ship was intercepted.
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waited for three hours, and afterwards he departed for Blackheath, and
there he waited.72
William Ayscough, Bishop of Salisbury
On the twenty-ninth day of June following, master William Ayscough,
bishop of Salisbury, was killed close to Edington in the diocese of Salisbury in the county of Wiltshire.73
[Cade’s Entry to London]
On the third day of July following, the aforesaid captain entered the city
of London and accepted the keys to the gates of the city.74 The following
day, Sir James Fiennes, Lord Saye [and Sele], knight, and [gap in text—
William] Crowmer, sheriff of Kent, and the clerk of the said sheriff, and
another, were beheaded in a street called Cheap.75
72. Cade’s pseudonyms were John Mortimer and John Amend-All. Stone
refers to him as homo ignotus, which could mean “unknown” or vulgar, base, or
of low birth. Stone’s careful choice of ambiguous wording on more than one
occasion may conceal sympathy for the supporters of the anointed king, Henry
VI. Following Suffolk’s murder, there was a popular rising in Kent petitioning
for changes in government. Dissent was intensified by the passage of Suffolk’s
funeral cortege through the county. There was a fear that the king would take
steps to punish the citizens of Kent for the murder of Suffolk. The Kentish
rebels came to Canterbury to seek additional support. On 7 June, Cade was
refused entry into Canterbury, and an attempt was made to negotiate access to
the city.
73. As Cade’s insurgents surrounded London, Ayscough, the king’s confessor, retreated to Wiltshire, where he probably expected to be more secure. His
baggage train was plundered on the night of 28 June 1450, and the following day,
a band of men took him from the monastery of the Bonhommes at Edington and
killed him.
74. Cade gained entry into London by threatening to set fire to the bridge.
In spite of his good intentions, disorder and violence resulted from the rebels’
entry.
75. Fiennes’s name was linked with those of Suffolk, Moleyns, and
Ayscough. His son-in-law, William Crowmer, was a retainer of the late duke of
Suffolk.
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Matthew Gough
And the following day, outside the walls of London, there was a battle,
and Matthew Gough was killed.76
	On the twelfth day of July, the aforesaid captain [ Jack Cade] was
killed in the county of Sussex, in the parish of Heathfield.
King Henry VI
This year on the vigil of the purification of the Blessed Mary [1 February], Henry VI, king of England, came to Canterbury and was received
at the entrance to the church with the response Honor virtus by the prior
and convent in red copes, and he attended vespers the same day. And on
the feast of the Purification, he carried his own candle. And there came
with him [Henry Holland] the duke of Exeter, [Edmund Beaufort] the
duke of Somerset, [ John Talbot] the earl of Shrewsbury, [ James Butler]
the earl of Wiltshire, and many other earls and barons.
Brother Alexander London [1391–1451]
On the twenty-third day of February this year, namely, on the Tuesday in
the week of Septuagesima, Brother Alexander London died, priest and
professed monk of Christ Church Canterbury. He lived as a monk for
almost sixty years.
The Bell of St. George’s [Church, Canterbury]
On 20 March, after nones, [the bishop of Ross] consecrated the bells
in the bell tower of St. George, and there were there monks of Christ
Church Canterbury, namely, John Goldwell the sacrist, Robert Maveld
the keeper of the tomb [of St. Thomas], John Stone the refectarian, and
John Clement the sub-sacrist.
King Henry VI
In this year, on the feast of the finding of St. Stephen and his companions,
76. Gough, a Welsh captain, had a distinguished career in France and was
involved in negotiations with the French delegation led by the Bastard of Orléans. He was killed 5 July, during the battle on London Bridge.
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the third day of August, Henry VI, king of England, came to Canterbury.
. . . He held his council in the prior’s chapel. Present at that council were
the archbishop of Canterbury, [ John Kempe] the archbishop of York
and cardinal of St. Balbina the Virgin, [William Waynflete] the bishop
of Winchester, [Thomas Bourchier] the bishop of Ely, [Edmund Beau
fort] the duke of Somerset, [ John Talbot] the earl of Shrewsbury, [ James
Butler] the earl of Wiltshire, and [ John Langstrother] the prior of [the
hospital of ] St. John the Baptist in London.
Ambassadors
On the twelfth day of August this year, ambassadors came to Canterbury
on behalf of the king of France to the king of England. And the Bastard
St. Pol and the abbot of Ghent came to this council.
	On the eighth day of October this year, [Marino Orsini], archbishop
of Tarento [Italy], the papal legate and auditor for the hearing of disputes, came to Canterbury, sent by Pope Nicholas V [1447–55] to the
king of England and France. And the same day, he was at vespers and
stood in the archbishop’s seat facing the high altar.77
Archbishop of Tarento
On the vigil of our Lord’s birth [24 December] this year, the said archbishop of Tarento came to Canterbury and was at vespers. He stood in
the stall in the choir next to that of the archbishop. And on the day of
the Lord’s birth, he celebrated three masses: two in the prior’s chapel and
the third at the high [summum] altar.
And on St. Stephen’s day [26 December], a Sunday, he was in procession; and the following day, the day of St. John the Evangelist, he was
received into the chapter fraternity and the same day left for Dover.
Thomas Ashford [1417-52]
On the twentieth day of March this year, namely on St. Cuthbert’s day,
Brother Thomas Ashford, a monk of Christ Church Canterbury, left for
77. Marino Orsini, the papal legate, undertook to use his influence in Rome.
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Rome. And on the twenty-fifth day of July, he died in the Roman curia
and was buried there in the monastery of the black monks of St. Balbina
the Virgin. And on the twelfth day of February following, he had all
the offices in the choir and in other places, just as is laid down in the
books.78
The Death of John Stafford
In the year of the Lord 1452, on the twenty-fifth day of May, on the
Thursday before Pentecost, at the hour of nine before midnight, Lord
John Stafford, archbishop of Canterbury, died in his manor of Maidstone, and he occupied the see for eight years, ten months, and thirteen
days. On the Monday following, in the week of Pentecost [29 May], his
body was carried to the church of Canterbury. Eight brothers, vested in
albs, received him and carried him into the church, and they placed [his
body] in the choir according to custom. And the see was vacant until the
feast of St. Maurice and his companions, namely, the twenty-second day
of September.
[His body] was received by the prior and convent at the entrance to
the church. The prior and the sub-prior were robed. The bishop of Rochester and the bishop of Ross were at the exequies, and the prior of this
church said the collects at the exequies. And the following day, there were
three masses in the choir. The first, the Mass of the Holy Spirit, the Mass
of the day, was celebrated by the bishop of Ross. The second Mass, the
Mass of St. Mary, was celebrated by the prior of this church. The third
Mass, the Requiem Mass, was celebrated by the bishop of Rochester. The
first Mass was in copes, the second and third in albs. And after Mass, the
bishop of Rochester buried him next to the martyrdom of St. Thomas the
Martyr, in front of the new chapel of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
	On the thirtieth day of May, two brothers namely, John Waltham,
bachelor of sacred theology, and Walter Hertford, the warden of the
manors and bartoner, were sent to the lord king of England and France
for license for the election of an archbishop.
78. Ashford was received into Christ Church with Stone.
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The Election
On the vigil of the apostles Peter and Paul [28 June], there was an election in chapter for the future archbishop. And the same day, John Kempe,
archbishop of York and cardinal of St. Balbina the Virgin, was elected by
means of the Holy Spirit.
Brother John Ashford [1399–1452]
This year, on the last day of July, Brother John Ashford died, a monk of
Christ Church Canterbury. He wore the monastic habit for fifty-two
years.
John Kempe
This year, on the day of St. Matthew the apostle and evangelist [21 September], a Bull came to the prior of Christ Church Canterbury. The following day, the Bull was read in chapter in the presence of the prior and
convent, and no secular [priest] was there. And after chapter there was
a sermon in the choir by a monk of this church, namely, T[homas] Ash,
whose text was Ecce servus meus, electus suscipiam eum, and there the Bull
was proclaimed in the presence of everyone.79 After the sermon, the cantor began the Te Deum, and after the Te Deum, the prior carried the cross
to the archbishop at the manor of the bishop of London at Fulham, close
to London. This Bull was granted in the Roman curia on the twenty-first
day of July. All the [canonical] hours of the day were celebrated before
chapter.
The Enthronement
On the eleventh day of December this year, namely, the Monday of the
second week of Advent, on the feast of St. Damasus the Pope, John
Kempe was enthroned, with the title of cardinal bishop of St. Rufinus
and archbishop of Canterbury. And when he arrived at the entrance to
the church, he was received there by the prior and convent in white copes,
with the response Sint lumbi. In the procession were [WilliamWaynflete]
79. Isaiah 42:1: “Behold my servant, my elect, I will uphold him.”
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the bishop of Winchester, [Richard Clerk] the bishop of Ross [gap in
text], [George Penshurst] the abbot of St. Augustine’s, [Richard Dertmouth] the abbot of St. Martin’s Abbey Battle, [ John Chartham] the
abbot of Faversham, [ John Cardone] the prior of Rochester, and [Henry
Talo] the prior of Combwell [Augustinian priory in Kent]. And with the
archbishop came [Thomas Kempe] the bishop of London [ John Kempe’s
nephew], [ John Tiptoft] the earl of Worcester, Lord de Lisle, eldest son
of Lord Talbot, [Robert Botill] the prior of St. John’s Hospital, London,
and Sir John Tyrell.
And when he came to the high (maius) altar, the prior of this
church said the collect there. After the collect, the archbishop gave the
benediction, and immediately the cantor began the Te Deum. After the
Te Deum, the prior and all the brothers kissed the pallium and then
the archbishop; then [the archbishop] crossed to the vestry and there
washed their feet and prepared himself for Mass. And when he reached
the entrance of St. Andrew’s chapel, the cantor began the chant Deum
time. The bishop of Rochester carried the archbishop’s cross, the abbot
of Faversham read the epistle, the bishop of Ross the gospel, and in all
other ways it was exactly as for the enthronment of John Stafford, archbishop of Canterbury.
	On the following day, Tuesday the twelfth day of December, he celebrated Mass at the shrine of St. Thomas. And that same day he entered
the chapter house after vespers.
Bearing the Cross of York
The following day, Sir John Tyrell presented a jewel from the archbishop
of York. He was received at the entrance to the church. This was done in
accordance with the agreement between the archbishop of Canterbury
and the archbishop of York for the bearing of the cross of York.80

80. Probably Sir Thomas Tyrell, one of the king’s household officials. On
30 November 1452, the newly appointed archbishop of York, William Booth,
dispatched Tyrell to Canterbury to deliver his jewel to the shrine of St. Thomas
as a symbol of allegiance in accordance with custom.
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Note concerning First Table
This year, on the twenty-third day of December, the Saturday before
Christmas, T[homas] Ashford, John Stone, Henry Lee, [and] John
Waltham were promoted to first table, at which time there were twenty
brothers at first table.81
James Goldwell
This year, on the twenty-seventh day of May [1453], on the day of the
Holy Trinity, James Goldwell celebrated his first Mass in the church of
the black canons of St. Gregory outside Canterbury, at the high altar
wearing the vestments of Thomas Herne, monk of Christ Church, there
being present then the commissary of Christ Church Canterbury.
Isabella, Daughter of the Duke of Somerset
This year on the vigil of All Saints [31 October], Isabella, daughter of
Edmund [Beaufort], duke of Somerset, died in London, and on the Vigil
of St. Leonard confessor [5 November] her body was carried to Canterbury and was received at the entrance to the church by the prior and
convent. The prior, the sub-prior of this church, and the archdeacon of
Canterbury were robed. The following day, she was buried in St. Michael’s
chapel.
The Death of the Lord Archbishop John Kempe
This year, on the twenty-second day of March, namely, the Friday of the
second week of Lent, John Kempe, cardinal bishop of St. Rufinus and
archbishop of Canterbury, died at his manor of Lambeth near London.
He occupied the see for one year, twenty-five weeks, and six days.
Robert Artur
In the year of the Lord 1454, on the twenty-eighth day of March, [the
Thursday] of the third week of Lent, Robert Artur, the rector of the
81. There is some inconsistency of dating here. Ashford must have been
promoted to first table in 1451. He died in Rome in 1452.
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church of Chartham, died in a chamber in the infirmary of the monks of
Christ Church next to the chapel, and he had all the sacraments from the
master of the infirmary. He was buried in his own church of Chartham.
The Body of Archbishop John Kempe
This year on the first day of the month of April, namely, the Monday of
the fourth week of Lent, his body was carried to his church at Canterbury after nones and was received by his own prior and convent at the
gate [of the city] called Westgate. The prior and abbot of St. Augustine’s
and the bishop of Ross were also robed with their ministers. And he had
exequies the same day by the prior and convent.
The following day, the bishop of London [Thomas Kempe, nephew
of John Kempe] celebrated Requiem Mass and buried him [ John Kempe]
next to the door between the archbishop’s throne and the tomb of arch
bishop John Stratford. And the same day, each priest of this church received
13s 4d, and non-priests 6s 8d, [to pray] for the soul of the said archbishop.
	On the fourth day of April this year, the feast of St. Ambrose, namely,
the Thursday of the fourth week of Lent, two brothers, the sacrist John
Goldwell and the warden of the manors Walter Hertford, were sent to
the king of England and France for a license to elect the archbishop.
The Election of Thomas Bourchier
On the twenty-third day of April this year, on St. George’s day, there
was an election for the future archbishop in chapter. And the same
day in chapter there was a sermon in Latin by a brother of this church,
W[illiam] Thornden.82 It began thus: Elegit nobis hereditatem suam.83
And the same day, master Thomas Bourchier, bishop of Ely, was elected
by way of the Holy Spirit. Such an election had not been seen before in
our time, without letters or messengers from the king of England and
France.84 Following the election and the Te Deum, there was a sermon
82. Stone noted his sermons on a number of other occasions.
83. Psalm 47:4: “He shall choose our inheritance for us.”
84. Henry VI was ill with a mental disorder from August 1453 to December
1454.
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in the choir by J[ohn] Waltham, a monk of this church, which began
Gaudium vestrum impleatur.85
The following day, two brothers, namely, John Waltham, bachelor of
theology, and William Wincheap, the prior’s chaplain, were sent to the
king of England and France and to the [archbishop] elect.
	On the second day of the month of May, the election and appointment of Lord Thomas Bourchier, bishop of Ely, was read and confirmed in
chapter under the community’s seal. And the same day, the said election,
or proposal, was sent to the Roman curia, to Pope Nicholas IV [V].
Queen Margaret
On the fifth day of October this year, the lady Margaret, queen of England, wife of King Henry VI of England, came to Canterbury on pilgrimage and was received at the entrance to the church by the prior and
convent in green copes, with the response Summe Trinitati.
	On the following day, a Sunday, she was at High Mass and at second
vespers. The next day [7 October], she was at Mass, without music, at the
shrine of St. Thomas, and in the crypt she heard Mass with music by the
[choir] boys of this church. She left after nones.
Nicholas Chilton
On the eleventh day of October this year, Nicholas Chilton, rector of the
parish church of All Saints [gap in text] London, died in the almonry of
Christ Church Canterbury, and the following day [12 October], he had
Requiem Mass in the infirmary chapel by the brothers of this church.
After nones he was carried down to the parish church of Holy Cross at
the Westgate. On the following day, he was buried in that church. Each
priest of this church received 20d, and non-priests 16d.
Legate a Latere
On the ninth day of December this year, [Cardinal Bartholomew Roverella], the archbishop of Ravenna, legate a Latere [personal representative
85. John 16:24: “Let your joy be full.”
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of the pope], came to Canterbury by license of the king of England and
France. The following day, Tuesday, he heard Mass with music at the
shrine of St. Thomas, in the year 1454.
The Enthronement of the Lord T[homas] Bourchier
On the twenty-sixth day of January, Thomas Bourchier, archbishop of
Canterbury, was enthroned. He was received at the entrance to the church
by the prior and his convent in white copes, with the response Sint lumbi.
In the procession were [ John Lowe] the bishop of Rochester, [George
Penshurst] the abbot of St. Augustine’s, [Richard Dertmouth] the abbot
of St. Martin’s Battle, [ John Chartham] the abbot of Faversham, [ John
Chilton] the abbot of St. Radegund’s, and [Thomas] the abbot of Lang
don. And with the archbishop came the bishops of London [Thomas
Kempe] and Winchester [William Waynflete], one to the right, the
other to the left. The first Mass was that of Sunday, namely, Adorate;
the second was that of Sunday before Septuagesima. All the [canonical] hours of the day were celebrated before the procession. High Mass
was that of the Trinity. The abbot of Battle read the epistle; the bishop
of Ross the gospel. Everything else was just as for the enthronement of
archbishops John Stafford and John Kempe. At the archbishop’s table at
dinner, the archbishop sat in the center, with the bishop of London, the
bishop of Rochester, and the prior of Christ Church Canterbury to the
right; the bishop of Winchester, the bishop of Ross, [ John Tiptoft] the
earl of Worcester, treasurer of England, to the left.
At the brothers’ table were the abbot of St. Augustine’s, the abbot of
St. Martin’s Battle, the abbot of Faversham, John Woodnesborough the
sub-prior of this church, [Thomas Dover] the prior of Dover, [Robert
Botill] the prior of Combwell, and other brothers of this church.
In the white hall, there were at dinner [Humphrey Stafford] duke
of Buckingham, [Henry Beaufort] earl of Dorset, [Humphrey] earl of
Stafford, [Henry Bourchier] the count of Eu, [ John] Viscount Beaumont, [William Bourchier] Lord Fitzwarin, [gap in text], [ John Talbot]
earl of Shrewsbury, [ John Bourchier] Lord Berners, [Edward Neville]
Lord Bergavenny, [ James Fiennes] Lord Saye, [ John] Lord Clinton,
[and] Sir Thomas Etchingham.
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In the great hall at table were Sir Richard Fiennes, Sir Roger Leconere, knights of the county of Sussex, and others.
At the other table [gap in text] “Passhle” [ John Pashley?]
Sir John Cheyne, sheriff of Kent		
}
Sir Thomas Kyriell			
}
knights of Kent
}
Sir Thomas Browne, and others 		
William Elfy [1431–55]
In the year 1455, on the thirtieth day of March, on the night of Palm
Sunday, Brother William Elfy died, custodian of the martyrdom, professed monk and priest of Christ Church Canterbury. At dawn on the
following Monday, he had the prayers of commendation by the prior and
convent. He was in his twenty-fourth year as a monk.
[Cardinal Henry Beaufort]
This year on the tenth day of April, namely, the Thursday of Easter week,
there were exequies sung in the choir for [Henry Beaufort] the cardinal
of Winchester, without placebo [and] with three readings.
A Battle in the Town of St. Albans
[1455, the first battle of the Wars of the Roses]
On the twenty-second day of May this year [1455], namely, in the octave
of the Ascension, there was a battle in the town of St. Alban the protomartyr, in the presence of King Henry VI and others of his lords—dukes,
earls, and barons. In this battle, Lord Edmund [Beaufort] duke of Somerset, Henry [Percy] earl of Northumberland, and [ John] Lord Clifford
were killed.86
Consecration of the Altar of St. Mary
On the eighteenth day of October, the day of St. Luke the Evangelist, in
the year of the Lord 1455, Richard, bishop of Ross, consecrated the altar
in the new chapel of St. Mary, next to the martyrdom of St. Thomas, in
honor of the Assumption of the Blessed Mary and St. Benedict.
86. Lancastrian supporters.
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Note
On the twenty-first day of December this year, the fourth Sunday of
the Lord’s Advent, namely, on the day of St. Thomas [the apostle], the
monks entered the new chapel of St. Mary and St. Benedict next to the
Martyrdom of St. Thomas.
William Hythe [1451–56]
On the eighth day of January this year, at dinnertime, Brother William
Hythe died, deacon and professed monk of Christ Church Canterbury,
in his third year as a monk. He lay in the choir for the whole night and
had fifty psalms.
William Selling
On the twenty-sixth day of September this year, William Selling celebrated his first mass and was the priest at High Mass for all that week.87
George Penshurst [abbot 1430–57]
This year, on the ninth day of the month of July, George Penshurst, the
abbot of St. Augustine’s Abbey outside the walls of Canterbury, died in
his house close to the city of London. And on the thirteenth day of the
same month, after nones, his body was carried with great solemnity to
his own church. He was received by his convent at the entrance to the
church.
[A Year of Plague: 1457]
In the year of the Lord 1457, there was a great and serious plague in the
city of Canterbury and in various parts of the kingdom of England.
Brother John Woodnesborough, Sub-prior [1413–57]
On the ninth day of August this year, in the eleventh hour before dinner,
Brother John Woodnesborough died, doctor of law and sub-prior of this
church. After nones, he had the prayers of commendation by the prior
87. Selling became prior of Christ Church in 1472. He was one of the most
outstanding scholars of his day.
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and convent and lay in the choir all night and had fifty psalms. He was
buried in the infirmary chapel in front of the altar of the blessed virgins
Agnes and Agatha. He was in his forty-fifth year as a monk.
[Hugh Sandwich 1451–57]
In the middle of the following night, Brother Hugh Sandwich died,
priest and professed monk of Christ Church Canterbury. On the following day after nones, he had the prayers of commendation by the prior and
convent, and his exequies in the choir without music. He did not have
fifty psalms. He was in his eighth year as a monk.
The Town of Sandwich
This year, on the day of St. Augustine, bishop and doctor [28 August],
the town of Sandwich88 was captured and plundered of all goods found
there by the French.
Brother Robert Sutton [1409–57]
On the twenty-fifth day of September this year, in the middle of the
night, Brother Robert Sutton died. He had been a monk of Christ
Church Canterbury for fifty years. At dawn the following day, he had the
prayers of commendation by the prior and convent.89
Brother John Newton [1428–57]
On the twenty-sixth day of August this year, Brother John Newton,
monk of Christ Church Canterbury, died in the middle of the night.
He had the prayers of commendation by the prior and convent in the
morning. He was in about his thirtieth year as a monk. This brother held
various offices in this church with honor, namely, sub-almoner, fourth
prior, novice master, master of the Table Hall, and twice penitentiary. He
was sent on behalf of the prior and convent with another brother, John
Newbury, to the translation of St. Osmund, bishop of Salisbury, and he
88. An important seaport in Kent, one of the Cinque Ports.
89. Fifteen Christ Church monks died in 1457.
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brought a bone of the arm of this saint to Christ Church Canterbury.
Brother John Stone was sub-sacrist and received the arm from him and
placed it amongst the other relics. He [ John Stone] was in his fortieth
year as a monk.90
Note to Novices
This year, on the day of St. Lucy the Virgin [13 December], on the Tuesday of the third week of Advent, the following brothers were received into
the religious life: Reginald Goldstone, John Molland, Thomas Chartham,
Richard Clement, Thomas Aldington, [and] William Egerton. Brother
John Stone of first table was their magister ordinis, in his fortieth year as
a monk. These novices came to the minor service on the twelfth day of
February, to the common service on the following twenty-sixth day of
February. They were professed on the day of St. Anselm, archbishop of
Canterbury, the twenty-first day of April. The prior of this church celebrated Mass.91
Brother John Dunstan [1451–58]
On the twenty-fifth day of January this year, on the day of the conversion
of St. Paul the apostle, Brother John Dunstan, scholar of Oxford and
monk of Christ Church Canterbury, died at dawn in his sixth year as a
monk. After nones he had the prayers of commendation by the sub-prior,
H[enry] Barham, and the convent, and he had fifty psalms. The following
day he was buried by the sub-prior. The prior of this church was in London, occupied with affairs of state. At the time of the burial, it was not
possible for [the monks] to go out into the cemetery owing to the snow.
Brother Richard Adisham [1425–58]
On the twelfth day of August this year, in the second hour after nones,
Brother Richard Adisham died, professed monk of Christ Church
90. St. Osmund died in 1228, but his canonization did not take place until
1457.
91. John Stone’s position as magister ordinis would explain his particular
interest in this event, in which he was no doubt an active participant.
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Canterbury, in his thirty-third year as a monk. He held various offices in his
time, including custodian of the shrine, master of the Table Hall, master of
the novices, [and] master anniversarian. After vespers, during the prayers
of commendation, he lay with face uncovered on the stone in the infirmary
chapel. His body was carried into the choir and lay there without a coffin
for the whole night. He had fifty psalms. Henry Barham, the sub-prior,
carried out all the offices for his burial, in the year of our Lord, 1458.
The Great Storm
On the sixteenth day of May this year, there was a great storm that lasted
for almost six hours. And that same day, a malign spirit entered the great
bell-tower called “Belferay.” Damage was done there, but not much.
Brother Richard Queningate [1448–58]
On the twenty-second day of July this year, on the day of the Blessed
[Mary] Magdalene, Brother Richard Queningate died in his college at
Oxford, of which he was a scholar. He was a priest and professed monk
of Christ Church Canterbury, in his tenth year as a monk. He was buried
in the church of the Black Canons in St. Frideswide’s Priory.
And on the second day of August following, on the day of St. Stephen,
pope and martyr, a letter about his death was read in the convent chapter.
	On the fourth day of August following, exequies were sung in the
choir by Prior T[homas] Goldstone and the convent. And the following
day, he had Mass [celebrated] by the prior. The monks of St. Augustine’s
were not at that Mass. 1458.
Richard Beke
On the sixteenth day of the month of November this year, Master Richard Beke died, [master] mason of this church, who contributed 40s [forty
shillings] to the work of the church. To the refectory he gave a silver cup
with a lid.
William Brockley
On the fifteenth day of April this year, Brother William Brockley, a
monk of the monastery of St. Peter and Paul and St. Augustine outside
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the walls of Canterbury, died in the middle of the night. The monks of
Christ Church Canterbury were not there, either at Mass or at the burial.
For what reason, I do not know.92
The Great Bell
This year on the fourteenth day of June, Richard, bishop of Ross, blessed
the great bell with much solemnity, in the nave of the church, in honor of
St. Dunstan the archbishop. The prior of this church was there, robed in
pontificals. The bell was made in London, in the year of the Lord 1430,
in the time of prior William Molash.93
The Great Snowfall
On the fifteenth day of April, on the Tuesday of Holy Week, almost at
midnight, so great [a] quantity of snow fell that we could not remember
ever having seen its like at this time of year.
Richard Kingston [1406–60]
On the seventeenth day of April this year, the Thursday of Easter week,
in the eighth hour of the day, Brother Richard Kingston died, priest and
professed monk of Christ Church Canterbury, in his fifty-fourth year
as a monk. He was a stationarius and had been blind for two years or
more before his death. Following his death, and vespers being completed
according to custom, he had the prayers of commendation by the prior
T[homas] Goldstone and the convent, lying with his face uncovered on
the stone in the infirmary chapel. When the prayers of commendation
were finished, he was buried by the master of the infirmary. The following
92. This comment illustrates the personal nature of Stone’s record. It also
suggests that the monks of St. Augustine’s Abbey and Christ Church were normally represented at each other’s funerals.
93. The blessing of bells by a bishop was believed to give bells the power
to overcome evil spirits. During the consecration, the help of God was invoked
against the power of the devil. The rite included the washing of the bell by bishop
and clergy, the anointing of the bell with holy oil, and finally the anointing by
incensation.
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night, he had the customary psalms in the choir. Over many years, this
brother bore a heavy burden of work that he managed very ably. He held
various offices at Christ Church, including the office of sub-sacrist in the
Jubilee year, the office of senior chaplain of the prior, the office of cellarer,
the office of bartoner, the office of shrine keeper, the office of warden
of the manors, the office of supervisor of the new works, the office of
treasurer, and finally the office of chamberlain, all discharged with great
honor, and so on the day and year aforesaid, he rested in peace. On whose
soul may the Most High have mercy, Amen.
The Earl of Salisbury
In this year, on the twenty-sixth day of June, three earls came to Canterbury from Calais, namely Richard [Neville] earl of Salisbury, Edward earl
of March, son of the duke of York, Richard [Neville] earl of Warwick,
[William Neville] Lord Fauconberg, and a great company of people.94
Robert Horne, John Scott, John Fogge
At the same time in Kent there were three renowned men, Robert Horne
of Appledore, John Scott, and John Fogge, all Kentish by birth, who were
sent by Henry VI to confront the earls of Salisbury, March, and Warwick
at St. Martin’s, just outside the city. There they discussed peace, and they
reached a conditional agreement.
Subsequently, they returned to the city and came to the shrine of St.
Thomas, namely, on the Thursday.95

94. The Yorkist earls prepared their return to England in early summer 1460,
proclaiming their intention was simply to remove the king’s ministers rather than
depose the king. Fauconberg, Salisbury’s younger brother, led a raid on Sandwich in June and was joined there by March (the future Edward IV), Salisbury,
and Warwick. In Sandwich Archbishop Bourchier received them and gave them
episcopal protection. They left for Canterbury with a force in excess of fifteen
hundred men.
95. These men were appointed to hold Canterbury against the Yorkist earls
but joined the Yorkists instead.
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Bishop Francesco de Coppini
On the following day [27 June], a Friday, Francesco de Coppini, bishop
of Terni and legate from his Holiness Pope Pius II [1458–64], came to
Canterbury. And he stayed in the monastery of the Apostles Peter and
Paul and St. Augustine, outside the city.96
	On the following Saturday, the legate came to the church of Canterbury and was received at the entrance to the church by Henry Barham,
the sub-prior, and the convent in their cowls, with crosses and thuribles
and holy water, with the response Sint lumbi. After the procession, they
left Canterbury for London, then to Northampton. On the tenth day of
July, there was a battle in a field next to that town.
[The Battle of Northampton, 10 July 1460—a resounding Yorkist victory]
And for the feldys name of that oon parte on the northest side it is
callyd Cowemeadewe. And that othir parte is I callyd Menthynfeld.
And for the othir part is I callyd of tyme Sandyngford bregge nexte the
towne. On the est side there is a water melle [that] is called Sandford
melle.97
[The battle was] between King Henry VI of England and France
and Edward, earl of March, son of the duke of York, and Richard, earl
of Warwick, son of the earl of Salisbury. In the battle, the following
were killed: (gap in text) [Humphrey Stafford] duke of Buckingham,
[ John Talbot] earl of Shrewsbury, Lord (gap in text), [ John, Viscount]
Beaumont, (gap in text), [Thomas Percy] Lord Egremont, Sir William
Lucy, Sir Thomas de Vernon, knights, and many others on the side of
the king were slain and drowned. Few were killed on the earls’ side. At
the time of the battle, the archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Bourchier,
stood on a hill called the Cross without a Head, together with [Thomas
Kempe] the bishop of London. After the battle, they came to the king

96. Coppini allied himself with the Yorkist cause, for which he was criticized by the pope.
97. In English as written in the original manuscript. It may have been copied from a newsletter.
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and entered with him into the house of monks, Delapré [Abbey], close
to Northampton, then into the town of Northampton, with other earls
and commoners. After that, the lords returned with Henry VI to the city
of London.98
King Henry VI of England
On the second day of August, King Henry VI of England and France
came to Canterbury on pilgrimage and was received by the archbishop of
Canterbury, T[homas] B[ourchier], and by [William Grey], the bishop
of Ely, and the prior of this church and the convent in green copes, with
the response Summe Trinitati.99 And the same day, there came with the
king the bishops, [Thomas Kempe] of London, [ John Arundel] of Chi
chester, and [George Neville] of Exeter chancellor of England; [Edward]
earl of March, [Richard] earl of Salisbury, [and] Richard earl of Warwick. And the same day, the king was at vespers, and the following day, he
was in procession. The monastic community was not robed. The prior of
this church celebrated High Mass with his pastoral staff in the presence
of the archbishop.
Note about Novices
And note that, [at low Mass] on two Sundays the novices of this church
received the eucharist at the high (summum) altar in the presence of the
king.
[Henry VI]
On the eighth day of August, there was a procession to the shrine and
through the nave of the church, through the cloister and through the
monks’ cemetery and thus into the church. King Henry VI of England
was in procession. On the vigil of the Assumption [14 August], [ John
Arundel], the bishop of Chichester, was at the sermon in the chapter

98. Though Henry was king still in name, the Yorkists effectively held him
captive.
99. The king was in Canterbury from 2 to 18 August.
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house, and he granted to all those who heard the sermon forty days indulgence. On the vigil of the Assumption of the Bessed Mary, King Henry
VI, uncrowned, was at first vespers, in the procession, at High Mass, and
at second vespers. Before nones on the day of St. Agapitus the martyr [18
August], the king left Canterbury for London.
Thomas Aldington
This year, on the last day of the month of August, on the Sunday, Brother
Thomas Aldington was examined to give an account of himself to the
precentor, Robert Bynne, in the presence of the seniors. And the third
prior sat next to the precentor, in front of the seniors, because the subprior was away at our manor of Eastry with other brothers.100
Brother William Stokbury [1408–61]
On the second day of March this year, in the fourth hour after nones,
Brother William Stockbury died, priest and professed monk of Christ
Church Canterbury, in his fifty-third year as a monk. And the following
day, he lay on the stone in the infirmary chapel with face uncovered and
had the prayers of commendation by the prior T[homas] Go[ldstone]
and convent.
Note of a Battle [Towton, 29 March 1461] near York
In the year of the Lord 1461, dominical letter D, a battle was undertaken near York,101 to defend the way of life and safekeeping of the most
glorious and excellent king and prince Edward IV, and to defend his
hereditary right, with [ John de Mowbray] the duke of Norfolk, [Richard
Neville] the earl of Warwick, and [William Neville] Lord Fauconberg,
and many more of the most powerful men of the realm in general, and
they were sorely tested there—that is, at the town of Sherbourne and at

100. John Stone was third prior at this time.
101. Preceding this battle, Queen Margaret’s armies had defeated the Yorkist
forces at the second battle of Barnet on 17 February 1461. Henry was taken from
his Yorkist guardians and returned to the queen.
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a certain two bridges there—against Henry VI, the former king, and all
his unlawful company with him, and against almost all the noble lords
and gentlemen from the north; where reputedly 23,000 men and more
were killed, which I relate with heartfelt sorrow. This happened on Palm
Sunday, and on the vigil [of Palm Sunday] a.d. 1461, dominical letter D.
May their souls rest in eternal peace with Christ.102
	On the penultimate day of the month of May this year, the Saturday
in the vigil of the Holy Trinity, Lord George [duke of Clarence] and
Lord Richard [duke of Gloucester], the sons of the duke of York, and
brothers of Edward IV, king of England and France, came to Canterbury
from overseas, and they were received at the entrance to the church by
the prior and convent in green copes with the response Summe Trinitati.
And that same day, they were present at vespers, and the following day
[they were] in procession, at High Mass, and at second vespers.
The Coronation of Edward IV
In this year of the Lord, 1461, on the twenty-eighth day of June, the
vigil of the apostles Peter and Paul, which happened to be a Sunday,
Edward IV, son of Richard duke of York, was crowned king of England
and France at Westminster by Archbishop Thomas Bourchier. The prior
of this church was not there.
Brother Henry Reculver
This year on the tenth day of July, Brother Henry Reculver was excused
from his duty at the tomb of St. Thomas the Martyr. And the same day
102. Yorkist victory with heavy Lancastrian losses. This victory allowed
Edward IV to consolidate his position, as many lords transferred their allegiance
to him. However, victory was incomplete. Queen Margaret and Prince Edward
escaped and fled to Scotland, later to seek support from France. Stone’s account is
confusing, beginning, apparently, with a glowing endorsement of Edward, “most
illustrious and excellent king . . . by hereditary right” but finishing with a prayer
for the “gentlemen of the north” (predominantly Lancastrian), an expression of
profound regret at the senseless loss of life, and a prayer for the souls of the dead.
At the very least, it expresses a tension in Stone’s reaction. See Connor, “Political
Allegiances of Christ Church Priory,” p. 396.
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he was assigned to the exchequer [monastic countinghouse] for another
office there, and the third prior, Brother John Stone, had prime responsibility for that office because the sub-prior, Henry Barham, was away.
King Edward IV
On the fourteenth day of the month of August this year, namely on the
vigil of the Assumption of the Blessed Mary, after the second hour following nones, King Edward IV of England and France came to Canterbury and was received at the entrance to the church by the archbishop of
Canterbury and the prior and convent. . . . And he was at vespers, and the
following day in procession at High Mass, and at second vespers.
Richard Barnes
On the last day of the month of April this year, our brother Richard
Barnes died, a brewer, freeman of the city of Canterbury, who gave eight
marks to Christ Church Canterbury, namely, 5 marks for the work of
the church, 20 shillings to the prior of the church, and 26 [shillings] 8
[pence] to the convent of the same church.
King Edward IV
In the year of the Lord 1462, on the octave of Epiphany, the king of
England and France, Edward IV, came to Canterbury on pilgrimage in
the fourth hour after nones. He was received by the archbishop Thomas
Bourchier and the prior and convent in red copes, in the nave of the
church, with the response Summe Trinitati.
[A Great Procession]
On the twelfth day of March this year, namely, on the day of St. Gregory
the Pope, on Friday of the first week of Lent, after vespers of the day,
there was a great procession by the prior and convent and other religious
men from this church to St. Gregory outside the city. And when they
had reached the entrance to the church, the cantor began the response O
Pastor. Two canons in green copes stood in the entrance to the church,
and they censed the convent. However, the prior of that church stood
next to the door in a green cope and censed the prior of Christ Church
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Canterbury. After the response, there was a sermon in the choir by a
secular priest, whose text was: Quasi stella matutina in medio nebule.103
After the sermon, they returned to the convent by the court gate, past St.
Thomas’s well and past the chapter house door, and so to the choir, with
the antiphon Sancti Dei omnes.
Prince Edward [1453]
In the year of the Lord 1453, at about the tenth hour before nones on
Sunday, the thirteenth day of October, namely, on the day of the translation of St. Edward king and confessor, Edward, the son of King Henry
VI, was born at Westminster. And the following day he was baptized
by [William Waynflete] the bishop of Winchester. The archbishop of
Canterbury, John Kempe, and Edmund [Beaufort], duke of Somerset,
were his godfathers, and [Anne Stafford] duchess of Buckingham his
godmother. The archbishop of Canterbury, John Kempe, confirmed him,
and the bishop W[illiam] of Winchester was his sponsor. The same day,
a letter concerning the birth came to the prior of Christ Church Canter
bury from the king. And after procession, the sub-prior of this church
read out the letter to all those standing in the nave of the church, and the
cantor began the hymn Te Deum laudamus.
King Edward IV
In this year on the feast of St. Bartholomew the apostle [24 August
1463], in the fifth hour, after dinner, Edward IV, king of England and
France, came to Canterbury and was received by the prior and convent
in green copes at the entrance to the church, with the response Summe
Trinitati. On the twenty-seventh day of August, Thomas Bourchier,
archbishop of Canterbury, came to Canterbury in the seventh hour
after nones, and he did not have a procession. And with him came
George, duke of Clarence, with his brother [Richard, duke of Gloucester], and the following day they were in procession and at High Mass.
103. Ecclesiasticus 50:6: “He shone as the morning-star in the midst of a
cloud.”
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And this duke had a sword carried before him in procession and in
other places.104
[Easter Week Procession and Litany]
On the Monday of Easter week [2 April], first Mass was that of Eastertide, and the second was of the Holy Spirit. After Mass, there was a
procession to the shrine of St. Thomas, through the nave of the church
and through the cemetery, with the litany. After the procession, there was
a sermon in the nave of the church by a secular priest, whose theme was
Quidam ex nostris terruerunt nos.105
The Church of Stone
On the fourth day of the month of May this year, the parish church of
Stone, on the Isle of Oxney, was burnt, together with the rectory of the
abbey of St. Augustine, the vicarage, and two houses close to the church,
namely, those of Robert Godfray and Robert Helle.106
The Bishop of the School of Canterbury
On the feast of St. Nicholas this year [6 December], there was no bishop
at the grammar school in the city of Canterbury, and this was due to the
failure of the masters John Gedney and Thomas Hikson.107
104. The above entry concerning Prince Edward calls to mind the existence
of Henry VI’s legitimate heir, whose birth had been publicly proclaimed in Canterbury Cathedral and recorded in the priory register ten years previously. It is
possible that the priory’s misgivings concerning Edward’s claim to the crown are
indicated in this reference to Edward IV’s visit ten years later, a sentiment reinforced by the duke of Gloucester having his sword carried before him as a gesture
of authority.
105. Luke 24:22: “and certain of our company affrighted us.”
106. This personal memorandum provides evidence of Stone’s authorship.
The church was in the gift of St. Augustine’s Abbey Canterbury, who held the
rectory.
107. It was customary on this day to select a boy as a mock bishop (paralleling the lord of misrule), who would dress in vestments like St. Nicholas and
officiate at some religious and social activities during December.
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[A Great Snowfall]
On Christmas night this year, after first Mass, there was a great snowfall.
Indeed that day the convent was unable to pass through the cloister in
procession. They went via le hake [an iron grill behind the high altar] to
the shrine of St. Thomas, and thence to the nave of the church and into
the choir. [This weather] lasted continuously from the said feast until the
feast of St. Scholastica the Virgin [10 February], with great snow and a
mighty frost. On that day, [the snow] began to melt, and the ice to thaw,
to the greatest joy of the people. Praise to the Highest.
Lord Richard, Bishop of Ross
In the year of the Lord 1464[5], Richard Ross, suffragan to various of
the archbishops of Canterbury, namely, Henry Chichele, John Stafford,
John Kempe, and Thomas Bourchier, died on the fourth Sunday in Lent,
the twenty-fourth day of March, in his rectory in Otford, and was buried
in that church.
The Coronation of the Queen
On the twenty-sixth day of May this year, on the feast of St. Augustine
the apostle of the English, Elizabeth, the daughter of Richard Woodville,
Lord Rivers, [and] the wife of Edward IV, king of England and France,
was crowned queen of England and France at Westminster [Abbey] by
the archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Bourchier. The prior of this church
was not there at [the] coronation. At this coronation at Westminster,
Edward IV, king of England and France, invested forty-eight knights, in
the fifth year of his reign.
Brother Germain Bethersden [1461–65]
[At this point in the manuscript there is a change of hand.]
In the year of the Lord 1465, Brother Germain Bethersden died in the
sixth hour during matins, and they had matins of the day. He was a priest
and professed monk, though he never celebrated Mass, but died on that
day when he would have celebrated Mass, namely, on the vigil of St.
John the Baptist [23 June]. And on the day of St. John, he had Requiem
Mass in the infirmary chapel by the master there and other brothers.
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And on the following Tuesday [25 June], he had the prayers of com
mendation by the prior and convent in the morning and exequies in the
choir. He died of violent plague.
The Lord King Edward IV
[On 13 July], in the second hour before vespers, Edward IV, king of England and France, came to Canterbury and was received at the entrance to
the church by the archbishop, T[homas] B[ourchier], and the prior and
convent in green copes, with the response Summe Trinitati.
The Lady Queen Elizabeth
In the fourth hour following, before vespers, Elizabeth, queen of England,
came to Canterbury and was received just as the king was, but in white
copes, with the response Audi filia. On that same day and at the same
time, King Henry VI was taken [captive] in the county of Lancashire.
	On the following day [a Sunday], the king and queen were in the
procession, and the procession was in red copes, and they proceeded as
was customary on principal feast days. The archbishop celebrated High
Mass. The king and queen were at second vespers. After vespers, they
went to St. Augustine’s. The archbishop went with the king and queen,
with the cross erect.
Capture of King Henry VI
On the Thursday following [18 July], at about the twelfth hour, a certain
monk came from the county of Lancashire with a letter to King Edward,
that King Henry VI had been captured. He was discovered living with
some people of the county of Lancashire. And immediately the archbishop of Canterbury had a sermon in the choir [given] by a secular
priest, with the text Totum hominem sanum feci in Sabato.108 After the
sermon, the archbishop began the Te Deum, after which there was a pro
cession to the shrine, with the response Ex summa. The king and queen
were in the choir for the sermon and took part in the procession.
108. John 7:23: “A man is made whole on the Sabbath day.”
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By Another Scribe
King Edward IV and Queen Elizabeth came to Canterbury devoutly
on a pilgrimage dedicated to visiting the aforementioned martyr, with
a number of other notable lords. And the Thursday following, in Christ
Church Canterbury, it was solemnly revealed and publicly declared in
the presence of the people, and of the aforesaid most illustrious, most
eminent King Edward and the queen, and the lord Archbishop Thomas
Bourchier, that King Henry VI was living with a small number [of followers] in the county of Lancaster and was discovered, as was related to
the said king by a certain monk most certainly of the same country, in the
year of the Lord 1465.109
Concerning a Dead Brother
If it should happen that any brother should die on Christmas day, on
Easter day, or on the day of Pentecost or any other principal or secondary
feast, or any other day in which that service should, but cannot, be had
in community, then the nearest possible day following he will have the
same service for him solemnly in the choir in the presence of the convent,
with the other customary observances before and after the rite. But he
will have the Requiem Mass in the infirmary chapel by the master there,
on the same day, before his burial. This was decreed by prior T[homas]
Goldstone and the chapter in the year of the Lord 1465.
[Memorandum—decorated in the manuscript]
In the year of the Lord 1465, the basin in the water tower next to the
prior’s chapel of Christ Church Canterbury was newly and commend109. Following the battle of Towton, Henry VI fled and lived as a fugitive.
He was eventually captured from the home of a supporter in Bashall, in the
north of England, was taken by his captors to the Tower of London, bound to
the saddle of his horse, and imprisoned there. The second account of Henry VI’s
capture is written in fulsome prose, endorsing the “most illustrious King Edward”
in contrast to the more matter-of-fact style of the first account. This entry could
have been added, without removing the first. It seems likely that Stone’s sympathies were with the deposed, anointed king—a position suggested by other
entries in the manuscript.
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ably repaired by Thomas Goldstone, the noble and magnificent treasurer
then prior.
Brother Thomas Wakerynge [1410–66]
In the year of the Lord 1466, at dawn, on the seventh day of the month
of January, at about the seventh hour, Brother Thomas Wakeryng, priest
and professed monk of Christ Church Canterbury, died as a stationarius
in his fifty-sixth year as a monk. And that same day, after vespers, he had
the prayers of commendation by the prior, Thomas Goldstone, and the
convent, and he lay in the infirmary chapel with face uncovered and had
fifty psalms in the choir. The following day, he had the whole service in
the choir and in other places, and the same day, the prior and the convent
stood in the infirmary chapel in the presence of the body. The prior said
the collect there, and the convent said the psalms, as is the custom. The
brothers were not able to go out to the cemetery at the time of the burial
on account of the rain, but the master of the infirmary buried him in
great rain and wind.
The Oil
In the year of the Lord 1466, on the third day of the month of April,
the bishop of the Isles [ John Green, bishop of Kilernora, Co. Clare, Ireland] consecrated the oil at the high (summum) altar in the presence of
the archbishop, T[homas] Bourchier. And on the fifth day of the same
month, he celebrated ordinations at the high (summum) altar in the presence of the archbishop of Canterbury.
Brother Henry Cranbrook [1435–66]
In the year of the Lord 1466, in the fifth hour after midnight, on the
eighth day of the month of December, namely, on the day of the Conception of the Blessed Mary, Brother Henry Cranbrook died in his thirtysecond year as a monk. And he had the prayers of commendation in the
morning and exequies in the choir, and Mass and burial by the prior
T[homas] Goldstone and the convent.
And the same day, the brothers of St. Augustine’s dined in the prior’s
hall in the presence of the [boy] bishop St. Nicholas and the prior of
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Christ Church Canterbury. This year Thomas Burbage was the bishop of
St. Nicholas.
The Patriarch of Antioch
In the year of the Lord 1466, on the twelfth day of the month of December, namely, on the vigil of St. Lucy the Virgin, there came to Canterbury
[gap in the text] the Lord Patriarch of Antioch, who, in honor of the
king and queen, had here four dromedaries and two camels. And this had
never before been seen in England.
Brothers of the Chapter [Confraternity]
This year on the ninth day of the month of April [1467], namely, the Wednesday in Easter week, Sir Thomas Tyrell was received into the fraternity of
the chapter, with other servants of the archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas
Bourchier, as shown in the martyrology. And the same year, in the octave of
St. Stephen the Protomartyr [2 January], these brothers of the chapter gave
to the refectory a great silver salt-cellar weighing 44 ounces.110
Brother Thomas Lamberhurst [1446–67]
On Good Friday this year, on the twenty-seventh day of March, in the
seventh hour after nones, Brother Thomas Lamberhurst, custodian of the
shrine, priest and professed monk of Christ Church Canterbury, died of
the plague, in his twentieth year as a monk, in the chamber by the court
gate, and he was buried immediately that same night. And the following
Thursday, during Easter week, he had the prayers of commendation at
dawn in the infirmary chapel by the sub-prior John Oxney and the convent, and this according to the ordinance of the prior, Thomas Goldstone,
and the chapter.
110. John Stone refers only once to the admission of laymen into the Christ
Church confraternity, though the admission of Sir Thomas Tyrell, an official of
the royal household, must have been typical of many such. The donation of such
highly visible gifts, usually engraved with the identity of the donor, would have
been regularly on display on festal occasions, bringing the donors to mind during
their lifetime and long after their death.
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The Great Hail Storm
On the vigil of St. Barnabas this year [10 June], between the fourth and
fifth hour after vespers, a great hail fell, such as we have never seen in
our time.
[The Bishop of Ciudad Rodrigo]
On the vigil of Corpus Christi [27 May], Alfonsus Palencuela, bishop of
Ciudad Rodrigo,111 adviser to the most serene king [Henry] of Castile
and Leon, came to Canterbury. The following day, he was in procession,
and at the time of High Mass, he celebrated Mass in the prior’s chapel,
without music, and he was at vespers.
The Miracle of St. Thomas the Martyr
Gilbert Bannister
		Novis Fulget Thomas Miraculis112
		Not longe ago a meruelys thyng
		
Which was don on the viith day of July.
		
Pilgrymys with great deuocyon comyng
		
To St. Thomas of Canterbury
		
The wycked fende thereof he had grete envy;
		
Yet seynt Thomas conseruyd them I wys [know]
		
Novis Fulget Thomas Miraculis.
		
Vppon the see suche tempest there felle,
		
There with Sathan apperyd in figure
		
As a dragon with fyry flamys of helle
		On the watyr brennyng a long leisure. [time]
		
The shippys to wracke unnethe might endure
		
Withoutyn fayle, trew it was and is.
		
Novis Fulget Thomas Miraculis
111. Edward was engaged in negotiations with various foreign princes and
ambassadors in 1467.
112. “Thomas is resplendent with new miracles.” In the year when Stone
began his compilation, any miracle of St. Thomas would have been fresh in his
mind.
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Also there was a horryble ayere,
		No wyght almost myght the savoure abyde;
		
The peple were almost at the poynt of dysspayre.
		
With dredefull noyse on seynt Thomas they cride,
		
Which that was seyne by shippis syde
		
As a bisshop, and dede all hem blys.
		
Novis Fulget Thomas Miraculis
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Whan this swete syght thus dyde appere,
Sathan he fled with all his myght;
The firmament began for to clere.
Vppon the see there they restyd all nyght,
And thankyd God with very hertys lyght
And seynt Thomas that dyd here paynys lyses.
Novis Fulget Thomas Miraculis

		Of all the flok nat oon was lost,
		
The shepperde kepte hem all so surely
		
And put to flyght Sathan with all his ooste.
		
So forthe they came vnto Cauntirbury.
		
Vnto whiche place who goeth devoutly,
		Off his request ne shall he fayle nor mys.
		
Novis Fulget Thomas Miraculis.
[Note]
On the feast of the translation of St. Alphege [28 December], it is permitted that three lighted candles shall remain in front of his reliquary for
the whole octave, whether it is the octave [of Christmas] or not.
If the vigil of St. John the Baptist [23 June] coincides with the vigil
of Corpus Christi, first Mass will be that of the Trinity, celebrated in albs,
and second Mass will be that of the vigil of St. John.113 And this occurred
in this year of the Lord 1451.

113. In monasteries, those in the choir wore albs at Mass and Office on
designated important feasts.
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When the feast of St. Margaret [20 July] falls on a Sunday, then on
the following Saturday, namely, St. Anne’s day [26 July], morrow Mass
will be that for Sunday, and white copes will be permitted. And this
occurred in this year of the Lord 1460.
In the year of the Lord 1460, on Wednesday, the sixteenth day of
July [the feast of the Translation of St. Osmund], there was a procession
by the prior and convent, with the cross, through the nave of the church,
through the cloister and through the monks’ cemetery, and thus into the
church. That day, there were no exequies in the choir.
Of the Return of the Lord Richard, Earl of Warwick
In the year of the Lord 1467, on the vigil of the Assumption of the
Blessed Mary [14 August], in the seventh hour after nones at the time of
vespers, Richard, earl of Warwick,114 came from London to Canterbury
with other ambassadors of the kingdom of France from the council of
Edward, king of England and France, to treat for peace, and nothing was
accomplished. The following day, they were in procession and at High
Mass, but the archbishop was not robed. And note that the prior of this
church gave the solemn benediction before the Agnus Dei in the presence of the archbishop of Narbonne. They stood before the altar of St.
Dunstan for the whole Mass, together with [ John Neville] the earl of
Northumberland and [Isabel] his wife, and they were at second vespers.
After vespers they left the city for Sandwich and then crossed to France.
However, the earl of Warwick did not cross overseas with them. [Change
of hand apparent here—sentence repeated.] And note that the prior of
this church gave the solemn benediction before the Agnus Dei in the
presence of the archbishop of Narbonne.
114. Edward depended much on the military and political support of Warwick and his brothers. Estrangement between Edward and Warwick arose not
least over foreign policy. Between 1466 and 1468, many envoys passed between
England, France, and Burgundy, and Stone records a number of their visits. Warwick was much involved, especially, in negotiations with the French. By midsummer 1467, Warwick knew he had lost the argument over the direction of foreign
policy and felt aggrieved.
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[Flood in the Crypt]
In the year of the Lord 1467, around the feast of the epiphany of the
Lord [6 January], a great quantity of water flooded into the crypt, as far
as the tomb of the blessed Thomas the martyr and to other chapels there.
And it lasted for four weeks, such that the convent was unable to cross
there in procession, but went instead to the statue of the Blessed Mary
the Virgin towards the dormitory, which is between the altars of St. Martin and St. Stephen. However, candles were lit in the crypt at the time of
procession. And in the same way, on the vigil of the Purification of the
Blessed Mary, and on the day itself [2 February], after second vespers, the
prior stood there with the convent. However, Mass and the Salve were
celebrated there each day.
Edward IV, King of England
On the day of St. Alban [22 June 1468] this year, Edward IV, king of
England and France, came to Canterbury in the eleventh hour after
nones, and he did not have a procession. With him came George, duke
of Clarence, and William [Richard], duke of Gloucester, and the lady
Margaret, the king’s sister, with other earls, barons, and knights. And the
following day, on the vigil of St. John the Baptist [23 June], first Mass
was that of St. John and High Mass that of the octave of Corpus Christi,
said for the king. And after nones he rode towards Thanet, and the lady
Margaret boarded a ship at Margate and crossed to Sluis, and there she
landed and was received by the great men of that land. And on the third
day of July, the lord [gap in the text] [Richard Beauchamp] bishop of
Salisbury, solemnized the marriage between Charles, duke of Burgundy,
and the lady Margaret, sister of the most vigorous Edward IV, king of
England and France.115

115. Edward had gone to great lengths to arrange this marriage for his sister
with the duke of Burgundy, which took place on 3 July 1468. Edward’s disagreement with the earl of Warwick on the matter was a significant factor in the rift
that developed between them, since Warwick was active in pursuing a French
marriage alliance.
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Prior Thomas Goldstone [1419–68]
This year on the sixth day of the month of August, at dawn, between
the hours of seven and eight, Thomas Goldstone died, prior of Christ
Church Canterbury, who lived as prior for nineteen years, three months,
and twenty days. He was in his fiftieth year as a monk. On that day, before
dinner, he had exequies without music in his chapel by the sub-prior,
John Oxney, and others of the brothers assigned to him, and Mass with
music. At the time of exequies, the chaplains and other ministers carried
his body, in pontificals, to his chapel, and there he lay until after vespers.
After vespers and procession, the sub-prior and Simon Sandwich were
robed in copes and entered the prior’s chapel with the convent, and there
they said the commendatory office. And after the prayers of commendation, the sub-prior, with two crosses, two tapers, and two thuribles and
with other brothers wearing vestments, carried the body in procession
to the choir, and there he was laid down respectfully. Then he had solemn exequies by the sub-prior and convent and, after the exequies, fifty
psalms. And at the time of the exequies there were ten torches, and the
body lay in the choir with face uncovered for the whole night. And the
following day [7 August], namely, the Sunday, after procession, first Mass
was that of Sunday, with the office Suscepimus Deus; the second Mass was
a Requiem Mass, celebrated by the sub-prior, and at the time of Mass he
had eighteen torches. And after Mass, and the customary office, he was
buried by the sub-prior John Oxney and the convent in the new chapel
of the Blessed Mary, which he had built next to the martyrdom of St.
Thomas the Martyr, next to the door that leads to the cloister, in his
monument newly constructed out of stone, where no one had previously
been placed.
Brother Richard Godmersham [1450–68]
This year, between the hours of nine and ten before midnight, on the
twenty-seventh day of August, Brother Richard Godmersham, warden
[of the manors], died in his nineteenth year as a monk. He lay in the
infirmary chapel with face uncovered, and there he had the prayers of
commendation by the sub-prior, John Oxney, and the convent.
Afterwards, they carried him to the choir, and there he lay in a coffin,
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and above the coffin was a cross and pall. This brother was good and wise,
and much loved by all.
[The Election of the New Prior]
[On the thirty-first of August] there was the Mass of the Holy Spirit in
the choir, and at the time of Mass, the archbishop [Thomas Bourchier]
stood in his stall in the choir. After Mass, he entered the chapter house
for the sermon. Master William Selling, doctor of theology and a brother
of this church, gave the sermon, the theme of which was Quis ascendet
contra Chananeum et erit dux belli.116 And after the sermon, he heard the
opinions of the brothers one at a time [as to who should be elected as
prior]. The following day, on the day of St. Giles the abbot, he went into
the chapter house for the appointment of the new prior, and there the
archbishop heard a sermon given by one of his secular priests, namely,
Master [gap in text] Wootten, doctor of theology. And at the beginning of
the sermon, the archbishop called John Oxney, the sub-prior, to the prior’s
place, and there he stood between two seniors, namely, T[homas] Welle
and Rob[ert] Maveld. And after the sermon, the precentor began the Te
Deum. After the Te Deum, the archbishop installed him [as prior], after
which he entered the chapter house, where he administered the oath.
The Sub-prior
On the third day of the month of September, namely, on the ordination
of St. Gregory the Pope, Walter Hertford was appointed sub-prior. And
the same day, the sub-prior celebrated the first Mass of St. Gregory. And
John Oxney celebrated the second Mass, the requiem, for the late prior,
Thomas Goldstone. And at the time of Mass, there was a sermon in the
choir by a brother of this church, namely, William Thornden, whose text
was Salvum faciet in regno suo celesti.117 At the time of the sermon, the
prior, John Oxney, sat in pontificals behind the said brother.
116. Judges 1:1: “Who shall go up before us against the Canaanite, and shall
lead the battle?”
117. 2 Timothy 4:18: “He hath delivered me into his heavenly kingdom.”
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The Novices
In the year of the Lord 1468, four almonry boys received the habit of
monks, namely, J. Hythe, W. Godmersham, J. Lee, [and] W. Bonyngton,
on the day of St. Wilfred, archbishop of York [12 October].118 And John
Wickham, the fourth prior, was the novice master at the time of John
Oxney, the prior in the first year of his priorate.
The Great Fish
This year, an exceptionally large fish called le vine was caught at Seasalter,
after the feast of the Epiphany. It was about ten arm spans or more long
and five wide. And it was of such a size that twenty-four carts were not
able to drag it to one place.
Robert Maveld [1413–69]
In this year on the sixteenth day of March, namely, on the Thursday
before Passion Sunday, Brother Robert Maveld, stationarius, died in the
third hour after nones in his fiftieth year as a monk. And the following
day, he lay in the infirmary chapel with face exposed, and there he had the
prayers of commendation by prior John Oxney and the convent. And the
same day, [prior] John Oxney placed Brother John Stone, the compiler
of these chronicles, at the head of the choir, in his fifty-second year as a
monk.
The Heretic
On Passion Sunday this year, which was on the nineteenth day of March,
a certain notorious heretic, previously convicted and condemned, came
to Canterbury by order of Thomas Bourchier, cardinal priest of St. Ciriac
and archbishop of the church of Canterbury, into the presence of the
aforesaid lord [archbishop] and other notable men. Truly contrite, he
fulfilled his penance, with many there helping him.
And he was at the head of the procession on the Sunday, dressed
only in underclothes and breeches, [and] he bore a bundle of wood on
118. Boys from the almonry school.
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his back.119 And subsequently, all points of his heresies and errors were
publicly declared and proclaimed by William Selling, monk and brother
of Christ Church Canterbury and doctor of theology, in the presence
of John Oxney, then prior, with the convent, and in the midst of almost
countless others in the choir before High Mass. That same heretic was
present in his great confusion so that everybody observed him well. And
the same doctor, having as the principal theme the text Per proprium sanguinem introivit semel in sancta,120 did indeed clearly and thoroughly condemn each of those evil articles, heresies, and errors by use of the holy
Scripture and the words of the orthodox saints of the Church. Finally,
in an ordered, scholarly manner, he clearly expounded and explained the
sacraments of the Church, in the certain condemnation of all heretics. In
like manner, by signs and examples, and on the authority of many holy
doctors [of the Church], he reaffirmed the strong belief of all the faithful
in the sacraments and taught what was to be believed most firmly by all
Catholics. God be praised. And all of this was completed by a sermon
given to the people in the chapter house by William Thornden, bachelor
of sacred theology and monk and confrater of Christ Church, at the time
of High Mass.
The Bishop of York
[On the ninth of June], [George Neville], the archbishop of York, came
to Canterbury, and he made his pilgrimage to St. Augustine before he
had made one to St. Thomas. He did this because he had not made his
vow of obedience at the shrine of St. Thomas; that is to say, he had not
119. The bundle of wood recalls the bundle of fine rods referred to in Archbishop Lanfranc’s Monastic Constitutions, used to scourge the bare back of an
offending monk at the superior’s discretion. Stone does not state whether this
heretic was a monk. In the event of an apostate monk being received back into
the community, a ceremony of reconciliation took place in the chapter house. If
he returned wearing his habit, he was divested of his clothing and wore only his
undergarments but carried his folded cowl and a bundle of whipping sticks. He
was welcomed back by the prior after confession of his faults, after which, forgiven
and cowled, he entered the chapter once more, reconciled with the community.
120. Hebrews 9:12: “by his own blood he entered at once into heaven.”
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offered his jewel, as was ordained in the agreement. And he carried his
cross upright before him here, and in other places, and this had never
been seen before.121
The Great Ship
On the Monday following [12 June], the aforesaid archbishop122 with
great solemnity blessed the great ship called The Trinity, which Richard
Neville, earl of Warwick, had recently had built. Present at that solemn
service were George duke of Clarence, Richard earl of Warwick, [George
Neville] the archbishop of York, [Thomas Kempe] the bishop of London,
and John Oxney prior of Christ Church Canterbury. These [latter] three
put on their vestments in the town of Sandwich and crossed over by boat
to the ship, where the archbishop celebrated High Mass. Singers of this
church were present at Mass, three monks together with all the [singing]
boys. And in the second hour they went to dinner, and it was past the
fifth hour before they had finished eating.123

121. Note that Stone has given York the title “bishop.” There had been a
long-standing dispute concerning the primacy of Canterbury over York. Pope
Innocent VI confirmed the ruling concerning the precedence of Canterbury in
1355, but disagreement persisted. Custom required that, when a new archbishop
of York was installed, an offering should be made to the shrine of St. Thomas as
a gesture of acknowledgment of the precedence of Canterbury over York. This
failure to comply was probably seen as a gesture of defiance, as also would have
been York’s visit to St. Augustine’s first.
122. George Neville now referred to as archbishop. He agrees to offer his
jewel at the shrine of St. Thomas.
123. Stone’s report of this event makes it likely that he was present. Warwick was captain of Calais, keeper of the seas, constable of Dover, and warden of
the Cinque Ports. Hitherto Edward’s staunch supporter, he had been a frequent
visitor to Christ Church during the preceding years, arriving and departing with
various ambassadors. Although the treachery of Warwick and Clarence against
King Edward was not yet public knowledge, it is probable that Prior Oxney was
aware of their growing hostility to Edward’s regime. On 12 July, Warwick and
Clarence produced a joint manifesto in Calais, setting out their grievances against
Edward, and announced their intention to return to Kent to rally supporters.
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The Duchess of York
	On the Wednesday [14 June], the duchess of York came to Canterbury, the mother of the most illustrious King Edward IV. She slept in the
prior’s lodging, occupying it as had the duke of Clarence, but not with so
great a household.124 And the following day she left Canterbury for Sandwich to join [her] son, the duke of Clarence. On the Monday following,
she returned to Canterbury again. The next day she was at vespers, on the
Sunday at High Mass and second vespers, and on Monday she left Canterbury. On the following Wednesday [28 June], George, duke of Clarence, came again to Canterbury from Sandwich with the earl of Warwick,
and the following day they left for the castle of Queenborough.
[The Great Shoal of Fish]
In the month of June this year, God sent to these parts, namely, to the
county of Kent, fish in miraculous abundance, commonly called “molett
heryng,” [sold at] ten for a penny. God be praised.
[The Duke of Clarence, the Archbishop of York, and the Earl of Warwick]
This year on the fourth day of the month of July, namely, on the ordination of St. Martin, George duke of Clarence, [George Neville] the lord
archbishop of York, Richard earl of Warwick, and [ John de Vere] earl
of Oxford came to Canterbury. And the archbishop of York rode via
the abbot of St. Augustine’s mill with his cross erect and so entered the
church by the court gate. On the following day, in accordance with the
agreement between the archbishop of Canterbury and the archbishop
of York, the archbishop offered his jewel at the shrine of St. Thomas the
martyr, in the presence of Richard, earl of Warwick, and [ John de Vere],
the earl of Oxford.125 The following day at Calais, the said archbishop
124. Stone records that on 7 June, Clarence stayed at the priory with a large
retinue before leaving for Sandwich. It is likely that Cecily, Clarence’s mother, was
attempting to persuade him to resume his allegiance to Edward and the house of
York.
125. Once again, the archbishop of York might seem to be asserting his
authority. However, he is now ready to offer his jewel at the shrine in acknowledgement of his fealty to the see of Canterbury.
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solemnized the marriage between George, duke of Clarence, and the lady
Anne [Isabel], daughter of Richard Neville, earl of Warwick.126
[Blank space in the manuscript—a new folio begins in a different
hand.]
[The Feast of the Translation of St. Thomas in Jubilee Year 1470]
In the year of our Lord 1470, on the fifth day of the month of July, between
the hours of seven and eight, Thomas Bourchier, archbishop of Canterbury, cardinal and priest, came to Canterbury. He was received at the
entrance to the church by the prior, John Oxney, and the convent in red
copes with the response Summe Trinitati. Then he had a procession to the
shrine of St. Thomas the martyr, with the antiphon Felix locus, and after
that he returned to the [archbishop’s] palace for dinner. The following day,
on the vigil of the Translation of St. Thomas the martyr, in the year of the
Jubilee, John Oxney, prior of Christ Church Canterbury, celebrated High
Mass, and at that Mass the whole convent was robed. At vespers, [and]
also at matins, the archbishop celebrated the entire service.
Robed with the archbishop were John, bishop of Joppa, as suffragan,
and the prior of Christ Church Canterbury. Likewise on the following
day, the day of the Translation of St. Thomas the martyr, the archbishop
was robed in procession and celebrated High Mass and attended second
vespers. Robed with him were John bishop of Joppa, John prior of Christ
Church Canterbury, and the prior of Christ Church, London, both in the
procession and at High Mass and at vespers. The following day, Sunday,
John, bishop of Joppa, celebrated Mass at the shrine, and John Oxney,
the prior, celebrated High Mass wearing the chasuble of St. Thomas. The
archbishop was at High Mass, but he stood in his stall in the choir. That
day, the whole convent was robed, and they sang Et in terra, et Patrem an
126. The period from June 1469 to May 1471 was a time of great political instability in England. By June 1469, Warwick made no secret of his grievances and was endeavoring to arrange a marriage between Clarence and his own
daughter Isabel, while hatching a clandestine plan to replace Edward on the
throne with his brother George, duke of Clarence, a plan he subsequently abandoned, giving his support to Henry VI instead.
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Fragrat virtus. John Freningham, a monk of Christ Church Canterbury,
was at that time a deacon. On the Monday and Tuesday, the convent
was robed at High Mass, on account of the assembly of people. And
on the Wednesday, the archbishop left Canterbury. On the day of the
Translation [7 July], the archbishop gave a feast for everyone coming to
his palace. The prior kept to his hall with some of the brothers, and that
day they did not dine in the refectory or in the table hall but, rather, with
the archbishop.
[Chapter of the Augustinian Canons]
This year, on the fourth day of the month of August, there was a general
chapter of the Order of St. Augustine the doctor.127 That day, there was
a procession by the prior and convent in red copes, through the cloister,
and in the middle of the procession the [Augustinian] brothers entered
the church and proceeded to the choir, followed by the convent. And after
the procession, they had a sermon given by a brother of that order. After
the sermon, the prior of this church celebrated Mass at their church and
dined there.128 In this year on the day of the Assumption of the Blessed
Mary [15 August] and on the day of the birth of the Blessed Mary [8
September], and on the feast of St. Michael [29 September], there was
a plenary indulgence, as appears in the Bull granted by Pope Paul II.129
On the day of the Assumption, the master of the crypt, Thomas Causton,
gave the convent a great banquet, in accordance with ancient custom.
[William Dover 1450–70]
In the same year, on the twenty-fifth day of September, Brother William
Dover died of the great plague in his twenty-first year as a monk, a priest
and monk of our congregation and fourth prior.

127. The Augustinian Order of regular canons.
128. St. Gregory’s Priory Canterbury.
129. Bull granting an indulgence to those attending the shrine during the
1470 jubilee of St. Thomas.
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[Walter Hertford 1428–71]
On the tenth day of March, the second Sunday of Lent, the sub-prior
Brother Walter Hertford, priest and monk of our congregation, died
from the plague at the hour of vespers. And he was buried the same day
by the master of the Table Hall in the infirmary chapel, close to the great
stone [where a monk lay at the hour of death]. This brother did much
good in the vestry, in the table-hall, and in other places, as may be seen,
and he held various offices, namely, sub-chaplain, sub-cellarer, treasurer,
warden, and bartoner. He was in his forty-fourth year as a monk.
[Second Battle of Barnet 1471]
In the same year, on the fourteenth day of April, at dawn on Easter day,
there was a battle at Barnet between Edward, king of England, and Richard, earl of Warwick. And in that battle, on the morning before the Resurrection [Easter], the earl of Warwick was killed, together with [ John
Neville], the marquis of Montagu, the earl of Warwick’s brother.130
The Battle of Tewksbury [1471]
This year, on the fourth day of the month of May, there was a battle at
Tewkesbury between Edward IV, king of England, and Edward, son of
King Henry VI. And in that same battle, Edward, the son of King Henry
VI, [Edmund Beaufort] the duke of Somerset, [ John Langstrother] the
master of the hospital of St. John’s, London, and the lord John Wenlock
were killed, with many other lords. And afterwards the aforesaid Edward
came to London.131
130. Warwick and Clarence returned to England on 13 September 1470.
Henry VI resumed his reign from 29 September. Clarence abandoned Warwick
in autumn 1470 and was reunited with Edward, who fled to the Netherlands in
October. The Yorkist lords returned in March 1471. With Warwick’s death at the
battle of Barnet in April, and Prince Edward’s death in May at Tewksbury, the
Lancastrian cause was lost—until the reign of Henry VII.
131. Final and decisive victory for the Yorkists, at which Henry VI’s heir
Prince Edward was killed. Henry VI was already in Yorkist hands and died, probably murdered, at the Tower of London in 20 May 1471.
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[King Edward IV]
On the twenty-sixth day of May this year, on the feast of St. Augustine
the Apostle of the English, Edward IV, king of England and France,
came to Canterbury with a great multitude of armed men (it was said
about forty thousand).132 With him came the duke of Clarence, the duke
of Gloucester, [ John de Mowbray] the duke of Norfolk, [ John de la
Pole] the duke of Suffolk, [William FitzAlan] the earl of Arundel, [ John
Stafford] the earl of Wiltshire, the earl of Kyme, [Anthony Woodville]
the lord Scales, [ John] Lord Talbot [earl of Shrewsbury], [Anthony]
Lord de Grey of Ruthin, [Sir William] Hastings, Sir Thomas Etchingham, and [Walter Blount] Lord Mountjoy, with many other esquires. On
the following Tuesday [28 May], Thomas Bourchier came to Canterbury
after nones. The next day Nicholas Faunt, mayor of the city [folio break]
called William Petham to the place and appointed him as prior, and there
the cantor began the Te Deum laudamus.133
[Nicholas Winchelsea 1463–71]
In this year on the twenty-fourth day of August, Brother Nicholas
Winchelsea, monk and priest of Christ Church Canterbury, died after
midnight in the third hour, in his eighth year as a monk. He had the
prayers of commendation on the same day by the prior and convent. This
monk was born at sea on the way to France.

132. Concerned with restoring order upon regaining power, Edward IV left
for Kent with a strong force. Thomas Neville, Bastard of Fauconberg, raised a
rebellion, attracting support from Calais and Kent, including a significant element of the gentry and yeomen, among them Nicholas Faunt, mayor of Canterbury.
133. This entry is interesting. A folio break occurs between “mayor of the
city” and “called William Petham.” As it stands, this is a disjuncture. A city
mayor had no place in the appointment of a prior. In any event, Petham was not
appointed prior until 13 August 1471, two months after the execution of Nicholas Faunt. It seems certain, therefore, that one or more folios have been omitted,
lost, or even removed intentionally.
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[The Great Procession]
On the twenty-first day of the month of August this year, on account of
the plague, there was a great procession with the reliquary of St. Ouen
through the cemetery by the prior and convent.134 After the procession,
the prior celebrated Mass.
At the time of Mass, each of the brothers had a lighted taper in the
choir, and after Mass, each of the brothers offered his taper where he
chose.135 After this, the plague ceased.
[Mayor of the City of Canterbury]
This year, Roger Brent was elected mayor of the city of Canterbury by
license of King Edward IV.136
[King Edward IV]
In this year on the vigil of St. Michael [28 September], before vespers,
the most illustrious King Edward IV came to Canterbury to receive
an indulgence. He was received at the entrance to the church with the
response Summe Trinitati by the prior, William Petham, and the convent
in green copes. He proceeded to the high altar, and immediately the
convent began vespers. The prior, with other brothers, then crossed to the
door of the church to receive the queen.
[Brother Thomas Ash 1409–72]
In this year, after vespers on the eleventh day of February, Ash Wednesday, Brother Thomas Ash died, bachelor of sacred theology, monk and
priest of our congregation and a stationarius. He was in his sixty-third
year as a monk. The following day he had the prayers of commendation

134. St. Ouen was regarded as being capable of miraculous cures.
135. Offered at a shrine or altar accompanied by a prayer for the cessation of
the plague.
136. Robert Brent succeeded Nicholas Faunt, the rebel mayor of Canterbury, who, during Edward’s visit, on 29 May, was hanged, drawn, and quartered
in the Buttermarket, outside the cathedral precincts.
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by the prior and convent and lay with face uncovered on the stone. And
the same day he was buried.
[The Consecration of James Goldwell as Bishop of Norwich
—written in a different hand]
In the year of the Lord 1472, on the fourth day of October, by order of
his Holiness Sixtus IV, in the church of St. Blaise in Tremis, the reverend
father in Christ Simon, archbishop of Antivari, president of the [papal]
chancery, joining with the other bishops, consecrated the reverend father
in Christ, James Goldwell, dean of Salisbury, as bishop of Norwich, in
the presence of one of the papal sub-deacons and master of ceremonies
of the sacred palace of the lord pope, and many others, both English and
of other nations.137

137. Goldwell was in confraternity with Christ Church. He was consecrated
bishop of Norwich in Rome. He held various distinguished offices, served at the
royal court, was the king’s orator at the Roman curia, and was an envoy overseas.
Stone records Goldwell’s first Mass in Canterbury in 1453, and it is possible that
he knew him well, which could account for this rather exceptional entry.

APPENDIX
Table 1. List of Archbishops of Canterbury
and Priors of Christ Church Priory
1414–72
Cardinal Henry Chichele
Cardinal John Stafford
Cardinal John Kempe
Cardinal Thomas Bourchier
John Woodnesborough
William Molash
John Salisbury
John Elham
Thomas Goldstone I
John Oxney
William Petham

Archbishops

Priors

(1414–43)
(1443–52)
(1452–54)
(1455–86)
(1411–25)
(1425–37)
(1437–46)
(1446–49)
(1449–68)
(1468–71)
(1471–72)

Reproduced from Meriel E. Connor, “John Stone, Monk of Christ Church, Canterbury and His Chronicle, 1417–1472” (unpublished M.Phil. diss., University of
London, 2001).

Table 2. Dates of Death, Years of Service, and
Recorded Funerary Rites Observed for
Christ Church Monks Listed in Stone’s Chronicle
Name
William Stone
Thomas Oxford
Thomas Middleton
John Hythe
John Langley
John Kingston
William Wendover
Stephen St. Laurence
Richard Selling
Thomas Gore
Thomas Killay
William Chart
John Wye
Thomas Selmiston
Walter Causton
Nicholas Langdon
John Stafford
John Essex
Thomas St.Nicholas
John Bourne
John Wykham
Thomas Brown
Thomas Bungay
John Stanys
Nicholas Young
John Aleyn
John Grove
John Gloucester
William Wohope
Thomas Bray
Thomas Guston
William Regeway
Andrew Frengham
John Woodnesborough
John Moland
Henry Sutton

Year of
Death
1415
1416
1416
?
1416
1416
1416
1416
1417
1417
1418
1418
1418
1419
(1419)
1420
(1420)
(1420)
1420
1420
1421
1421
1421
1421
1422
1425
1425
1426
1426
1427
1427
1427
1427
1427
1428
1429

Years
Served
48
24
15
>26
26
6
12
33
6
36
19
48
8
21
52
15
10
4
7
39
23
6
33
21
1
8
9
10
19
(11)
17
26
12
(47)
28
41

A

B

C

*

*

*

*

D

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*

E

F
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Tables and Figures
Name
John Elmstone
Henry Cranbrook
Thomas Little
James Grove
Richard Ruton
William Barham
John Canterbury
John Bermondsey
Thomas Herne
William Molash
Nicholas Sheppey
John Westgate
John Sturry
John Etchingham
Thomas Rokesle
Thomas Goldwell
John Newnham
John Sheppey
Edmund Brenchley
Thomas Eastry
Richard Biddenden
Robert Smarden
Richard Godmersham
Thomas Hawe
John Wootton
John Aylesbury
John Viel
John Marshal
John Salisbury
Geoffrey Bounde
Robert Lynsted
Robert Colbrook
John Cranbrook
William Chartham
Robert Linton
William Richmond
Thomas Chart
William Barnet
Ralph Waller
John Elham
William Halstead

Year of
Death
1430
1430
1430
1430
1431
1431
1432
1432
1433
1437
1438
1439
1439
1439
1439
1439
1439
1439
1440
1440
1441
1441
1442
1443
1443
1444
1445
1445
1446
1446
1447
1447
1447
1448
1448
1448
1448
1448
1449
1449
1449

Years
Served
46
59
39
39
36
36
7
31
42
(39)
(49)
(26)
(57)
(1)
(17)
(29)
(11)
(51)
(17)
(56)
(1)
(38)
(52)
62
(18)

A

B

C

D

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

F

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*

(46)
(44)
(40)
(38)
(15)
(41)
(45)
(25)
(16)
55
(20)
(3)
(50)
(29)

*

E

*

*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

Tables and Figures
Name
William Glastonbury
John Milton
Alexander London
Thomas Ashford
John Ashford
Thomas Goodnestone
Geoffrey Havering
John Teynham
John Bracy
William Elfy
William Hythe
Walter Brook
John Peckham
William Preston
Thomas Ickham
John Clement
John Woodnesborough
Hugh Sandwich
John Throwley
Richard Hore
Thomas Flete
Robert
Woodnesborough
John Langley
William Bocking**
Robert Sutton
William Dean
John Newton
John Dunstan
Richard Adisham
William Chart
Richard Queningate
John Chilham
Henry Lee
Richard Kingston
William Coventry
William Stockbury
Richard Burden
John Canterbury
Henry Barham
Henry Reculver

3
Year of
Death
1449
1450
1451
1452
1452
1457
1453
1454
1454
1455
1456
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1457

Years
Served
(35)
(20)
(60)
(35)
52
(36)
(19)
(27)
(27)
24
3
25
43
3
33
(29)
45
8
3
12
8
7

1457
1457
1457
1457
1457
1458
1458
1458
1458
1458
1459
1460
1460
1461
1461
1462
1462
1462

10
25
50
9
30
6
33
20
10
37
41
44
21
53
(35)
22
42
47

A

B

C

D

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*

E

F

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
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Name
John Dover
John Westwell
John Somerset
Arnold Parmistede
Germanus Bethersden
John Goldwell
Thomas Wakerynge
Robert Browning
Henry Cranbrook
Thomas Lamberhurst
William Sutton
Thomas Goldstone
Richard Godmersham
Robert Maveld
William Arundel
William Dover
John Freningham
John Kennington
Robert Chelmeston
Alexander Staple
Walter Hertford
Thomas Well
Thomas Chartham
John Waltham
Nicholas Winchelsea
Thomas Ash
R Clement

Year of
Death
1463
1464
1464
1464
1465
1465
1466
1466
1466
1467
1468
1468
1468
1469
1470
1470
1470
1470
1470
1470
1471
1471
1471
1471
1471
1472
1472

Years
Served
60
20
26
(18)
5
59
56
59
32
20
53
50
19
50
40
21
7
1
55
(43)
44
58
14
53
8
63
14

A

B

C

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

D

E

F

*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A.	Body placed on the infirmary stone.
B. Face uncovered.
C. Commendatory office.
D. Exequies according to custom.
E.	Body lay for the whole night in the choir.
F. Fifty psalms were said/sung in the presence of the body.
Numbers in parentheses are calculated from data given for individual monks
taken from Greatrex, Biographical Register of English Cathedral Priories of the
Province of Canterbury, 1066–1540.

The average length of service as a monk—29 years.
The median length of service as a monk—28 years.
Notes
The deaths of 148 members of the Benedictine community of Christ Church
are recorded in Stone’s original manuscript. The deaths of a small number of lay
people are also recorded.
The record of the corpse lying with face uncovered on a stone is first mentioned for John Langley in 1416; in the same year William Wendover lay on a
stone, but there is no mention of his face, and four others who died in the same
year have no detail at all. Specific mention of the body lying on a stone with face
uncovered continues haphazardly through to the end (R Clement, 1472).
Exequies according to the rubric or custom first appear for Richard Selling
in 1417 and continue haphazardly through to Thomas Goldstone in 1468.
Commendatory prayers first appear for William Wendover in 1416 and are
mentioned quite often thereafter to R Clement in 1472.
The first specific mention of fifty psalms is made for Richard Biddenden
in 1441 and is made for twenty-three others through to Thomas Chartham in
1471.
The designation of a man as brother is first made for Thomas Middleton in
1416 but is then rather haphazard until William Halstead in 1449, after which it
is (nearly) comprehensive. In the thirty-three years from 1416 to 1449, seventyfour people die, but only twenty-six are specifically noted as brother. It is unlikely
that they were not all so designated.
Reproduced from Meriel E. Connor, “John Stone, Monk of Christ Church, Canterbury and His Chronicle, 1417–1472” (unpublished M.Phil. diss., University of
London, 2001).

Blanche = Lewis,
count
palatine

Henry IV,
king of Castile
(d. 1474)

Jasper, earl of
Pembroke
(d. 1495)

Thomas, duke
of Gloucester
(d. 1398)
See Table 6

Philippa = Eric,
king of
	Denmark
Edmund, earl of = Margaret Beaufort
Richmond
See Table 5
(d. 1456)
Henry VII

Humphrey, duke
of Gloucester
(d. 1447)

(ii)
Joan of Navarre
(d. 1437)

John II,
king of Castile
(d. 1454)

(iii)
Katherine
Swynford
See Table 5
Catherine = Henry III,
king of Castile
(d. 1406)

=
(ii)
Constance
of Castile

Edmund, duke
of York
(d. 1402)
See Table 4

Adapted from R. A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).

Henry VI = Margaret of Anjou
(d. 1482)
Edward, prince of Wales = Anne Neville
(d. 1471)
See Table 7

(i)
Mary Bohun

Henry IV
(d. 1413)
=

(i)
Blanche of
Lancaster

John of Gaunt,
duke of Lancaster
(d. 1399)

John, duke
of Bedford
(d. 1435)

Henry, duke of = Anne
Exeter
Plantagenet
(d. 1475)
See Table 4

Alfonzo V,
king of Portugal
(d. 1481)
Thomas, duke
of Clarence
(d. 1421)

John, duke of Exeter
(d. 1447)

Duarte I,
king of Portugal
(d. 1438)

(i) Henry V = Katherine = (ii) 	Owen
(d. 1422)
of Valois
Tudor
		
(d. 1437)
(d. 1461)

Elizabeth = (2) John Holland,
		 duke of Exeter
		 (d. 1400)

Lionel, duke
of Clarence
(d. 1368)
See Table 4

Philippa = John I,
king of Portugal
(d. 1433)

Richard II
(d. 1400)

Edward, prince
of Wales
(d. 1376)

Edward III
(d. 1377)
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=

John of Gaunt,
duke of Lancaster
(d. 1399)
See Table 3

Elizabeth = John,
duke of
Suffolk
(d. 1491)

Margaret,
duchess of
Burgundy,
(d. 1503)

Thomas of Woodstock,
duke of Gloucester
(d. 1397)
See Table 6

George,
duke of
Clarence
(d. 1478)

Richard III, = Anne Neville, Ursula
duke of
daughter of
Gloucester Richard, earl
(d. 1485)
of Warwick

Edward, duke of York
[the elder son]
(d. 1415)

Isabel = Henry, Viscount
	Bourchier
See Table 6

Richard, earl
of Cambridge
(d. 1415)

Edmund of Langley,
duke of York
(d. 1402)

Adapted from R. A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).

Edward IV = Elizabeth Edmund,
(d. 1483)
Woodville earl of
Rutland
(d. 1460)

Richard, duke = Cecily Neville
of York
See Table 7
(d. 1460)

Anne

Roger Mortimer,
earl of March
(d. 1398)

Philippa = Edmund Mortimer,
(d. 1386) earl of March
(d. 1381)

Lionel of Antwerp,
duke of Clarence
(d. 1368)

Edmund Mortimer,
earl of March
(d. 1425)

Anne = Henry
Henry
Holland, duke
of Exeter
(d. 1475)

Edward, prince
of Wales
(d. 1376)
See Table 3

Edward III
(d. 1377)
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Margaret = (i) John, duke of Suffolk
Beaufort		 (marriage dissolved)
See Table 3 (ii) Edmund, earl of
		 Richmond (d. 1456)
(iii) Henry Stafford
		 (d. 1471)
(iv) Thomas,
		 Lord Stanley
		 (d. 1503)

John, earl of Somerset
(created duke 1443;
d. 1444)
Henry,
duke of
Somerset
(d. 1464)

Edmund,
duke of
Somerset
(d. 1471)

Edmund, duke
of Somerset
(d. 1455)

Henry, Cardinal Beaufort
(bishop of Winchester)
(d. 1447)

(ii)
Constance of Castile

Margaret = Lord Stafford
See Table 6 (d. 1458)

Joan = James I,
king of Scotland

Joan = (2) Ralph Neville, earl
of Westmorland
(d. 1425)

Eleanor = James
James II, king of Scotland
	Butler,
earl of
Wiltshire
(executed
1461)

Isabella
(buried Canterbury
Cathedral, see
page 44 Chronicle)

Thomas, duke
of Exeter
(d. 1426)

(iii)
Katherine Swynford

Adapted from R. A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).

Henry, earl
of Somerset
(d. 1418)

John Beaufort,
earl of
Somerset
(d. 1410)

(i)
	Blanche of Lancaster

John of Gaunt,
duke of Lancaster
(d. 1399)(see Table 3)
=
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Isabel
of Cambridge

John,
Lord
Berners
(d. 1474)

Henry = Margaret
(d. 1471) 	Beaufort,
countess of
Richmond

William,
Lord
FitzWarin
(d. 1469)

Joan = William
	Beaumont
(d. 1507)

Thomas,
Cardinal
Bourchier
(archbishop
of Canterbury)
(d. 1486)

Adapted from R. A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).

John
= Constance
(d. 1473) Green

Henry
=
Viscount
Bourchier
(d. 1483)

Katherine = John
Margaret, daughter
earl of
of Edmund, duke
Shrewsbury
of Somerset (d. 1455)
(d. 1473)
See Table 5

Henry, = Katherine Woodville
duke of
Buckingham
(d. 1483)

Humphrey, =
Lord 		
Stafford		
(d. 1458)		

Humphrey, duke = Anne Neville
of Buckingham 		
(d. 1460)

Edmund Stafford,
=
Anne
=
(3) William Bourchier,
earl of (2) Stafford					 count of Eu
(d. 1403)					 (d. 1420)

Thomas of Woodstock
duke of Gloucester
(d. 1398)

Table 6: The Stafford and Bourchier Families

Anne = Aubrey
de Vere
(d. 1462)

Eleanor = John
duke of
	Norfolk
(d. 1461)

Thomas, Lord
Egremont
(d. 1460)

Ralph
(d. 1464)

Richard
(d. 1461)

Adapted from R. A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001).

Henry, Lord
Poynings, earl
of Northumberland
(d. 1461)

William, bishop
of Carlisle
(d. 1462)

Richard,
Eleanor = (ii) Henry
duke of
Percy,
York
earl of
(d. 1460) 	NorthSee Table 4
umberland
(d. 1455)

Henry
“Hotspur”
(d. 1403)

Henry Percy, earl of
Northumberland
(d. 1408)

Katherine = (ii) John, Anne = (i) Humphrey Cecily =
duke of
Stafford,
	Norfolk
duke of
(d. 1432) 	Buckingham
(iii) John,
(d. 1460)
Viscount
See Table 6
	Beaumont

Eleanor = Thomas,
Lord Stanley
(later earl of Derby)
(d. 1504)

Edward,
Lord
Bergavenny
(d. 1476)

George,
archbishop
of York
(d. 1476)

Robert,
bishop of
Durham
(d. 1457)

John,
Lord Montague
(d. 1471)

George,
Lord
Latimer
(d. 1469)

John, Lord
Neville
(d. 1461)

Anne = Edward,
prince of Wales
(d. 1471)
See Table 3

Thomas
(d. 1460)

Richard,
earl of
Warwick
(d. 1471)

Isabel = George,
duke of
Clarence

William,
Lord
Fauconberg
(d. 1463)

Richard,
earl of
Salisbury
(d. 1460)

Ralph, earl of
Westmorland
(d. 1484)

Ralph, earl
=
(ii) Joan Beaufort
of Westmorland			 See Table 5
(d. 1425)

John
(d. 1423)

Margaret Stafford (i) =
See Table 6		
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John, Lord Neville
(d. 1388)
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Glossary
Advowson. In Church law, the right of presentation (of a priest) to a Church
benefice.
Alb. White vestment reaching to the feet.
Ale. Malt brew without hops—forerunner to beer.
Almoner. Monastic officer charged with dispensing alms to the poor and sick.
Anniversarian. Monastic officer who ensured that anniversaries of death were
properly commemorated and organized the distribution of pittances and
payments according to the instructions in wills and agreements.
Anoint. Apply holy oil in religious ceremony as at baptism, ordination, or during
last rites.
Antiphon. Chant sung alternately by two choirs.
Apse. A recess, usually semicircular, at the end of the presbytery or choir or aisle
of a church. (In medieval churches, the presbytery was the part of the church
east of the choir, including the high altar.)
Asperge. Sprinkle with holy water.
Bartoner. Monastic officer charged with matters concerning the priory’s home
farm.
Benedictines. Or Black Monks (because of their dress) who follow the Rule of
St. Benedict (ca. 480–ca. 547), who is known as the founder of western
monasticism.
Benediction. Blessing.
Benefice. Property held by a priest, especially a rector or vicar, sometimes as a
recompense for service; a Church living.
Black Canons. Augustinian Canons, also known as “Austin Canons.”
Breviary. Book containing texts of the divine office.
Bull (papal). A sealed written mandate of the pope.
Canon law. Ecclesiastical law.
Canonical age. Age fixed by canon law at which an individual may undertake various duties or functions.
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Canonical hours. Divine office or Opus Dei. Services sung or recited at fixed times
of the day.
Canonization. The definitive sentence by which the pope declares the status of
a saint.
Canons. Church decrees. Also members of a collegiate foundation who had individual accommodation around a church, received a stipend, and had the
right to personal wealth. Religious communities of canons followed a
monastic rule, usually the Rule of St. Augustine, less strict than the Rule of
St. Benedict.
Cantor. General term for a solo singer.
Cardinal. Titular priest of certain churches in Rome, who assist the pope in governance of the Church and elect each new pope.
Cathedra. Bishop’s chair or throne in his cathedral church.
Causton. Canterbury Cathedral Archive manuscript DCc Lit.MS D12 (profession and obituary lists compiled by the monk Thomas Causton).
Cellarer. Senior obedientiary of monastery entrusted with provisioning of the
community.
Censer. Thurible, the vessel in which incense is burnt.
Chamber. A room, sometimes with a kitchen, in the infirmary complex. By the
fifteenth century, the infirmary hall aisles were fitted out with chambers.
In close proximity to the infirmary stood a further range of chambers built
around a cloister. Some of the fourteenth-century chambers were built
on two stories. Chambers provided accommodation for the sick, for aged
monks, for benefactors or corrodians, for visitors, or for certain members of
the community.
Chamberlain. Officer in charge of the supply of monastic clothing (or clothes
money in lieu), bedding, towels, and other sundry items.
Chantry. A religious, often charitable, endowment usually connected with an
altar or chapel and intended mainly to provide for the chanting of masses
for the soul of the founder.
Chapter. Daily assembly of monastic community at which a chapter of the Rule
was read and matters of importance to the community were discussed and
decisions taken. Also, the members of a religious house in their corporate
capacity. Also, the members of any corporate body responsible for an ecclesiastical institution.
Chapter House. The special hall in a monastery where the daily assembly of chapter was held.
Chasuble. An outer vestment worn by a priest in celebrating Mass.
Choir. Eastern part of a monastic church, where the monastic community assembled for the divine office, Mass, etc. Monks sat facing each other on north
and south sides, in order of seniority—juniors at the front, seniors at the
back—to comprise the upper and lower choir. To reach the head of the choir
was a distinction achieved by seniority.
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Clothing. The ritual receiving of monastic dress, which followed the tonsure, or
rite of shaving the crown of the head, but preceded profession.
Collation. Latin collatio: gathering. Short rite with reading, preceding compline.
A light meal.
Collect. Prayer in Mass for a particular feast, season, time, or intention.
Collegiate Church. Has a college of canons or prebends. There were many such in
medieval England, usually established with the purpose of praying for the
soul of the founder.
Commendatio Animae. Prayers of commendation of the soul, said at the bedside
of the dying.
Commissary. Diocesan representative of a bishop.
Compline. Short service, the last office of the monastic day. Psalms 4, 90, and 133
were chosen for this office because of reference to evening and because they
could be easily memorized and recited in the dark.
Confraternity. Brotherhood. Also, association with a monastic community granted to members of another monastery, clerics, or lay persons, conferring the
right to the community’s prayers and a share in its spiritual privileges.
Congregation. A union of monasteries joined together in regional association for
the purpose of mutual encouragement and discipline.
Convent. Can refer to either the buildings in which a body of religious live together or to the religious community itself.
Conversatio morum. One of the three promises made at monastic profession (see
Rule chap. 58), which refers to entering into monastic life and living it out
as fully as possible.
Cope. A semicircular cloak worn on certain liturgical occasions, especially in processions.
Corona. Circular-shaped chapel at the east end of Canterbury Cathedral, originally designed to house a reliquary containing the cranium of St. Thomas.
Corrody. Originally the right of benefactors of a religious house, or their nominees, to board and lodging in the monastic precincts. Also, pensions or
allowances, mostly in kind, made by a monastery in return for services. By
payment of a lump sum or gift of property, a corrody could serve as a kind
of annuity for life.
Cowl. The Latin word used for this garment in the manuscript is froccus. A monk’s
“cowl” was probably what a Benedictine in the later Middle Ages called a
“frock”; the later “cowl” was a workaday garment. Words change their meanings over time, and it is not certain exactly what these garments were like. In
the translation of this text, the more familiar cowl has been used.
Crypt. Area beneath a church, or part of a church, partly or wholly below ground,
often used as a chapel or burial place.
Customary. The Rule is the primary spiritual guide to Benedictine monasticism.
Since the early Middle Ages, monasteries have found it useful to draw up
“house rules” to be observed. These are of great interest to monastic historians
because they inform us of how monastic life was actually lived in past ages.
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Deacon. Holy order ranking below priest.
Dirige. Latin: direct. First words of the first psalm antiphon at office of matins of
the dead, often used to refer to the whole office.
Dissolution of the monasteries. Total abolition and closure of English monasteries
by Henry VIII between 1536 and 1540.
Divine Office. Daily cycle of liturgical prayer without any “sacramental” rite, comprised of matins, lauds, prime, terce, sext, nones, vespers, and compline.
Dominical letters. Tables were devised to determine the date of Easter. It was
necessary to know the sequence of days of the week following the paschal
full moon. There are seven possible relationships of the days of the week to
the calendar of the year. The letters A to G were used to represent the cycle
of seven days beginning at 1 January. The dominical letter for the year is the
letter allocated to the first Sunday. If Sunday fell on 1 January, the letter A
would be used, if on 6 January, then F, etc.
Elevation. The ceremonial raising of the body of Christ, the consecrated host (the
wafer of bread) and chalice (the cup of wine), by the celebrant priest at the
central moment of the Mass.
Erasmus. Desiderius Erasmus (1466–1536) of Rotterdam. Augustinian canon and
priest. Renowned scholar and humanist.
Exequies. Funeral rites.
Extreme Unction. Anointing by a priest of dying person.
Fathers of the Church. Church scholars, especially of the first twelve centuries,
including doctors (theologians and teachers) of the western Church such as
St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, St. Gregory the Great, and St. Jerome.
Fifty psalms. The number usually said or sung as part of the funerary rites.
First table. A privileged position denoting seniority by length of service. Probably
signified the table to be served first, or the first sitting.
Five Joys of the Virgin. The Annunciation, Visitation, Nativity of Christ, Presentation of Christ in the Temple, and Finding of the Child Jesus in the
Temple.
Four humors. Four principal humors in the body: phlegm, blood, choler, and melancholy; believed to determine the temper of the mind and body.
Friars. Members of the mendicant orders, who took a vow of poverty and were
committed to mission and preaching in the outside world. They joined an
order rather than a particular religious house. The four principal orders were
Franciscans, Dominicans (friars preachers), Augustinians (Austins), and
Carmelites.
Granger. Monk in charge of granary and bakehouse. Responsible especially for
storage of grain and malt until needed by baker or brewer. Answerable to
cellarer.
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Heresy. Unorthodox belief condemned by the Church.
Holy Oil. Chrism: mixture of olive oil and balsam consecrated for use in baptism,
confirmation, ordination of priests, and other sacramental rites.
Holy Orders. Minor and major ranks in the Church.
Horarium. Timetable for the day, especially in a monastery.
Host. Consecrated bread in the eucharist.
Indulgence. Remission by the Church of the temporal penalty due for sins where
the guilt has been forgiven through the sacrament of penance.
Jubilee. Historically, year of Jewish emancipation and restoration kept every fifty
years (Leviticus 25). At Christ Church, anniversary every fifty years following the Translation of St. Thomas in 1220.
Junior. Monk still receiving instruction under the supervision of a “guardian” and
sitting in the lower choir stalls.
Lectio Divina. Reading of and meditation on a text, especially of the Bible, not for
information but for delight, wisdom, and insight.
Litany. Form of prayer consisting of a series of petitions, sung or said by a deacon,
priest, or cantor, to which the people make a fixed response.
Little office of the Virgin. Daily office of the Virgin Mary.
Liturgy. The formalized, written order of church worship.
Livery. Payment in kind for services rendered or to be rendered, e.g., cloth, clothing, bread, ale, etc. Often a livery was clothing to be worn by retainers or
supporters in the colors of the provider.
Magister ordinis. “Master of observance.” A senior monk having charge of recruits
between clothing and profession, with the role of supervisor or guardian.
Distinct from the novice master.
Magnate. Great man—an important and influential member of the nobility.
Martyrdom. At Canterbury Cathedral, the place where St. Thomas was murdered
on 29 December 1170.
Martyrology. Register of the dead to be read out daily in Chapter and remembered by the monastic community in prayer. Originally an official register
of martyrs and saints, to which the names of founders, benefactors, those in
conf raternity, and others were added.
Mass. The principal sacramental service of the Church.
Mendicant. An alternative word for friar—literally, a beggar living on alms.
Monk. Member of a community of men living apart from the world under vows
according to a Rule and committed to a particular monastery.
Month’s mind (trecenarium or trental). Requiem Mass said for the deceased on the
thirtieth day after death or burial; or set of thirty Requiem Masses said on a
single day or successive days.
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Necrology. Monastic register containing entries of the deaths of persons connected with or commemorated by that monstery (see also Martyrology).
Nones. Liturgical office sung or recited at the ninth hour of the day.
Notaries. Those appointed to confirm and attest to the truth of any deeds or writings to render them authentic.
Obedientiary. Officeholder in charge of one of the administrative “departments”
of the monastery.
Obit money. Given out on anniversaries or for chantry masses (or for attendance
at the same).
Obsequies. Funeral rites.
Octave. Week following a principal feast (such as Christmas); eighth day after a
feast.
Octavo. Size of book or page made by folding sheet three times to form a quire
of eight leaves.
Office of the Dead. Recited on the day of burial, or as a daily or occasional commemoration of the dead.
Opus Dei. “The work of God”—name given by St. Benedict to the divine office.
Order of St. Benedict. St. Benedict founded the Black Monks who became known
as the Order of St. Benedict. Each monastery of the Order is a separate and
independent institution.
Ordination. Conferring of Holy Orders.
Orphrey. Ornamental border of ecclesiastical vestment.
Pall. Cloth spread over a coffin at a funeral.
Pallium. A y-shaped band of white wool, worn by the pope and by some archbishops, symbolizing their metropolitan jurisdiction over other bishops. It
was conferred by the pope and normally had to be collected from Rome in
person.
Papal Legate. Ecclesiastic deputed to represent the pope; papal ambassador.
Passion. Suffering and death of Christ, or of saints and martyrs.
Passion Sunday. Two weeks before Easter day; fifth Sunday of Lent.
Paternoster. Lord’s prayer.
Penitentiary. Obedientiary involved in confession and penitence.
Pittance. Bequest to a religious house to provide extra food or delicacies on particular occasions, notably anniversaries.
Placebo. Latin: “I will please.” Opening word of vespers in the Office of the
Dead.
Plenary indulgence. Remission of the whole of the temporal punishment due for
sin, dependent on the disposition of the individual’s soul.
Polyphony. Music scored with more than one independent line, as opposed to
monophony, or music scored with only one independent line.
Pontificals. Vestments and insignia of a bishop.
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Postulatio. Choice of candidate by chapter.
Poverty (Monastic). Prohibition of private ownership. All things held in common.
Prayers of Commendation. Commendatio animae: Latin: commendation of the
soul. Prayers commending the soul to God.
Precentor. Monastic officer in charge of the choir and the direction of the liturgy.
Prime. The liturgical office sung or recited at sunrise; the first hour of the day.
Prior. In an abbey, the second-in-command below the abbot. In a cathedral priory, the senior officer of the monastery (the archbishop or bishop being the
titular abbot).
Profession. Entering publicly upon monastic life during a liturgical ceremony.
Protomartyr. Title given to St. Stephen, or to the first martyrs of different countries.
Protonotary. Chief clerk or registrar in the Courts of Chancery, Common Pleas,
and King’s Bench.
Provost. Head of a college or religious community.
Psalter. Book containing the psalms for liturgical use.
Quire. Four sheets of paper folded to form eight leaves, as in medieval manuscripts. Also the spelling used as the architectural term for the choir in a
church. Also the spelling sometimes used for “choir.”
Rectory. Residence of rector, the incumbent of a parish who received the tithes
of that parish.
Refectory. Dining hall.
Regular. Used to describe clergy bound by vows of religion, living in community
and following a rule (Latin: regula). Distinct from secular clergy, who lived in
the world and did not belong to a religious order (Latin: saecularia—lay).
Relic. Major primary relics are the bodily remains of a saint contained in a shrine,
usually in a dedicated chapel. Lesser relics, such as a fragment of bone, were
contained in smaller portable reliquaries. Secondary relics are usually objects,
clothing, or personal possessions sanctified by close connection with a saint.
Requiem Mass. Mass for the repose of the soul of the dead.
Response. Versicle or short sentence, often from the Psalms, said or sung antiphonally and answered by a “response” on the part of the congregation or other
half of the choir.
Return of St. Thomas. The feast day commemorating the return of St. Thomas
from exile in France on 2 December 1170.
Rood. Cross, or Holy Rood: applied to the large cross originally mounted on the
rood loft or screen at the east end of a church, taken down during the Reformation. (See figure 2 for the medieval Rood of Canterbury Cathedral.)
Rule. Code of behavior by which a religious community is regulated, as by the
Rule of St. Benedict.
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Sacrist. Monastic officer responsible for the altars, sacred vessels, liturgical books,
and fabric of the church.
Sanctuary. Area surrounding an altar in a church or chapel.
Scriptorium. Room or hall for writing or copying manuscripts.
Secular. Secular clergy, used as a term for priests living in the world to distinguish
them from members of a religious order who lived according to a Rule.
Sede vacante. The see being vacant. The period during which a diocese is without
a bishop. Following the death of the archbishop of Canterbury, the administration of the diocese was under the overall charge of the prior and chapter.
See. Alternative name for a bishopric.
Senior. A monk’s rank was determined principally by the length of time he had
belonged to his monastery. The senior members of the community sat in the
rear choir stalls in order of rank and kept that rank in procession, etc.
Septuagesima. Seventieth day before Easter. The third Sunday before Lent and
ninth before Easter.
Sext. Liturgical office sung or recited at the sixth hour of the day.
Stationarius. “Pensioner” monk, permitted the comfort of a private chamber after
fifty years of service.
Sub-prior. Deputized to act for the prior, especially during the latter’s frequent
absences. At Christ Church in the fifteenth century, the sub-prior had special responsibility for the elderly and sick.
Suffragan. Bishop appointed to help in the administration of the diocese; any
bishop in relation to his archbishop.
Table Hall. The infirmary refectory.
Te Deum. Latin: “[We praise] thee O God.” First words of a Latin hymn used in
various offices.
Tenement. Piece of land held by an owner.
Terce. Liturgical office sung or recited at the third hour of the day.
Thurible. Metal vessel for the ceremonial burning of incense.
Tithe. One-tenth of the produce of the land given to the Church—often an important item in the income of the parson.
Tonsure. Ritual clipping of hair at center of head, denoting clerical status.
Translation. Transfer of a bishop from one see to another. Also a term used to
describe the ceremony transferring the bodily remains of a saint from the
original tomb to a shrine, usually in the east end of the church.
Trental. Set of thirty Requiem Masses for the repose of a soul, said on a single or
on successive days. Also used to refer to the month’s mind.
Undercroft. Crypt.
Versicle. Short prayer recited by the minister, to which there is a response—thus,
versicle and response.
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Vespers. Liturgical office of the evening, sometimes called evensong.
Vestments. Distinctive dress worn by clergy when performing liturgical and other
services of the Church.
Vestry. Place where vestments, vessels, and other requisites for worship are kept
and in which the clergy robe.
Vicar. A priest appointed to take charge of a parish as a substitute for the rector,
especially where a monastery had charge of the parish.
Vigil. Day before a feast day, usually beginning after midday.
Votive Mass. Offered for a special intention in addition to the prescribed liturgy
of the day.
Warden of the Manors. Obedientiary charged with supervising the administration
of the manors and their estates belonging to Christ Church Priory.
Warming room. Place where monks could warm themselves at permitted times. A
medieval monastery was otherwise largely unheated.
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